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CHAPTER I 

PURPOSE,, SCOPE; AND METHOD 

Introduction 

The manrwsys that people perceive various hypothetical 

social situational and the manner in which they relate themselves 

to these hypothetical situations have relevance in predicting how 
-these people will behave in actual situations of a similar nature. 

The behavioral temencies ot peop1e at. two different times are never 

the same, and no two situations are apt to be identical. Consequent-

~. structuring hypothetical situations exacti,- like situations that 

might occur in actual lite is improbable. However, if the hypothet-

ical situations are largely structured by the people themselves in 

.response to some relatively ·ambiguous material, which is pointed 

toward some common yet important lite situations, the probability 

ot gaining data reflecting persistent behavioral tendencies ot people 

would appear favorable.-

When people are asked to construct h1Pothetical situations by 

telling stories about ambiguous pictures, the data elicited should 

lHypotbetical social situations refer to unreal or imaginaey 
situations. They are u.-,z.~~ because they are not actually occurring 
at a given time~ Rather, these kinds of situations are thought; about 
. b7 people in their "solitar," reflection or considered in interaction 
with others. Projective tests, which require 'the person to construct 
some type of situation in accomplishing the tasks of the test, may be 
considered a hypothetical situation. · · 
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refiect the persil:'tent behavior~ tendencies of these people.2 An 

attempt :will be made in the present study to construct a conceptual 

schem~ that will select data from these stories that w1ll prove eig-
; ' 

id.ficant for the particular problems under consideration here. These 

.concepts must also be "close" to the data and not merely foisted onto 

it. Such a conceptual scheme must be systematic and log1caJ.4, consist-

ent with the other cognate social - psychological concepts, as well as 

rea~onabq pr~ciae and discriminating. 

Purpgse 

General Purpose The general purpose of this dissertation is 

the presentation and illustration ot a conceptual scheme for the sit-

uational ana1:y'Bis ot stories ~old by individuals about relatively 

undefined pictures. It is intended as . a theoretical work insofar as 

it log1cal.l.T and plausibly defines, arranges, and integrates a body ot 

concepts that will present a clear, ~ounded, and systematic view at 

sele~ted ~pects ot the ,tories •. Its .empirical intent rests. in the 

actual emplo;yment of this system of concepts in pointing out some of 

the significant phenomena in the stories and in indicating their prob-

able relationships. 

These are the general purposes of this study. The kind ot data 

and the kind of population flampling available require that these general 

purpoees be limited am focused on selected problems. These problms 

2Henr.v A. Murray, Explorations in _Personality (19.38), 
P• 728. 



will be ~utlined here, together .with the specifi,c purpose of the .stuq, 

be~ore the conce~ual scheme is pres.ented. 

Specific Purpose It is the ~pe_cii'ic purpose of this stud7 to. 
' ' . . . 

learn h~w a particular class of adolescent Negro delinquent bors 

responded to the hypothetical so.cial situations presented by- selected 
' ' . . 

Thompson Th~tic Apperception Tes~ pictures (hereafter referred to 

as the TTAT).3 In reference to the eleven TTAT pictures, the particular .. ,. .. . . 

problems tor solution were~ 

l. Around what types of status relationships did this 
ciass ot delinquente structure their stories? With 
what types of roles· did this class of delinquents 
identify? What types of roles did they attribute to 
the other person (also referred to as the Other} in 
the status relationship? · 

2. Social• psychologicel:cy',4- how did this class .. of 
delinquents · have the maJor character in the picture 
perceive the other persons with respect to interper-
sonal relationship? 

3. In response to these perceptions• how did this 
class of delinquents portray the major chara.cter in 
the stories relating to the other person in the 
puted interpersonal relationship? 

4,. From the standpoint of conflict or harmony, in 
what tYJ)es of situations did this class of delin-
quents tend to place their story characters? 

S • What wa~ the frequency and communallt7S of re-
sponse with which this class of delinquents saw 

3c. E. Thompson, Thematic Apperception Test: Thompson Modi-
fication (1949). A set of eighteen pictures and a manual. Only 
eleven pictures we~e used in. this study'. 

4social - psychological. perception refers to the social 
emotional aspects_ or a perception. It is concerned with the meaning 
that a. perception has for the perceiver. Hereafter it shall be referred 
to only as "perceptionn. 

SThe term communality was taken from Maurice A. Kendall, 
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a) the different types of status and role relation-
ships, b) the different wqs the major character · 
perceived the other person in the interpersonal rela-
tionship, c).the different situations in which the story 
interaction took place? 

· 6. What was the frequency and communality'. of response with 
which this class of delinquents associated' each of the 
dif i'erent types of status· relationships ·with each of 
a) the major ways in which the other person in the 
interpersonal relationships was perceived, b) the major 
ways in which the main character related to Others, 
and c) the different types of situations? 

7. i·lhat was the frequency and com'llllllality with which 
this class of delinquents associated each ot the major 
modes or perceiving_the other person with a) the major 
modes or relating to the other pereon, and b) the dif• 
terent types ot situations? 

s. What was the frequency and communality with which 
this class ot delinquents associated each or the major 
modes of relating to the other person ,dth the. dif-
ferent ~ypes ot situations? 

The TTAT., as a method tor investigating the relationships 

between behavioral tendencies, as manifested in hypothetical situa-

tions and actual lli'e situations, has not been validated. However, 

it has been used 1n experimental and clinical trork and found to be 

of value. 6 Since the cases of this study were selected according to 

a set of criteria., with respect to the similarities of the delin-

quents• past behavior end background, this might be viewed as a veey 

limited validation study: How a class 0£ delinquents performed on 

selected TTAT cards, according to a particular scheme of analysis. 

~t Correlation Methods (1948), P• 81. The term denotes agreement 
or concordance. 

6 Thompson., op. cit • ., PP• 3 and 4 in test manual. 



S. 
The, subjects of this study were t.hirty-two ~e, Negro, ado-

lescent boys admitted to the Kansas Boys• Industrial School (herein-

~fter referred to as KBIS), Topeka, Kansas, rr~m January; 1950, to 

January, 1951, and who were similar in the follow:lng respects1 l) all 

were from urban communities (pver 50,000 population), 2) all were from 

families in the low socio.- economic classes,? 3) all came from fam-

ilies that had disrupted family relationships, 4) all had. been 

chronically delinquent prior to committment, S) the age span of the 

class was-limited to three y-ears,-i.e., thirteen to sixteen years 
'••: 

of ~ge, the mean being 14. 9 years, 6) the physical examinations were 

generally negative and the neurological examinations revealed no 

organic disease, 7) the intelligence or the class ranged from dull 

normal to the bright normal level, 8) all had been diagnosed as 

psychopathic character disorders by the KBIS psychiatrist, and 9) all 

lived in the same institutional cottage and, in general,,_ the same 

social milieu during the time they were examined. 

The selection:·or subjects was guided by the desire to gain a 

sample o!_ subjects with similar racie.l, family, and cultural back-

grounds, with somewhat eimilar intelligence, similar personalities, 
;. 

7The class placement of: the ~ubjects was not· datermined by 
an objective inotrumantJ however, all of the following criteria 
applied to each or the subject•f3 families. The criteria were 
adopted • from IJ.oyd W. Warner, M, Meeker, and K. Eells, Social Class 
1n America (1949), PP• 11-21+• · 

l. Poor shelter in a slum area. 
2. Wage earner unsld.lled. . . 
.3, Inadequate (for essentials) and irregular income. 
4. -Sometimes dependent on public welfare:for support. 
5.-viewed as being irresponsible or lazy-. 
6. Sometimes viewed as being sexually prom.i.scuous, 
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and living in roughly the-same social :milieu, This mode.ot-selection, 

to some degree, stabilizes a whole gamut·of problems: the.relative 

positions of organic, cultural, personal', and to somo degree, situu-

tional constituents 1n the perceptions of each subject, and permits 

an articulate desoription ot the perception and contenplated action 

ot a class 01' delinquents who have emerged trom a particular sooio• 

cultural system. 

The Projective System 

Projective methods have been used extenaivelr in investigat• 

1ng var~ous kinds 01' social • pSJohological problems in many different 
• . • . f 

settinge .. 8 The method,. known as projective testing, assumes that all 

of a person•s behavior 1s revealing of his personality and that it a 

person interacts with unstructured teat material, his particular way 

ot perceiving and ~eacting to life situations will become manifest. 
. . 

It also assumes that the individual· adopts and displays in the testing 

situation social and emotional reaotions similar to those which he· 

will employ when he meets similar lite situations._ These reactions 

to a projective test give us a se.m.pl~ns ot the subject's character• 

1st1c behavior. 

According to Rapaport: 

Projective tests are designed to avoid the need for 
diligent scrutiny of' vast amounts o:t lii'e data, 1n 
which the person also expresses himself• and· to avoid 
reliance upon intuition 1n reconstructing the person-
ality frc,m its manifestations. Four main criteria must 

. . . 

Ssarold ,\nderson and Gladys L,. Anderson (ed.). Introduction 
to Projective Teohnig.ues (1951) 1 pp. 3-704. 
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be met by a projeotive test: it mus1; elicit, render 
observable, record, and make verbally oOMU\\icable, 
the psychological structure of the subject. · 

i1hen tho procedures that nay be coiled projeotive .methods are 

eXBillinod, a wide variety of materials and techniques etl)loyed tor,the 

l · b 10 , . same genera purpose are to e found. This purpose is to reveal · the 

"private" world of' meaninge and feelings or the subject. They all -:re-

quire the subject to organize the test material and rospond to it. 

Since 1935,. when t!organ and Murray first introduced the Them• 

a tic Apperoeption Test, ll (hereafter referred to as the TAT)• this 

particular projective technique has.been used 1ncreas1ns].y 111 clinical 

sad research settings tor the aesessnent ot personality. It ?JBS assumed, 

~aoitly perhaps. that the test stimuli oould be used equally well with 

ell types ot subjects. Thompson questioned th1s assWJi)tion, however, 

and constructed a new version ~f the TAT to be used with Negro sub• 
12 · 

j eots. The impetus tor his adaptation came tram his clinical . obser• 

vation that Negro patients gave unusually sparse stories to the 

A';ur~Y,' TAT pictures. From. this._ he reasoned that Uegro patients might 

be unable to 1dent1f1 with the V'fhite stimulus figures, end that this 

would restrict their responses. 

The chief d1i'terenoe betv,een Thompson's and Uurray' s pictures 
. . -· 

. !:oavid Rapaport, Roy Schafer, and l!erton 0111, Manual of 
D1sgnost1o Testing ( 1946) • l?. 6. · 

lO Anderson end: Anderson,· o;e • cit•. PP• 55•'104. 

110. D. Morgan and Henry A. Murray. A ?!.ethod for Inveat1• 
go.ting Phantasies: The Themat1o i'\'Dperception Test (1935), PP• 289-306. 

12Thompaon, op. cit., a. set ,ot 'et~teen pictures and a manual~ 
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is that the human figures have been· redrawn to represent Negroes• 

Thompson attempted to leave the pictures othend:se unchanged. 

'?he instructions ·accompanying the Thompson revision parallel 

almost exactly those of the original TAT. Presumably, the process 

involved in the responses given by N3groeo·to this particular aeries 

of. pictures are the same as the productions or white subjects to the 

Murx-ay TAT• 

Several investigators have questioned Thompson's aasumptions.13,14 

They have specif'ically- questioned the assumptions he made that: l) Ne-

groes cannot identify with white figures, 2) the Thompson stimuli are 

exactly comparable to the Murrey stimuli, except for race, and J) ?fegroes 

are a sufficiently homogeneous group to· justify a single Negro TAT. 

Holrever, these problems are not particularly relevant. £or· this st~. 

The problem here is to learn about perceptions and accompanyinifreact-

ions ot· a particuiar class or Negro delinquents to these particular 

TTAT materials. The probable relationship between the Thompson TAT and 

the Murray TAT is not a considei•ation ot this work. 

Method of the Study 

Description or the Test Eleven pictures of t~e Thompson Modi-

ti.cation of 'the Thematic Apperception Test were used in this study. 

Usheldon J. Korchin, Howard E. Mitchell and Julian Meltzoft, 
"A Critical Evaluation of the Thomps!)n:Thema.tic Apperception Test«, 
Journal of Projective Techniques, XIV, 0.9S0), pp.445-4~2. 

lltaernard F. Riess, Emanuel K. S.chwartz, and Alice Cottingham, 
"An Experimental Critique ot Assumptions Underl:ying The Negro Versions 
ot the TAT11 , Journal of Abnormal and Clinical Psychology (1950), 
Vol. VL, PP• 700-709. . 
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The description or these pictures was taken from the Manual for Them-

atic Apperception Test, Thompson Modification.15 

l. A young boy is contemplating a violin which rests 
on a table in front of him. 

3. BM. On the noor against a couch is the huddled 
form of, a boy with his head bowed on his right arm. 
Beside him on the noor is a revolver. 

·6. EM. A short elderl;r woman stands with her back 
turned to a tlUl. young man. The l.:.i;,t,W is looking 
downward with a perplexed expression. 

7. BM. A gray--haired man is looking at a younger man 
who is sullenly staring into space. 

8. BM. An adolescent boy looks straight out of the 
picture. The barrel ot a rifle is 'Visible at one 
side, and in the backgrolUld is the dim scene of " 
surgical operation, like a reverie-image. 

12. M. A young man is lying on a couch with his e;yea 
closed. Leaning over ··him is the gaunt tonn ot an eld-
erly man, his hand atretched,out above the tace ot the 
reclin:ing figure. 

_13. B. A little boy is sitting on the doorstep ot a city 
tenement.. 

14. The silhouette of a man (or woman) against a bright, 
window. The rest of the picture is totally black. 

17. BM. A naked man is clinging to a rope. Ha is in 
the act of climbing up or down. 

18. m. A man is clutched. i'ran behind by three hands. 
The figures of his antagonists are invisible. 

20. The dimq' illumined figure ot a man (or woman) in 
the dead of night leaning against a lamp post. 

These pictures ere grey and black in color and are printed on a white 

background. 

lS · C. E. Thompson, op. cit • ., manual PP• l•ll• 
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Administration of the Test The test was given to each subject 

individually. The administration was completed in one aession which 

lasted about one hour. Approximately ti ve minutes were devoted to 

each picture. The stories were electrically transcribed with the sub-

ject Is lmowledge. The recording process was discussed briefly 1d. th 

each subject before the testing. It was described as an easy- method 

or recording. None o.t' the subjects offered any overt objection and 

the test adrninistrator wa.s·not aware or otronc underlying resistances. 

The instructions to the subjects were as follows: 

I am going to show you a series or pictures and I want 
you to make up a story around each one of them. I 
want you to toll me what the situation is in the picturo. 
Describe the characters, what the people are doing• 
what they think, how they feel. Tell what io going 
on and how it comes out. 'l'he machine here wlll take 
your story down, so go along at the speed that oeems 
easiest tor you. 

The instructions were always repeated on request. 

Inquiries were made by the administrator or the test, if the 

story was not clear, in order to get additional information. Inquiries 

were ·frequently' made when the subject was not spontaneous. Suggestive 

questioning was avoided, as was artificial objective administration, 

which would rest,rict the test tQ the subject.•s spontaneous production. 

Techn15111e ot Interpretation The method used in interpreting 

the data in this study was clinical. First, each story' was read once 

or several times in order to get a general conception of the story. 

Following this reading, it was read again. This ti.me the story- analyst 

jotted down.his tentative answers concerning the questions emerging 

from the theoretical framework of this dissertation. These tentative 
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answers were either supported, modified; or rejected as the analysis 

of the same story progressed. 

Successive readings were often required to reach what the 

story analyst thought to be the most valid analysis. From this proc-

ess there emerged an integrated analysis ot each story. In analyzing 

the stories, the interpreter observed the context in which the story 

behavior was tald.ng place, the respective statuses or the different 

peo~le in the story, and the network of interpersonal relationships. 

With particular reference to the theoretical frame work or this work, 

the "story analyst had to establish which person was the major charac-

ter in the story and to which other character did he devote most or 
his attention, and observe in detail everything that the major and the 

other character felt, thought, and did, noting what was usual; recur-

ring, consistent, and common for each character. In tracing out the 

nature ot the relationship between these two characters; the story an-

alyst looked tor the common and recurring ways in which they- saw each 

other and how they- behaved toward each other. He was also interested 

in any marked change in this relationship as the story developed. 

In analyzing a story, the analyst first determined who the 

major character was in each story. Thie usually was the person with 

whom the subject had principally identified himself. The following 

criteria drawn from Symonds were used as a guide in distinguishing 

this character.16 

16Percival M. S1lll0nds, Symonds Picture-Story Test Manual (1948) 
PP• 8 and 9. 
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1. The major character appears in the picture. 

2. He is the character 1n whom the story teller is 
mo,st interested • 

.3. He is the character from whose point of view the 
s\ory is told. 

4. He is the character who shares the subject's sent-
iments and aims. 

S. He is the character about whom the plot is constructed. 

6. He is the character who appears at the beginning 
and at the end of a story. 

7. He is the character whose reactions are most dramat-
ically described. 

a. He is the character who is moat like the subject 
in age, sex, social status, and role. 

9. He is the character whose inner feelings and motives 
are best understood and portrayed by the stoey teller. 

Second, in analyzing a story the analyst identified the person 

to whom the major character directed most of his attention, that is, 

the person with whom he interacted most intensively. 

The following criteria,. patterned after Symonds, were a use-

ful guide in identifying this character.17 

l. He is the character in whom the major character is 
most interested, directs most ot his attention and 
interacts most frequently and intensively. 

2. He is the character who stimulates and reacts to 
the principal character most frequently and intensively. 

3. He is the character who most nearly shares the 
story plot with the major character. 

4. He is the character who, along with the major char-
acter, appears most consistently throughout the story. 

17s)'IIIOnds, loc. cit. 
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discerning the identit1 ot the major character and the 

character to whom the major character directs most ot his attention• 

the analyst also ident,ified the status and role ot every- character and 

their relationship to each other. 

In establishing the presence or an interpersonal relationship 

in the stories, soma ot Max Weber's criteria tor identifying a social 

relationship were usec1.l8 

1. A minimum of mutual orientation of each actor to 
that of the other. The content of the relationship 
may be ot the most varied nature; contlict, hostility, 
s~xual attraction, friendship, loyalty, or economic 
exchange. The relation or the actors may be near 
solidarity or varying degrees ot the opposite. 

2. While mutual orientation implies reciprocity in 
the relationship, the subjective meaning of the re-
lationship need not necessarily be the same for the 
parties involved. Thus, while friendship, love, loyal• 
ty, or fidelity to agreement may be tho orientt.'t.lon 
on one side ot the relationship, there may be an 
entirely different attitude on the part of the-other. 

3. The relationship can be ot a temporary- character 
or of varying degrees of permanence. That i_s, it can 
be of such a kind that there is .repeated recurrence 
of the behavior which corresponds to the orientation 
of the actors, behavior which is an understandable 
consequence of the orientation and to be expected. 

4. The nature of the relationship may change; a rela-
tionship once based on friendship and loyalty mq 
develop into a contlict of interests or vice versa. 

S-, The actors may make explicit some of the content ot 
the relationship, and formulate it in terms of agree-
ments to guide their relationship. Maxims are more 
apt to be formulated concerning values or given ends 
in action than concerning affectual and subjective 
aspects or the relationship. 

18Max Weber, Tho Theory or Social and Economic Organization 
(trans. by A. M, Henderson and Talcott Parsons, 1947). 
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Third, the story anaqst tried to discern how the major char-

acter viewed the other character and what conduct, performances, and 

behavior the major character perceived as being most characteristic of 

the Other. The following criteria were used in establishing this 

perception: the intensity; direction, frequency, and significance ot 

the other's behavior. This judgment was made from the major char-

acter• s point of view. 

Fourth, the stor, analyst learned about the manner in which 

the major character related himself to the Other in the interpersonal 

relationship. The following criteria were used in arriving at the D10de 

in 'Which the major character related himself to the Other: the inten-

sity, frequency, duration, and mamer of the major character's behavior. 

~st, the interplay between these two characters was studied 

'Within the setting of their behaviorJ e.g., the hostility- and friend-

ship, the acceptance and rejection, md the cooperation and conflict 

going on between these two, as well as the other people, in the story. 

The Development ot the Conceptual Scheme The scheme developed 

tor the analysis ot the 'l'TAT s~ories was circumscribed and guided b,y 

the problems ot this work ( these are torrnal.l3' stated in Chapter n), 
by- some of the theory underlying projective testing, by some of the 

theory from the fields of sociology, social psychology, and psychia-

tr,y, and lastly, by the concrete ·data of the stories to be anal7zed. 

Each of these are, in a way, related to the other1 however, the indiv-

idual contributions will be discussed here. 
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Several disciplines, 81110ng them sociology, social psychology, 

psychology-, and psycbiatr.v, have used the concepts ot social relations, 

human relations, and interpersonal relationships. Theoretical and 

clinical contributions have been made to the understanding ot human 

behavior through the use of these concepts. Several of these con-

tributions constituted the background source for the firat. basic 

unit concept of this works Interpersonal Reference. 

From psychiatry-, Sullivan I s ideas about. interpersonal relat-

ionships were borrowed, particularly his emphasis ~n the study of 

people in interpersonal situations, which are configurations made up 

of two or more people.19 He regarded this interpersonal phenomenon 

as the essential subject matter of psychiatry. Cottrell and Foote, 

writing on S'11llvan1s Contribution to Sco.i.P1 Psychology, point out 

that the interpersonal phenomena employed by Sullivan for psychiatr.r 

also have been considered to be the data of social psycholoa.20 

From sociology, Max Weber's article, The Concept of Social 

Relationship, was particularly' helpful in suggesting criteria for dis-

cerning the phenomena of a social relationohip;21 Simnel1a concepts ot 

l9Harr., Stack Sullivan, 11A Note on the Implications of Psy-
chiatry, The Study or Interpersonal Relations tor Investigation in the 
Social Sciences", American Journal of Sociology, Vol. -XLII, 1937, 
PP• 848-871. 

2'1.eonard s. Cottrell and Nolson N. Foote, "Sullivan's Con-
tribution to Social Psychology", in Patrick· Mullahy (ed.), lb! 
Contribution ot Harry Stack Sullivan (19.52), PP• 18l•20S. 

21.weber; op. cit. 
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superordination and subordination,22 and Linton's concept.of status23 

were helpful in making some broad differentiations in the vast amount 

ot data encompassed by one of the generic concepts of this work, 

Interpersonal Reference. 

The problem of the manner -in wh1ch,the major s~oey· character 

perceives the· other character in the story received little impetus 

from these fielde. R&ther, this problem was helped by the projective 

testing-theory- borrowed-trom:the discipline of ps7cholos.v.24 It 

should• be mentioned that Macleod makes a similar distinction to that 

made' by· projective testing theory in respect to studying social •· p&.._ 

ceptual phenomena.25 He divides the problems of studying these 

phenomena into l) the problems or the social determination of percept-

ion, and 2) the problem ot the perception of the social. In this study 

the focus is on the second groUp of problEIIDSe However, by· select,ing 

a homogeneous sample, it is hoped that some inferences may be drawn 

about the first problem from the data secured in this sample. In 

addition to the ideas gleaned from the projective testing theory-, the 

major theoretical source tor the 1'ormal idea or the manner in which 

people relate to each other was taken fl-om the literature .on roles. 

22aeorg Simmel, The Socioloq of Georg Simmel ·( traris. by' 
Kurt H. Woltt, 1950), PP• 181-J0O. 

2'aaJ.ph Linton, The Study of Man (19.36), PP• ~-132. 

24Anderson and Anderson, op. cit,_ PP• 3-704. 
25a. B. MacLeod, :nThe Place or Phenomological Analysis iii 

Social - Psychological Theor,n, ·1n John H. Rohrer· and Muzafer Sherif 
(ect.), Socbl. Pszchology at the Crossroads (19Sl), PP• 215-241. 
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Here the literature is large• Linton's conceptions of. status and 

role,26 which are predominantly sociological conceptionsi and George 

Herbert Mead's role - taking conception,27 which is a social - psy-

chological conception, were of vaiue. 

The effort, to define various types of interpersonal situat-

ions was based on two major theoretical works: 1) the contributions 

or W, I. 'fhomas,28 and 2) Park and Burgess.29 From w. I. Thomas, the 

conceptions of the definition ot the situation and the situational 

approach as a method- ot analysis were helpful. The definition of the 

situation was helpful in suggesting the necessity- tor a concept 1n 

the scheme of this 'WDrk which would denote the more general aspects 

of the interpersonal. relationships and help determine something about 

the general context; in which they occur~ 'l'he situational appro·ach, 

as a scheme of analysis, was instructive in terms of viewing the 

broad CX>ntext; of the stories. Park and Burgess' discussion of social 

interaction also was instructive and suggested some of the more gen-

eral forms ot interaction. 

The stories included in this study, following some prelimin-

ary testing ld.th other TTAT stories, al.so guided the construction and 

sharpening oft.he scheme in that definitions of the various conceptions 

26.tinton, loc. cit. 

27oeorge H. Mead, Mind. Selt1 end Society (19S4), PP• 360-.375. 

~d H. Volkart. (ed.), Socia:i Behavior and Personali~): 
Contributions ot w. I. Thomas to 'fheo:g; and Social Research {1951 , 
PP• 1-69. 

29aobert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess, Introduction to the 
Science of Sociolov (1921), PP• S06-SlO. 
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,,ere cont.'\.nually checked for t.heir spcci.fioi ty and applicability to 

the concrete data. FollO'iVine·the leads sucgestod by tho theory.and 

focused by the formally stated problems to be studied in this research, 

the conceptual system was tentatively organized. The system was pre-

tested on tha TTAT stories of other delinquents at the KBIS. Uodi-

i"ications and changes were made in the theoretical framework during 

this prelil'!linary- testing and evaluation. When the system appeared 

to be adequately developed, it was then applied to the stories com-

prj;sing this study • The pi"ocedure of examining the stories accord-

ing to the system and refining the system as it failed to represent 

the phenomena appearing in the stories continuod until the final 

formulation o:t tha system had been completed. I·t. was then applied 

to the study of the thirty-two cases comprising the S8l!l!)lo in this 

study. 
This, thon, was the procedure followed in building the con-

ceptual ochellle, which is discussed in the next chapter. 

Tho Statistical Method The communality or tho various re-

sponses and the communality or some or different combinations ot 

responses ~re computed b-,1 a coa1'£icient or conc01·dance statistical 

measure. The aim ot this measure was to investigate the relationship 

among tho ranks or responses. The following formula was used: 

w. s 
1/l2m.2 (n3-n)-J!l T 1 

• 
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The numerator., s, is computed by summing the squared deviations of 

the several rankss S1.1)2• Dis a symbol tor the devintions about tho 

mean and is obtained by subtracting the sum or each rank from t.'1eir 

mean. The .formula £or arriving at the mem is: u81 : l/2m(n+l). The 

symbol m in this formula represents the number or cases in the 

sample and n represents the number or variables being correlated. 

In the denominator, symbols m and n have the same me ming as 

in ·the numerator ot the .formula. The computation ot T' needs e.x:plana-

tiops T' = 1/~ (t3-t). The symbol t represents the number or tics 

on the di.rferent variables tor tho same subject. 

The tost for significance for this coefficient o.r concordance 

i 2 S s a Chi-squared test: : l/l2mn{n+l)-l 
n-l'(T 1 

The symbols or this formula bnve been explained above.31 

'Ml.en the term, correlation or rank correlation, is used in 

this t.hosis it refers to the coeftioient or concordr'lllce among the 

several ranks of the subjects I responses. This measure of agreement 

is shown in the w value recorded in the various tables. The higher 

tho w value the greater the degree or agreement. It will be noted 

that this use of cor1 .. elation is different .rrom tho product-aoment 

correlation or traditional statistical t..~eory. 

30Kendall, 02• cit., pp.- 25-36. 

31Kendall1 op. cit., PP• B0-69. 



CHAPTER II 

A CONCEPTUAL SCH&\IB FOR THE ANALYSIS OF INTERPEUSONAL RELATIOI~SHIPS 

IN TTAT STORIES 

The basic unit concepts employed in the analysis of the TTAT 

stories of the delinquents comprising this study were: 

l. Interpersonal Reference 

2. Mode ot Percei'Ving the Other 

3. Mode of Relating to the Other 

4. Interpersonal Situation 

All other concepts introduced in this scheme designate variations 

~£ the unit concepts, aspects of the various units, or process 

occurring within and among the units. 

The outline which tollows, "A Conceptual Scheme for the 

Analysis' of the Interpersonal Relationships in the TTAT stories", is 

the t'heoretical framework used in the ar.alysis of the data included 

in this study. The present chapter is devoted to the development ot 

this scheme. 

Conceptual Scheme for the Analysis ar Inter-
Personal Relationships in the TrAT Stories 

A. Interpersonal Reference 

1. Subordinate - Superior Status 
a. Child - Parent or Parent Substitute or Relative Role 
b. Community Citizen - Community Authority Role 

20 
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'C. Student or Worker - School or Work Authority Role 
d. Human - Supernatural Role 

2. Coordinate Status 
a. Sibling or Peer or Friend - Sibling or Peer or Friend Rol~ 
b. Conmunity Citizen - Community Citizen Role 
c. Suitor - Female Love Object Role 

B. ll..ode of Perceiving the other 

l. Affirming Mode of Perceiving the other 
a. Affiliation 
b. r.Jurturance 

2. Passive Mode of Perceiving the Other 

3. Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode of Perceiving 
the Other 
a. Anti-social or Abusively Aggressive 
b. Dangerous or Dit!icult 
c. Lack or Loas 
d. Rejecting 
e •. Socially Aggressive 

c. Mode of Relating to the other 

l. Aftirm:ing Mode 
a. Affiliation 
b. Succorancel 

2. Passive Mode 

.3. Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode 
a. Anti-social or Abusively Aggressive 
b. Rejecting 
c. Socialq Aggressive 

D. Interpersonal Situation2 

l. Conjunctive Situation 

2. Disjunctive Situation 

lrbe term succorance was taken from Henry A. Murray, 
Explorations in Personalitz (1947), PP• 181-184,. The meaning here 
has b~en more circumscribed. 

'Zrhe terms conjunctive and disjunctive were taken from 
Logan Wilson md William Kolb, Sociological AnalYsis (1949), 
PP• 681-682. Th• terms were redefined tor use in this study. 
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3. Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situation 

The first three basic unit concepts, Interpersonal Refer-

ence, Mode of Perceiving the Other, end the Mode of Relating to the 

Other characterize the kind of relationship existing between the major 

character in the story ancl the person to whom he directs most of his 

attention. 'l'he fourth basic unit concept, Interperoonal Situation, 

denotes some of the context in which the relationship takes place. 

These basic unit concepts focus on the centra1 consideratiollB of this .. 
dissertation, giving some attention to peripheral issues, bltt leav• 

ing -·ina.nT nuances of the stories untouched. 

This chapter will present the basic unit concepts and their 

various sub-categories. These cxmcepts will_ be defined, illustrated, 

systema.tical:cy- arranged. 

Interpersonal Reference 

Interpersonal Reference is the first basic unit ~oncept 

employed in the formal anaqsis of the central interpersonal relation-

ship in the stories and it refers to the status and role relationships 

occurring in the storios. It, sets the stage 1'or the sequence of 

occurrences that follow by outlining the status and role of the major 

character of the story- and the figure to whom he devotes most of his 

attention. The concept of Interpersonal Reference immediateq pre-

cedes the next basic unit concept, the Mode of Perceiv~ the other. 

It might well be considered a part of it since the oubject must 

establish almost simultaneous]¥ 1) the major status and ~ole ot the 

characters in the story, and 2) the perception that the major character 
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has ot the· Other• A more detailed analysis ot the stories 1s made 

possible, however, by breaking into this interrelated and continuous 

process with concepts that-are employed to anal.Tze this larger pro-

cess. 

After the status and role ot the major character and the 

Other are.established, the story analyst establishes the perception 

that the major character has ot the Other. 

In ascertaining the major character's status and the status 

of the Other, the story analyst must focus on the hierarchical posit-

ion cf each. Tak:ing a cue fromSimmel 1s concepts of subordination, 

superordination, and coordination,3 and from the stories given by 

these subjects, two major status relationships were set up ;ln this 

scheme as tollowss Subordinate - Superior Status and Coordinate 

Status. 

In the first status relatiorutM.p, [;h.~rdinate - Superior, 

the status listed before the dash refers to the position of the major 

characterJ the status after the dash is that of the other person •. 

In the second major status relationship, Coordinate Status, the major 

character and the Other have an equal. status. It is notewort}v" that 

the subjects, in telling their stories, never cast their major char-

acter in a generally superior position, even though they may- have had 

him strive in that direction. 

In addition to including the status relationships ot the major 

character and the other, the basic unit concept, Interpersonal Reference,_ 

3aeor~ Simmel, The Sociology ot Georg Simnel (trans~ by Kurt 
H. Wolff, 1950), PP• 181-300. 
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also 'incorporates the social role of each character. Social role 

refers to the ao cial part played b7 each person in bis relationship 

with the Other. It also refers to his position in the relationship, 

but this hierarchical aspect is not ~phasized. These statuses and 

roles also have J set of expected behaviors attached to them, but 

this scheme does not outline them. Rather, the status and role 

categories of the Interpersonal Reference concept outlines the posit-

ion, and indicates who fills them. Further, these status and role 

categories serve as reference points tor the interactional process 

that follows - - i.e., how the major character perceives the Other, 

how he relates to him, and the kind or a situation 1n which he casts 

their relationship. 

For organizational consistency, these role relationships are 

grouped under the appropriate status relationships• Thus, the 

Subordinate - Superior status relationships include the role relation-

ships of Child - Parent or Parent Substitute or Relative Relation-

ships, Community Citizen - Community Authority Relationships, StUdent 

or Worker - School or Work Authorit7Relationsh1ps, and Human - Super-

natural Relationships. 'the Coordinate Status Relat.i.onships include 

Sibling or Peer - Sibling or Peer Role Relationships, Community Citizen -

Community Citizen Role Relat.ionships, and Suitor - Female Love Object 

Bole Relationships. 

Nen in the presentation of the basic unit concept, the Inter-

personal Reference, the major an.d minor categories of the concept will 

be given, defined, and illustrated. 
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Subordinate• Superior Status Subordinate - Superior status 

refers to those status relationships in which the major character in 

the story is in a less dominant position than the .figure with whom- he 

is interacting. The major character is in a subordinate and interior 

position and is influenced, swayed, prevailed upon; persuaded, dir-

ected; ordered; guided; governed; prohibited, restrained, opposed; 

dissuaded; punished, confined; or 1mpr1sonect. This Subordinate • 

Sup~rior Status Relationship is not absolute, as the person in the 

·subordinate position acts reciprocal.17 on the person in the· superior 

position and influences his behavior. Thus this relationship is rel-

ative and is one of give and take even though there is a general 

unbalance of power and control. 

'l'he Subordinate • Superior· status categoey will be illus-

trated below. The illustrations will be briet'and•will include a 

limited number of statements from. stories of the subjects to illus-

trate the kind of story material to which these concepts reter. The 

examples will be p~ceded by 1etters indicating the initials of the 

name of the subject - - e.g., B~J. and a number, and in some cases 

combined with some letters designating the ·picture, e.g., 8 BM. 

H.L., 3 BM. He is unhaJIP7 because he is a failure in 
his work because he wouldn't listen to his mother and 
father and tried to show him the right way how to live. 
If he had taken heed. to the warning he would have been 
a great success but now he know that it JOU listen to 
good advice from the one who lmows and take heed ;you 
can save a broken heart and live a better lite. 

P.J., 18. Weli, this l>o7 was five years old. His 
daddy used to make him. work very hard. He worked like 
this tor about seven years and when he ran Awa;y, bis 
mother had a heart attack and died. 
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The Role :Relationships, srouped under Subordinate - SUporior 

Status Relationships, follom, T'aoy are listed, defined, and illustrated, 

Ob.Ud :-- l;arent or Parent Substitute or Relative Role. These 

relationships portray the main cbaraoter in the ator, in a subord-. 

inate status and in the role .~t a child, The status o·t the other 1s 

superior and they ore 1n the role ot his parent, parental subst1 tute1 

or an adult relative. The following examples include illustrations 

ot each of the foregoing, 

Child - Parent Roles. 

1.R., 6 a!. Well, this looks like, oh1 well, a son 
and more so then anything else, bis mother. 

Child •Parent sabstitute Roles 

w.:r., 8 w. This boy's grandfather vnmted to see him 
grow up to be a nice young man since he had been tak• 
ing care or him. 

1. 
Child• Relative Roles 

D.M., l. nere a boy has.gotten a new violin from his 
unole. 

community Citizen - CO!DtllUnity Authority Role~ Here the major 

character assumes the role of a person in the community aniLthe Other 

in the relationship 1s cast in the role ot an authority rigure. 'Iha 

citizen is subordinate to the community authority. The designation 

"citizen" is a very general 'term and should not be construed to 

mean only persons who are "o1v1o-m1nded"•' sinoe it includes persons 

who may be ;the coiltrary. The authority role inolude·s· aomµnmity 

figures such as the police, judges, and probation otticers. 
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W.R., 18 BM. Oh, oh, it looks _like the police have 
gotten him and he's got. to deal with them again. 

D.J., 14. Well, this young man wit.a looking out of a 
window or bis bedroom. He was tired because he had 
been working hard. As he looked. out ot the window 
he could see the policeman on his beat, making the 
rounds. 

Student or Worker - School or Work Authol"i ty Role. Thesa 

relationships involve the character in the position of student 

or worker and the ot~er character· in the position of authority, such 

as a teacher or foreman in a school or ~-ork setting. 

Student - School Authorit7 Role: 

W .u., 1. A picture ot a boy looking at his violin. 
He is in the practicing room and his music teacher 
has just given him this sheet ot music and told him 
to practice it. 

Worker - Work Authorit7 Rolea 

B.J., 8 BM. Thia boy was named John. He was a very good 
boxer and yet he was still getting some help from hie 
coach. 

Supernatural Role. Classified here· are the relationships be-

tween the main character ot the. s:t;ory to imagined higher powers and 

participation in various religious rituals and cer-emoni_es, such as 

prayer, worship, and going to church. 

M.F., 20. It •s dark out and this poor b07 is standing 
under this lamp post praying to God for sane help. 
Somebody h.t:J.d to help him because he sure needed it. 

D.W., 7 BM. This man is in church singing, o~ like 
that. Thinking of God, I'd sq. Asking for God1a 
help, I'd say. Trying to be a Christian in other 
words, I'd say. 
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Coordinate Status Cool'dinate Status refers to those 

status relationships in tvbich the major character in th• stor,y is . . . 

on a fairly equal plane with the tl.gure with whom he· is interacting 

most intensively. These relationships usually occur on· similar 

status level.a and one person.is not likely to be in a position ot 

greater dominance, control, or power than the ether. Beth of the 

people are "equal..l,1'" tree to stimulate and react. While the posit-

ion of relative dominance may change from time to time in the inter-

actions, it is not likely to be extreme~ Two examples of a Coordinate 

Status follow. 

n.w., J.7 l!!t. This is a high school athlete climbing 
a rope, trying, probably trying to reach the top. 
Probabl.7 he has already reached the top and is coming 
down, and he feels as though he don't want any one 
climb:i~g on that rope, that he will win that contest. 
He has gone up higher than ~ne else has. He don1t 
think anyone can go up any higher than he did. That 
he is sure to ld.n the contest. [And what then fin-
ally happened?] Someone probably climbed up higher 
than he did and won the mntest. He probably was a 
sport, take it like it was. Probably se:y, "Wa1.t 
•till next year", try it again, make sure he climb 
it higher, probably practice. 

J.B., 14. He could have been thinld.n, he muld have 
had a girl friend and broke oft with her. He was 
trying to think a way to git her back or some wq to 
redeem himself with her and straighten things out 
.between the two of them. 

The Role Relationships, grouped under Coordinate Status Relation-

ships, lfill be defined and illustrated next. Again, the illustrations 

'L"ill be brief and are drawn from: the subjects I stories. 

Sibling or Peer or Friend - Sibling or Peer or Friend Role. 

These role relatione.hips in the stories are between brothers,. brother 
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and sister or peers, rivals or associates, and friends. They mq be 

in the home., neighborhood, school, and community and occur in or 

between age-membership groups. 

Sibling-• Sibling Role& 

G.G., 20. Well, it looks like a boy is a, a, look-
ing for bis brother. 

Peer - Peer Role1 

J.B., 3 BM. This boy is laying down. He has got a 
beating .from some gu;ys up the street. This won•.t 
last long because he can deal with theme 

Friend - Friend Role, 

H.L. • 8 BM. Thia .fellow here is getting tired of 
waiting for bis friend. They have been friends for 
a long time and he is wondering what happened to him. 

Community Citizen - Community Citizen Role. These relation-

ships -.occur when the major character of _the story, in the role of a 

community cit1~en, relates to adults in his neighborhood, as weU as 

adults in the comrmmity at large. 

H.M. 1 12 M. He I s ,just been talking to his grocer .down-
town. He had lmown him for a very long time but he 
thought that maybe he could fix him up~ 

P.a., 18 BM. He is trying on a new sport coat at a 
clothing store and the salesman is helping him with it •. 

·Suitor - Female Love Object Role. These role relat-

ionships occur between the main character in the .role ot a,lover and 

female love objects, excluding the mother figure. As in the cate-

gory of Sibling or Peer or Friend - Sibling or Peer or Friend Relat-

ionships, this relationship obtains also between members of about 

the same age groups• 
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J.B., 20. He probabq, well, maybe he was, shall we 
sq intoxicated with her looks, her beauty it he was 
not intoxicated by her looks, ·and I 1d say he was. 
She was about 21, not over 2.3, and she, a might be, 
a built· and s~e, a, was, a five-seven, dark or black 
hair, ahe was light brom skin. She wore nice clothes 
and she was very fast and he probably knew it. 

M.D., 18 BM. This looks like a boy kinda playing high. 
He goes to night clubs and joints like that, and ha 
looks like be tries to bully- and pimp, mqba he has a 

.nice girl, and he thinks a lot ot her. He gets into 
fights pretty often over her and, oh, maybe hurt up 
a. 81J1' or cut hinl° up, shoot him up and do different· 
thillgs like tha~. Well, this •girl was pretty, has 
beautitul eyes and hair and she could almost make him 
do an_vthing at her ttomnand. 

The Mode of Pel'ce..i. ving the Ot.her 

The various categories of the Interpersonal Reference concept 

designate the ones to whom the major character in the sto1"7 is res-

ponding and something about the hierarchical and social position of 

each in the relationship. The clifterent categories ot the Mode of 

Perceiving the Ot.her indicate how the major character sees the other 

person in the interaction, from a social - psychological point of 

view. These categories ares l) Affirming, 2) Passive, and 3) De-

manding or Threatening OJ.". Destructive. The.Mode of'. Percei:n,ng the 

other precedes the next basic unit concept, Mode ot Relating to the 

other. 

Affirming Mode of Perceiving the Other Thia refers to a per-

caption in which the person, to whom thl?. major character of the story 

is giving most ot his attention, is seen as being friendl;r, under-

staming, sympathetic, supporting, nurturing1 helpful. 
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The Affirming category has two sub-categories: a) Affil-

iation and b) Nurturance. These categories are defined and illus-

trated. here. 

Affiliation describes people who extend themselves to others 

to form associations and friendships - - people who empathize, cooper-

ate, accept, and respect others. 

O«S.-, 14. I'd say ha talked.with these people. The7 
might have talked about the fight tonight or about 
the new neighbors down the street. They are friendly 
people and like to make friends with other people. 

D.E., BM. You can aee that these two guys have been 
buddies tor a long time. They have done a lot ot 
things together and they know each other. 

Nurturance refers to lenient, sympathetic, generous, encour-

aging, helpful, protective, and loving people. While there are some 

similarities between this concept and Affiliation, Nurturance emphasizes 

indulgence. It is viewed aa being a descriptive opposite of a Driving 

or Threatening or Destructl.ve Perception. 

B.H., }2 M. This here· looks like the boy's taken hie 
nap... looks like he is s1 ck and his father is taking 
good care of him, even is tanning him with his hand 
so he won't be so hot. 

P .G., 12 M. This old man is leaning over looking at. 
his son. He wants to help him. He ie taking. care ot 
him, trying to help him get well. It•s the only son 
he's got. · 

Passive Mode of Perceiving the other The Passive category is 

general and does not have any sub-categories. It describes inactive, 

* This indicates a considerable pause in the telling of a story. 
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weak. unguarded people who are vulnerable to exploitation. They may 

prefer to be resigned to the inevite.ble or let others take the init-

iative rather than exert themselves. The;v- tmd to be inactive and 

this tendencr may manifest itself in quietude, laziness, apath7, 

dreaminess, lack of initiative, persistence, and excessive need for 

relaxation am repose. 

P .G., 18 BM. I get this as a boy who might have been 
doing some drl.nklng and he was ••• then he tried to kill 
somebody. This other f!JJY' was eae;v- going enough, not 
asking for any trouble, just drinking at the bar and 
minding his own bls1ness but this fellow saw him as 
a pushover. You know I was in this other !U1'' s shoes 
once? 

D.M., 6 BM. This looks like a tel.low just talking to 
bis mother, just maybe c~ home from work or like 
he went on a trip or vacation, just came back. She 
was looking out ot the window or so~ething; (What 
happens?] She don it say much or do much. (How is 
that?] She never has; he•s kind of used to it and 
goes on his own vq • 

Demanding or Threatening or Destructive Mode of Perceiving the 

Other This categor, -refers to perceptions in which ~he person to 

whom th~ major character of the story is giving most or his attention 

is seen nnegativel.1""; as hostile, rejecting, neglecting, menacing, 

denunciating, forewarning, intimidating, defying, abusing, frighten-

ing, commanding, domineering, expl.oitative, dangerous, ditf1.cult, 

anti-social, dying or leaving the major character, or ~able or umd.l.1-

ing to supply him 1d. th his basic needs. This major concept has several 

sub-categories. 

Anti-Social or Abusively Aggressive raters to seeing another 

person as destructively aggressive •. The destructive aggression can 
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be either verbal or overtly physical. 

s.M. • l..3 BM. This little boy right here ·was sitting 
on t.he porch and was waiting tor his daddy to come 
home. He didn't have nothing to eat all day and he 
didn't have no book or shoes to go to school and he 
didn't have no shirt. Thia, hia father didn't come 
home but he kept on waitil'lfh After it was dark.• .he 
wae scared to stay- in the house all by hisself. Then 
he saw someone coming down the road and he thought it 
was bis father but it wasn•t. Pretty soon his rather 
came home and his .f'ather had a big stick in his hand 
and his father was all drunk. He had spent all his 
money up and he came into the house and the little 
boy started fol.low.$,.ng him. His daddy turned around 
and hit 'With the st,:l,ck and hit him. The little boy 
got under the bed am started crying. He thought 
his dad was a rat. 

o~s., 3 BM. H~•s been crying or sanebody1s hurt 
him. I don•t understand. He had a tight. Somebody 
jiot might want to pick on him or meddle with him. 

Dangerous or Difficult perception refers to the main char-

acter ot th.9 story viewing ~he Other as being dangerous or hazardous 

to relate to., or the Other presenting laborious and arduous tasks 
' ' 

for the main character to perform. 

D.J • ., 12 M. Hero's a man that •s 1¢ng on the bed, 
there's a ••• looldng like he's afraid of God ••• looks 
like he is dying ••• he1s dying and he figures God might; 
get him for sane ~, the things he done. · 

H.K., 8 mi. This hare boss is making this boy work 
too bard and ha don •t see no sense to it. 

Lack or Loss denotes those perceptions in which the major 

character news the person to whom he ia devoting most of his atten-

tion as failing to provide him with 'What he needs to live, to succeed, 

or to be happy. This other figure mq be poor, dest.itute, lacking 1n 

status; int'luenoe, and friends, or may leave or die. 
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w.u., 13 B. Picture or a bo1 sitting on the back 
steps. This house isn't as good as the one next door. 
He needs some clothes, to7s, new house, playmates, 
candy, but his folks don't have good enough jobs 
or enough money to buy t em. 

P.O., 6 BM. They are thinking about an automobile 
accident where this boy's sister was killed. He 
and this sister were close and he sure hated to lose 
her. It had an effect on his lite. 

Rejection designates those perceptions in which the main 

character views another person as depriving, disregarding, neglecting, 

scorning, ·disapproving, or repudiating him. 

D.~., 13 B. This boy set down out on the porch think-ing. Got his fingers in his mouth. He may be feeling 
kinda bad. Don•t want to talk to nobody about it. It 
seems like he is about to give up. He and his folks 
just don't get ~long. He feels they don't like him, 
never pay any attention to him. 

w.u., 7 BM. This boy is mad. The rather wouldn't 
give him anything he wanted because he didn't want 
him around. So the boy stayed out late and got into 
trouble. Maybe he took something from somebody. 
Maybe he couldn1 t get it at home, He was mad and fig-
ured that was the only way to get something. Now the 
old man is telling him. he didn't. have any need to do 
something like that. Telling him something ror his 
om good. 

Socially AgPressive perceptions discern the other person as 

striving vigorouslf with:J.n socially acceptable means to overcome 

obstacles and dil'ficulties and to achieve goals approved by society. 

W.D., 3 BM. Picture of a boy with his head on a couch, 
waiting for his folks to come home from work. They are 
colored folks and his folks had to ?iork hard t'or what 
they got. Sometimes they have to take the odd hours, 
the bad shifts, sometimes they have to take less wages, 
sometimes they have to do the dirtier work but they are 
always trying to get through these things and get ahead. 
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L.c • ., 7 BM. Like the son wanted to do something tor 
work and the father is trying to help him get some-
thing and get some place. The father is trying to 
tell the boy he I a got to dr:l ve and push. He says., 
"I'm depending on 7ou then." 

Mode of Relating to the other 

Mode of Relating to the Other refers to the manner in which 

the major cha~acter relates himself to the Other person in the story. 

It is his predominant attitude and behavior toward the other. 

The major character's Mode of Relating to the Other follows 

the ·subject. 1 s selection of the type of Interpersonal Reference - • 

the statue· and role relationship in which be ( the major character) 

is engaged, and his perception of the person ~th ·whom his inter-

action is most intense. Sequential.17 then, the subject _has created 

at least two story charactersJ he has identified himself closely with 

one ot these and this o~e has become t.he major character. The other 

person in this relat.io~ship is the one to whom the maJ,or character 

directs moat of his attention, and is lmown as the other. The sub-

ject has cast each into a particular status and role. The major 

character (as seen b7 the subject) has seen the other person as being 

a particular kind ot person according to feelings., thinking., and 

behaving. At this junc~ure in the interaction• the major character 

assumes a "mod~ ot relating" to the Other. 

There are three major categories tor the modes that the major 

character assumes in relating to the other person in the interactions 

l) ~firming, 2) Passive., and 3) Driving or Threatenµig or Destructive. 

The designations given these categories are the same as tor the 
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preceding basic unit concept; however, only the Passive category 

remains unaltered. The Driving or Threatening or Destructive cate-

gory-· becomes less inclusive 1n that, the sub-categories ot Dangerous 

or Ditficul t, and -Lack or Loss are dropped.. In the Affirming cate-

gor-y, SUccorance replaced. Nurturance. Thie change was made because 

the major character requested help and assistance (Succorance) in 

the stories but did not give it (Nurturance). 

'l'he content ct these various concepts prev:l.ous3.1' defined will 

not be rederi.ned, as their form and content remain generally the 

same. Their direction changes, inasmuch as they- refer to the behav-

ior of the major character in relation to others. Thus, in the Mode 

of Relating to the Other the major character takes on and lives out. 

the content or these concepts, while in bis Perception ot the Other 

he assigns it to others. 

Affirming Mode ot Relating to the Other It should be remem-

bered that the category- of Affiming has tvo sub-categories• Affil-

iation and Succoranca1 

Affiliation, illustrations onq. 
W .I., 8 BH. Looks like his brother got hurt am he 
teeled that he would like to do something tor him to 
cheer him up. Like going to the hospital to cheer 
him up, mqbe bring him some. nowers or candy and visit. 
with him. 

H.F., 10 B. I wouldn1,t mind being this t;U7• I 1d sq, 
that a, this man and woman standing in back of him 
with her band on hie hand and. one hand on his arm. Nov 
thq could jist "e coming ott a honeymoon and they was 
talking about what a nice wedding and trip ther had. 
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He had on a nice tie and sport clothes and she had on 
a loafer coat. And it seems likely they was talld.ng 
about it and enjoying each other. 

SUccorance pettains to the major character ot the story 

seeking aid, protection, or sympattw - - to seek attection, support, 

and consideration from another person. 

W.I., 6 BM. Thia mother is scolding her boy, has 
turned her back; on him, jist like telling him that she 
don•t like him and don't-want him around. He don•t 
know where else to turn so he tries to apologize and 
tells her if she won•t be mad at him, he 111 go out and 
try to make up for it. Maybe he•ll do something for 
his mother. 

IC~G., 12 M. Seems to me this man is sick and this 
other man is a preacher that he had send for. He ia 
pr¢ng. He thinks he's d1ing and so he :ls prqing 
for his soul and the preacher is preaching. Thia 
man grabbed tha·preaqherright here thinking if he 
don•t get saved, he'll go to hell. For that he had 
the preacher come to help him with God. 

Passi n Mode cf Relating to the Other must.rations onl.1'• 
D.J., 3 BM. Thia, this, tllis person that's Bitting pn 
the floor, have, have· a bench and he have his head 
resting on the bench with his arm acros~ his face. 
His feelings were hurt and he begins to cry. He might 
hope, he made a mistake, a ••• missed ••• a ball. They 
might of scolded him, or· hollered at him. Mqbe he 
wasn't used ~o being hollered at and he is thinking 
about how cruel they were to him, or mqbe that it 
wasn't his fault. He looks sad. Don1t feel like 
talking to anyone. TWhat happens?] Nothing. [Turn 
out?] He goes home •. 

s.A., 3 lit. As he went t.o the party, they made fun of 
him and. told him. they didn 1t want him. So that day, 
as everybody came out of school, he went home. He 
did not return £or the party because he thought no-
body wanted him. 'As the teacher called. ott bis name, 
he did not answer. They told her they didn't know. 
The teacher called the boy's folks. They did not 
know he was up in his room with the little pup. So 
after thq hung up the phone, they went up there to 
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see their little boy in his room, jist sitting there, 
not doing anything but crying. I st1ppose crying 
because everyone was making run of him• 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode of Relating to the 

Other - This category contains the sub-categories of'a l) Anti-

socially or Abusively AggresBive, 2) Rejecting, and 3) Socially 

Aggressive. As these concepts were defined under the basic unit 

concept, The Perception of the Other, they will be illustrated only 

as they occur in the Modes of Relating to the Others. 

~~ti-Social or Abusively Aggressive, 

w.u., 7 BM. This boy probabl7 stayed out late when 
he wasn• t supposed to or he got into trouble of some 
kind. Maybe he took something from somebody. He took 
something he cotildn1 t get at home. He had to get what 
h3 wanted by stealing. It was the only way he could 
get it. 

Rejecting: 

K.O., 13 B. This boy set down on the porch thptking 
about something or someone passing by. Maybe he didn1 t 
like his friends. He's had enough ot them and doesn't 
plan to have anything more to do w1 th them. 

Socially Aggressive: 

M.Y., 8 BY. Let's see, this boy is thinking or being 
a doctor when he grows up. He starts studying and the 
teachers give him harder lessons, lessons he can hardly 
get. He s.tudies hard. He figures it's worth going 
after so in spite of everything he works hard to get it. 

Interpersonal Situation 

Interpersonal Situation is the last in the sequence of the tour 

basic unit concepts. It reflects the more abstract, dynamical structure 
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of a s toi7. it is a more general concept than the others, including 

sOD'l8 of the phenomena subsumed under·soma of the preceding concepts, 

as well as additional phenomena• In addition to taking into account. 

the train ot experiences occurring between the major character and 

the other person ot the status and role relationship, this concept 

also refers to the subject's description of l).the general setting 

in which the story takes place, 2) the outcome of the story, 3) the 

interaction among the other story characters, aDd 4) the interaction 

between the major ctaracter and story characters other than the one 

with whom the major character interacts most intensively. 

The Interpersonal Situation, through its categories of Con-

junctive Situation, Disjunctive Situation, am Disjunctive - Conjunct-

i~e Situation, renecta the general.conflictual - harmonious aspects 

or the story; setting and its interpersonal relationships. It mq 

exist 1n tbe major character's phantasy lite where he mental]T pro-

jects himself into various situations with others, in "solltat7" pla, 

where ha acts out various kinds ot situations with others• or 11real" 

situations.in the story context.. l'i'hether the Interpersonal Situation 

of a stor., is judged as being of one type or another is a qualitative 

evaluation depending upon the trequenqr I intensity-, persistence, and 

effect of these various aspects ot the story 1~ respect to harmoDT or 

conflict. 

'l'he several categories ot Interpersonal Situation are defined 

and illustrated below. A atoey will be given and discussed, t'ollowing 

the initial examples, for illustrative purposes. 
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Conjunctive Situation A Conjunctive Situation is one in which 

the interaction occurring between1 the 'major character of the story 

and the person w1 th whom most of the interaction takes place is gen-

er~ cooperative, acco:nmodative, and adaptive. This does not mean 

that all these interpersonal relations are pleasant and congenial; 

rather it implies that the interacting people are developing common 

ways or conmunicating and defining problems, coming to some agreement, 

sharing common problems and interests, or are willing to consider the 

opirµ.ons ot others. However, there must be a sufficient number of 

agreements existing between them to facilitate working toward the 

solution of their mutual problems. The following are illustrative1 

Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation• 

T .c., 14. 'l'he boy here was laying in bed half asleep. 
He couldn't sleep so he got up, put on his clothes, 
and went on down to see it he couldn't wake up his 
friend who lived around the block. They were buddies 
and he thought they might go fishing together. So he 
did crawl in his window and woke him up and they went 
out along the river,_ where the7 spent a lot of time 
and did some night fishing. At first his buddy didn •t 
want to go, said he we.s too sleepy- or his folks might 
Id.ck but it didn't take long to change his mind tor 
he .and his buddy had been together· so much and his 
buddy- had done some things for him, so he could see 
how it was. 

s.n., 1. One day, David, name just like mine, got to 
practicing on his violin like his teacher told him. 
It was hard and he could only play a rew notes. But 
he kept on taking lessons from this same teacher. 
Sometimes he didn't understand her. At first, it was 
hard and he was a little afraid of her but as he kept 
on practicing and got less afraid of the teacher, he 
leamed. Finally he got ao he could play- the thing. 

Disjunctive Situation A Disjunctive Situation refers to a con-

flictive interpersonal relationship in which opposition, hardship, 
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anger, fr1.1stration, dissensions, and failures prevail throughout and 

which ends. in an unhappy,. unsuccessful; or miserable way• 

D.E.; 3 mt. Here lies a young man dead. His girl 
· friend caught him with another girl and she said she. 
was going to kill him if she caught him with another 
girl, but ha didn't believe her and not only went out 
·with another girl, but he began hanging around a tough 
crowd and they pulled a few jobs. He knew the first 
girl :friend wasn't all on the up-and-up but he didn't 
think she 1d kill him• She went to a pawn shop · and 
bought a German Lugar, it cost $45.00. She followed 
him: over to the gang's hideout where the ,other g:11~1 
was, too. She let him go in am when the door opened, 
she could hear jitterbug music, Ha liked this hang-
out and the .music, It made her mad• As soon as he 
got in, she threw the ·door open and killed him and ran 
out and down the ~87• 
B:a., 14, We, .. he shouldn't. a did it, he. should ltave 
ta.1ked with bis mother, but he did and she wouldn't. 
listen. He was in jail someplace and breaking out. 
Or be coul.d be· home; going out of' a window or some-
t~• kwhow, he goes out and steals somet~ and 
gets into trouble. He ends up in jail somewhere. 
~binge go pretty hard tor him. He t:l.nal:1¥ gets out, in 
a tew7ears; stays straight for a couple of months, 
.tllen he starts the same trouble again• The sec~nd 
time they won't be so easy on him and right now things 
don't look so good•, 

Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situation The Disjunctive• Con-

junctive category denotes those stories where the interactional pro-

cesses are essentially conflictive; but. which end on a positive note 

in that there is a resolution ot the problem(s). In some cases tho 

major character ma.7 conclude the story on a positive note, settling 

the problem for _his own satisfaction even though it may not be solved 

for both persons. This only' applies when the other part7 in the inter-

action w.1.11 not cooperate, or when the decision of the main character 

is socially' constructive and not damaging to himself, 
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M~L., 7. Thia "is a man in a business concern and he 
is about to get an opportunity to become a big exec-
uti ve by bis bosses. He is g:t ven an aesignment in 
South America. The man on the left is the one who is 
to give him this opportunity. But it he·faile on this 
assignment, his career, along with everything else in 
his lite that is important to him, would be lost. So 
he leaves his mother and relatives. His mother didn't. 
want, him to leave :and he had to tear himself away. He 
went in spite of it. Whan he got there, he found that 
things nre in worse shape than he planned they'd be. 
People weren't interested in what he had come tor. 
Yet he worked hard every day and planned at night. 
It was so·diecouraging at times that he felt like 
giving up1 letting everything ·slide. He couldn't 
sleep ~t night and got nervous during the dB1'. Some-
times he figured he was just. hanging on to a straw 
with his· determination. Thia business was bad enough 
and then,. to make it worse, bis home off'ice put more 
ptessure on him. He just kept.' on plugging. He fig-
ured he 1d do his best. Then he got sick and it looked 
gl.OOIJV but he finally got. okay. Pretty soon bis hard 
work starting paying off. People began wam.ing to 
look at and bey· the· machinery he was selling. When 
his business picked up, he picked up. He was skin am 
bone and jittery but now he started to fill out ard 
get more steady. 

W.R., 18 BM. This boy was grabbed by the police and 
they took him in tor questioning. I suppose they were 
jl\st trying to do their job, so this boy here just took 
it easy, and kept quiet. They tried sticking him with 
robbing a store. He didn't sq qthing. Finally 
they threw him in a cell and it' looked kinda bad. 
They kept him there a couple of dqs • All he did was 
to keep quiet or tell them he didn •t do it. Then the 
police found the person who really did it and they 
turned him loose and he werit home and went to bed. 

lllustration of a Stor;y·and Its Anal.ysis 
With Respect to the Interpersonal Situation 

A story with its ~sis according to the Interpersonal Sit-

uation is given here to illustrate the general categories ot the Inter-

personal Situation concept. It is also given to point out that, while 

this concept refers to some ot the same story phenomena as the other 
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basic unit eoncepta, it is not.a duplicate concept and does not rep-

resent any combination of the other concel)ts. The story will precede 

a discussion of it. 

M.L., 13 B. This little boy is sta1ing with his aunt 
•cause of the death of. bis' mother. He is very poor 
boy without very·much ,clothing. His father is awq in 
the ai,q so he has to stay with 1'.is aunt •till his 
.tather get back, then he- can have all the thinss he 
wants• But, now he doesri •t have either one and he is 
kiltda down about. that. He is living on the outskirts 
of town very close to the slums. His aunt is a widow 
and doesn't have mch to offer him but he understands 
that since he was poor once in his lite before. He 
ta.kes it easy. His aunt visits a lot with some friend"'." 
:cy,--neighbors across the; street.. Now he is dreaming 
0£ the time when they had' so much fun together. He 
also thinks about when his father will get out of the 
B.l"mf • Then he ldU have more fun than before. Three 
years passed and he was still living in the slums. He 
was golng to school and pl¢ng in the neighbor.hood 
with the other kids• Finally his father arrived and 
took him home, bought his clothes and everything that 
he needed and then his father married again and got a 
job as a conductor and he would travel from state to 
state. After he earned enough money to support. his 
family, came back home and, got a small job in the city 
close ~o his home and they lived happily ever after. 

Analysis and Discussion of.the Interpersonal Situation It will 

be recalled.that the concept of Interpe~sonal Situation was a general 

concept. It included l) some or the phenomena. subsumed under preced-

ing con~epts, 2) the subject's description of the general setting of 

the etoey, .3) the outcome ot the story, I+) the interaction among the 

other story characters, and S) the interaction between the maJor char-

acter and story_ characters other -than the one with whom the major 

character interacts most intensively. Thea~ will oerve as a guide 

for the preaent analysis. 
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1. The phenomena ot the preceding ·concepts as related to this story: 

a. Perception of· the other: 

(l) The major obaro.cter •s able to accept h1s peroept1on ot 
his parents, one ot whom ,vas dead and the other absent. 
Scored as conjunctive. 

(2) Further in th1B respect,. he was able to aooept staying 
with his aunt. Scored as conjunctive. 

b. Mode or Relating to the Other: 

(l) The major character's sadness about his parents was only' 
moderate and tempered by his "taking 1 t easy" and thinking 
positively- about the :future. Scored as conjunctive. 

2. ·The subject's description of the general setting: 

a. The· setting ot the story ,,as in a slum and was unf'avorable. 
Scored as disjunctive. 

3. The outcome ot the_stor,: 

a. The outcome of the story was happy. The happiness was not a 
cl1ahe•l1ke pronouncement, but' evolved :f'rom. the stoey process. 
scored as conjunctive. 

4. The interaction among the other story characters: 

a. The aunt was friendly with her neighbors. Soored as aonjunct1ve. 

b. The father remarried end gained satisfactory employment. Both 
relationships were satistaotory. Scored as conjunctive. 

5. The interaction between the major character and story characters 
other than the one with whom.he interacts most intensively: 

a. The major oharacter•s relationship with his aunt was aatis-
tactory. Scored as conjunctive. 

b. The major character's relationship with ne1shborhood children 
end school people was satisfying. Scored as oonjunotive. 

The analysis ot the story revealed only one disjunctive sit• 

uation; all ot the other relationships were conjunctive. This would 

be regarded as indicative ot a Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 
I • 



CHAPTER III 

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS' RESPONS~ ACCORDmG ro THE CONCEPTUAL SCHEME 

This chapter presents an inventoey ot the subjects• responses 

to the 'l'TA'l' pictures, as analyzed with the conceptual scheme of this 

work. This inventory~ill present the types, frequencies, and com-

m.un~lities ot these responses, grouped according to the basic unit 

concepts of the analytic scheme. Probable relationships among the 

various basic categories, which reflect the concrete story phenomena, 

will not be attempted in this chapter. Since the types of responses 

have alread7 been presented in the outline ot the conceptual scheme, 

the frequency and communality ot the subjects• responses will .be the 

feature of this chapter. Some effort will -be made to evaluate soma ot 

the probable determinants influencing the responses of the subjects. 

This is beyond the stated problems ot the work but it is an effort to 

get the most information from the data. 

Interpersonal Reference 

It will be recalled that the concept, Interpersonal Reference, 

refers to the major status and role relationship structured by the 

subject 1n the process of relating his story. It is a structural 

concept 1n that it 1) designates the major character and the Other in 

the story, and 2) indicates the hierarchical and social position of 

each person 1n the relationship. 

45 
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The t'requencias 0£ the eubjec~ • stntus and role selections 

will be given in tllis section of t.'lo ch~pter. The statistical con-

sistency a."ld sigrUica.'1ce of ~e subjtct.s• respor.aes -in tb.1..s ar#Ja will 

also be presented. 

Status Rem:,onses Table 1 shows the frequency and fJ81". cent com-

putatJ.orw ot tho status relationship responses. The division of the 

responses gives the SUbordinate - Superior oateg<>X'"J a considerable 

higher count (213, 60+ per cent)l than the Coordi:late cs.tegory (139• 

39+ per cent,). 

TABIE l 

FREQUEMCY AND PER OENT OF srATfjS RELATIOMSliIP 

st.a:l:,us Frequency 

Subord!Mte - SUperior 213 

Coordinate 139 

Total 3S2 

.Per Cent 

60+ 

39+ 

100 

Table 2 sbOd that t11e subjects• responses clustered 

around tho middle ot the frequency distribution, bit '11th a per-

captnble skew toward a proponderance 0£ Stlbordiru1tR - SUpcrior 

responses. The skew ia also apparent at the ext'l'eMC of +..he dis• 

tribution since Ol'l.cy' one subject sa.ve more than seven Coordinate 

responses while eight subjects gave more t."wn seven Subordinate -

Superior responses. 

lthe first figure in the parenthesis refers to tbe .frequency 
or occurrence and tho second figure refers to its per cent-or the 
total responses. 
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In considering probable faatoro contributing to the 

difference in the status responses, it is necessary to go beyond 

the stated problems or this work. T-110 factors appear credible i 

(l) Subordinate - Superior Status Relationships ara more important 

for the subjects than Coord.i.nate Status Relationships; (2) the 

TTAT pictures are more specifically structured to elicit SUbordiuate 

- Superior relationships than Coordinate relationships. It is 

impossible to pursue directly the plausibility or the subjects• 

ditterent!"al p1~ererence for subordinate - Superior Status re-

lationsh:lp without intensive case studies. The absence of norma-

tive data on the TTAT makes it difficult to ansass the probable 

suggestiveness of the pictures. However, soma or the pictures 

used in this study appear to suggest Subordinate - Sup&rior Status 

rela.tionsbips. 

Pictures 6 BM, 7 BM, 8 BU., and 12 M all SGem to suggest 

Subordinate - Superior relationship because they rJ.l dopiot a boy 

or young man and an adult. 

In reviewing this population •s performar~e on these .tour 

pictures, picture 6 BM showed a .frequency o! twen-cy-one (6,5'+ 

per cent) of the Subordinate - Superior Status type or re-
sponse, picture 7 had twenty of this type or response tor 

62 per cent, p~oture 8 BU hnd ton responses tor 31 per cent, 

and picture 12 M had twenty-threo £or 71 per cent. So vd. th 

the exception of picture 8 mt, these four pictures tapped a 

high per cent of Subordinate - Superior relationships. 
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TABLE 2 

FREQUENCY DISTRIDUTIO?l Cli' SUBJECTS BY SI'ATUS RELATIONSHIPS 

Status Sub~ects 

Subordinate-
Superior Coordinate 

0 - 11 0 

l 10 0 

2 - 9 1 

3 - 8 0 

4 - 7 l 

s - 6 7 

6 - s 1 

7 - 4 8 

8 - 3 2 

9 - 2 3 

lO - l 2 

11 - 0 1 

Total 32 
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Thus, the bias of the piottn"es had a definite influence on the popula-

tion's choice ot status relationships. 

Role Responses Table 3 pr~sents the frequencies of the sub-

,1ects1 role relationship choices.. The roles grouped under ~he Subord-

inate - Superior Status Relationships occurred as follows: Qhild -

Parent or Parent Substitute or Relative Role (112, 311- per c~n,t), 

Student or Worker - School or Work Authorit7 Role {seventy-t:hr~e, 20.. 

per cent), .Comnunit,- Citizen - Community Authority Role (nine, 21- per 
! 

cent), and Human - Supernattn"al Rola (nineteen, ,._ per cent).. 

~he·: frequencies of the roles grouped under the Coordinate Status 

weres Sibling or Peer - Sibling or Peer {sixty-six, 18+ per cent) and 

Community Citizen - Community Citizen Role Relationships (fift7, 14• 

per cent.) most often, and Suitor - Feminine Love Object Role (twenty-

three, 6,. per cent)- least often. 

TABLE 3 

FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF ROLE RELATIOMSHIPS 

Role Relationships 

Subordinate -- Superior: 
Community Citizen - Conmunity Authorit,-
Child - Parent or Parent Substitute or Relative 
Student or·worker - School or Work Authority 
Human - Supernatural 

Coordinate: 
Communit7 Citizen - Community Citizen 
Suitor - Fem:lnme Love Object 
Sibling or Peer or Friend - Sibling or Peer or 

Friend 

Frequency Per Cent 

213 
9 

112 
73 
19 

139 
50 
23 
66 

60,. 
2+ 

31+ 
20+ 

5+ 

39+ 
14+ 

6+ 

18-t 
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Here one might ask: Why are there so few Community Citizen -

Community Authority Relationships? Each of these subjects had a histor7 

of conflict with the LawJ 110ul~•t these experiences manifest them-

selves in the stories? More Comunity Citizen - Comnunit7Authorit7 

Relationships might have been scored it these relationships bad not been 

secondary to other, more ~imar~, relationships, the stories. That 

is, wliile this relationship occurred more frequently than is reflected 

in the tabulation, it wao over-shadowed in importance by other relation-

ships. One such example is given below, in v,hich the Child - Parent 

or Parent Substitute or Relatiye Role is dominant over the Community 

Citizenship - CooununityAuthorityRole because the interaction of the 

pa.rental relationship is more frequent, regular, intense, persistent, 

and central than the authority relationship. 

w.n., 7 BM. 'rhis is a picture or an old man and a young 
boy, probably the old man's son. The, old• man is prob-
ably telling the young, the boy, something for· his oa 
good. The .boy doesn• t care to hear 1.t. CFather tell-
ing him?l The boy irobab4' did something wrong. The 
father is probably telling him that he didn't have any 
need to, or something like that. Uaybe he didn't see 
what the man was op~sed to, or got_into some kind of 
trouble. CWhat kind of troubl11?:J Ua.ybe because he took 
something from somebody. ·CWh1 was t.hat?J Maybe be-
cause he couldn't get his own property; CHow did he 
teal about it?J Probably felt it was alright if he 
could get away with and stuff like that. tHow did he 
feel towards the rather?J Probably that the father 
V10uld never give him anything he wanted. That the on4" 
way he could get anything was to steal it. 

Table 4 presents the frequencies of the various kinds of role 

relationships for each case. It also presents 1) the rank ot each of 

these role relationship categories for each case, 2) the correlation 

among the rankinga compu.ted to .measure the concordance of the subjects• 



Case 

B.C. 
B.H. 
B.J. 
D.J. 
D.E. 
D.Vl. 
D.M. 
G.G. 
G.B. 
H.L. 
a.:u. 
J.B. 
J.F. 
K.G. 
L.C. 
11.Y. u~s. 
M.L. 
11.D. 

r---- -- ·-·----- --·- ----~- --, 
TABLE 4-

·i CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS 1 'RESPONSES Bl: MODES OF RELATING TO TH$'- OTHER* 
I 

. 

Parent· ' Com. Auth. Sch. Super. Sib. and Peer Citz. • Female 

"'~ 
Freo. Rank Frea. Rank Fran. Rank Freo. Rank Frea. Rank Frea. Rank- • Frea. Rank 

·•. 

3 1.5 0 6.5 2 3.5 0 6.5 3 1.5 2 3.5 l 5 
4 l 0 6.5 1 4.5 1 4.5 3 2· 2 ,. 0 6.5 
5 1 0 6.5 2 2.5 0 6.5 ]. 4.5 2 2~5 1 4.5 
2 3 1 5 1 5 1 5 3 1.5 3 1.5 0 7 
3 l 1 5.5 l 5.5 0 7· 2 :r 2 :r 2 3 
3 1 1 5.5 2 2.5 l _5.5 2 2.5 l . 5.5 1 5.5 
6 1 0 6 2 2.; 1 4 2 2.5 0 6 0 6 
3 2 0 

' 6.5 2 3 1 4.5 4 1 0 6.5 1 4.5 
5 1 1 4 0 6 0 6 3 2 2 3 0 6 
3 2 0 6 3 2 0 6 2 4 3 2· 0 6 
]. 5 0 7 4 l 2 2.5 l 5 2 2.5 1 5 
3 2 0 6 2 4 0 6 3 2 0 6 3 2· 
3 2 1 3.5 6 1 0 6 0 6 0 6 ]. 3.5 
2 3.5 0 6.5 2 ,~, 3 1 2 3.5 0 6.5 2 3.5 
5 1.5 0 5.5 5 1.5 1 3 0 5.5 0 5.5 0 ;.5 
5 l 0 6 3 2 0 6 0 6 2 3· l 4 
3 1.5 0 6.5 2 3.5 0 6.5 3 ·1.5 2 3.5 1 5 
5 1 0 6.5 3 2 l 4 l 4 0 6.5 l 4 
6 1 0 6.5 l 4 0 6.5 1 4 2 2 1 4 

• ' 

*The abbreviations used in this table and all subsequent tables are listed in Appendix B. 

u; .... 



Case 

Y.F. 
o.s. 
P.J. 
P.C. 
P.R. 
P.O. 
S.A. 
S.D. 
T.C. w.c. 
W.I. 
W.R. w.u. 
Si= 

fil,. 

Parent • 

, Frea. Rank, 

l 4.5 
2 3.5 
4 1.; 
5 1 
5 l 
3 2.5 
3 2.5 
0 ;.s 
2 3 
5 1 
3 2 ' 
5 1 
4 1 

112 . 6':l.0 
-
5 

4225 
8033.7 

Com. Auth. , 

Frea Rank 

0 ' 7 
0 6.5 
0 6 
0 6.5 
l 4 
0 6 
0 6 
0 5.5 
0 7 

·1 4.5 
·o 6.5 

l 3.5 
1 k.5 

9 185.5 

3~06.3 

TABLE 4 (Continued) 

Sch. Super • 

Frea. Rank. Freo, Rank 

1 4.5 4 . l 
·2 3.5 l 5 

1 4 0 6 
1 4.5 0 6.5 
3 2 0 6 
4 l l 4 
4 1 0 6 
2 3 0 5.5 
l ; l 5 
1 4.5 0 7 
3 2 0 6.5 
4 2 0 6 
2 0 6.5 

·.-.--._ 

73 99.5,. 19 168.0 --- . - • T 

812.3 1600 
s = ··i)2 
£ii-= 87 
W = .310 
x2 = 59,5s. Significance: <l per cent. 

' 
Sib.. and Peer 

Frea. Rank, 

3 - 2 
3 1.5 
4 1.5 
2 2.5 
0 6 
0 6 
3 2.; 
4 2 
3 1.5 
2 2 

. .-; 2 
0 6 

2 

66 99.; 
'" = 

812.3 

Citz. 

Frea Hank 

1 4.; 
3 1.5 
2 3 
2 2.5 
2 3 
3 2.5 
1 4 
5 l 
3 1.5 
1 4.5 
1 4.5 
1 3.5 
0 6.5 

50 120~5 
., ... 

56.3 

• Female 

• Frea Rank 

l · 4.5 
0 6.5 
0 6 
l 4.; 
0 6 
0 6 
0 6 
0 ;.; 
l 5 
1 4.5 
1 4.5 
0 6 
l .t.... 'i 

23 160.0 
--

1024 

"' I\) 
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responses, and 3) the test of s,i,e,ni:ticanca ot thift 

'!he rank correlation, retlected in thew value or .510, was 
2 

low. '!'his e~}:'1:$- that the ·subjects did not aonsistentl.1 tell their 

stories around any certain pattern ot role relationships. ~ther• 

considerable individual variation prevailed in the subjects• selection 

of role relationships 1n their stories. The rank correlation was fol• 

lowed by a test of' 1to significance. Its level of signiticanoe, as 

tested by Ohi•squared1 is below the 1 per cent level, which indicates 

the~e is less than one chance in 100 that the relationship, measured 

bl" Vt• co~~ have occurred by- chance. 3 

Several probable determinants influenced the subjects• het• 

erogeneity ot role selection responses: l) picture bias and 2) 

heterogeneous tendencies in the population, Picture bias is rather 

dif'ticul t to evaluate, On those pictures ( 6 Hit, 7 at, 8 BM, and 

12 M) that depict role relationships that are grouped under Subord-

inate~ SUper1or Status;relationsbips• a variety ot responses was ,.,,. 

given. Su d:itterent role relationshii,>s oaourred on each of three 

piotures·(6 w, 7 1ft, and 12 M). Four different role relationships 

occurred in response to picture 8 BM. In view of l) these different 

2'1.'he highest rek correlation computed in this study was 
,830 esnd the lowest was .166. The ·m1d~oint between these two points 
is .498, An1 correlation above the mid-point is considered high 1n 
this study and anything below is considered low. 

3Hereatter when the s1gnit1cance at the rank correlation 
is mea~red by the Chi-squared test, its tul.l interpretation will not 
by given. · The level ot eigniticance (e.s,, the l per aent level) 
will ~J.y its prollability of occurring by chance in 100 instances. 



responses ·-to pictures that are more structured and 2) the· general 

lack ot agreement among the subjects•; responses to stimulus material 

tha.b was the·se.ine £or ·a11, heterogeneous tendencies among the subjects 

are indicated in respect to the importance of role relationships. 

The Mode ot Perceiving the Other 

The Mode of Perceiving the Other refers to the perception the 

major character has of the Other. This section will present the 

types, frequencies, and regularity of response in respect to the 

various Modes or Perceiving the Other. 

Responses Table 5 ahows the frequencies of the responses 

pertaining to the Modes of P~rcei ving the Other. These frequencies 

are for the· group as a whole. The frequencies are given for the 

inajor, at well as the minor, categories of this basic unit concept. 

Percentage computations are included, along with the frequency for 

each category. 

TABLE 5 
FruiXtUENCI AND PER CENT OF MODE OF PERCEIVIUG THE OfHER 

Mode of Perceiving the Other Frequency Per Cent 

Affirming: 43 12+ 
Affiliation 22 6.f. 
Nurturance 21 S,f, 

Passive 51 144 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive: 258 73+ 
Anti-Social or Abusively Aggressive 80 22,J 
Dangerous or Difficult 64 18+ 
Lack or Loss 29 84 
Rejecting 39 u+ 
Socially Aggressive 46 13+ 



ss 
The greatest number. of tho stories (258, 7)Jper cent) centered 

on Driving or Threatening or:Destructive perceptions of. the Other, 

with Anti-Social or Abusiyely. Aggressive (eighty, 22.f. per -cent).,, Pan-

gerous or Difficult {sixt;7-four, 18,1, per- cent}., and Soci@..l.ly' Agg:rea-

aive (forty-six., JJ+ per cent) perceptions occurring most -frequently 

under the general category-.- Rejecting (thirty-nine, ll+ per cent) and 

Lack or Loss (twent7-rdne, 84 per' cP.nt) perceptions occurred least 

frequently. 

A ·lesser number of stories (fifty-one, 14,4, per cont) focused 

on Passi v~ _ perceptions or Others, and still fewer stories (torty-

thre~, 124 per cent) centered on Af:tirming perceptions. In respect 

to the ,Affirming category, Affiliation (twenty-two, 6-1- per cent}- and 

Nurturance (twenty-one, S-l per cent) ·i>Ccurred about equally. 

lJ.ke Table 5, Table 6 presents the frequencies of the various 

types of perceptions which the major character had or the other per-

son in the principal. interpersonal relationship in the story-. Table 

6 is a more inclusive table, however, as it contains l) the rank cor-

relation or these various categories, and 2) the test ot significance 

ot this correlation. The rank correlation, shown in the W value of 

.204, was low. This indicates that there was small agreement among 

the subjects• consistency- in choosing the same Modes or Perceiving the 

Other. Instead, the subjects were heterogeneous in respect to their 

perceptions of others. The Chi-squared test of the rank correlation 

was below the l per cent level of significance. 

This type of perlormanca suggests that l) the pictures de-

picted neutral characters to the subjects., permitting a wide range of 
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Subj, U"filiation 

-I , 

Freo. Rank 

B.C. l 5 
B.H. 0 7 
B.J. l 5 
D.J. o· 1 
D.E. 3 1 
D.W. 0 7.5· 
D.M. 0 7 
G.G. l. 5.5 
G.R. O· 7 
H.L. 0 6.5 
H.M. 2 3 
J.B. l 5.5 
J.F·. 3 2 
K.G~ 2 2.; 
L.C. 0 7.5 u.u. 0 7.5 
Y.S. 1 5 
Y.L .. 0 8 
Y.D .. 0 7 
Y.F. l 5.5 o.s. l 5 
P.J. 1 5.5 

- -----
TABLE 6 

CONCORDANCE or- SUBJECTS' 'RESPOUSES BY MODES''OF . PERCEIVING THE, OTHER 

Nurturance Passive Anti-Soc. Dang. or Diff Lack or Loss Rejocting 

Frea. Rank Freo. Rank Freo. Rank Frea. Rank Freo. Ronk Freo. Rank 
0 7.5 1 5· 4 1 2 2.5 0 7.5 2 2., 
l 5 4 1 2 3 2 3 0 7 2 3 0 8 l. 5 4 1 , s 1 5 l 5 -0 7 2 3.5 2 3.5 2 3.5 2 3.5 0 7 
0 8 2 2.5 1 5.5 1 5.5 l 5.5 l 5.5 
2 3 2 3 0 7.5 2 3 1 5.5 3 l 
0 1 1 4.5 0 7 3 2 2 3 l 4.5 
1 5.5 2 2.5 3 1 l 5.5 6 8 l 5.; 
0 7 3 2 4 l 0 7 1 4.5 1 4.5-
0 6.5 3 2 5 1 2 3 0 6.5 1 4 
3 l 0 7.5 2 3 2 3 l. 5.5 0 7.5 
0 7.5 0 7.5 3 l l 5.5 2 3 2 3 
0 7 2 3 0 7 4 1 l 4.5 0 7 
l 6 l 6 2 2.5 2 2.5 1 6 2 2.5 
2 2.5 . l 5 0 7.5 4 1 2 2~5 l 5 
2 3 2 3. l 6 2 3 0 7~5 2 3· 
0 7.5 l 5 4 i 2 2.5 0 7.5 2 2.5 
l 5 1 5 l 5 4 l 2 2 1 5 
0 7 4 1.5 0 7 'I 4 1 4 l 4 • 
3 l 0 7.5 2 3 2 :, 0 7.5 1 5.5 
l 5 2 3 3 1.5 3 1.5 0 7.5 0 7.5 
0 8 l 5.5 3 1 1 5.5 1 5.5 2 2.5 

Soc. Agg. 

Freo. Rank 

1 5 
0 7 
2 2 
3 l 
2 2.; 
l 5.5 
4 1 
2 2.5 
2 3 
0 6.5 
1 5.5 
2 3 
l 4.5 
0 8 
1 5 
2 3 
1 5 
l 5 
4 1.5 
2 .3 
l 5 
2 2.5 

"' °' 



Subj. Ai'f'iliation Nurturance , Passive 

Frea. Rank Frea. Rank, Frea. Rank 

P.C. 0 7 1 4 0 7 
P.R. 0 7 0 7 l .4.5 
P.O. 1 5 1 5 3 1.5 
S.A. l 4.5 0 7 1 4.5 
S.D. 0 6.5 l 4 2 2.5 
T.C. l 5 1 5 2 2 
W.D. 0 7.5 0 7.5 l 5 
VI.I. l 5.5 0 8 3 l 
W.R. 0 6.5 0 6.5 1 .3. 5 
w.u. 0 7.5 0 7.5 1 5.5 

Si• 22 18fi•2 21186.~ 21122.~ 
D= 40.5 42.5 16.; 
n2 = 1640.3 1806.3 212.3 
s • fi2 • 7829.5 
iT1 • 149.0 
W = .204 
x2 = 105.09. Significance: <l per cent 

• • 

TABLE 6 (Continued) 

' 
Anti-Soc. Dang. or Diff, 

Frea. Rank Frea. Rank 

3 2 1 4 
5 1 2 2.5 
0 7.5 2 3 
4 1 3 2 
6 1 2 2.; 
4 1 1 5 
3 1.5 l 5 
l 5.5 2 2.5 
5 1 4 2 
3 1 2 3 

80 22•2 64 10~.o 
44.5 39 

1980.3 1521 

• ·- ~o. • 

Lack or Loss Rejecting 

Frea. Rank Frea. Rank 

0 7 5 1 
1 4.5 0 7 
3 1.5 0 7.; 
0 7 2 3 
0 6.; 0 6.5 
l 5 1 5 
2 3 l 5 
l 5.5 2 2.5 
0 6.5 0 6.; 
2 3 1 5.5 

29 168.; 39 147.0 
24.5 -3 

6oo.3 9 

--··--- --- . 

.. Soc. Agg. 

Frea. Rank 

i 4 
2 2.5 
l 5 
0 7 
0 6.; 
0 8 
3 1.5 
1 ;.; 
1 3.5 
2 3 

4613.3.5 
10.5 

_1.10.3 

V'I 
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responses, and 2) in spite of the subjects• similarity of background, 

their perceptions were dissimilar. 

Mode of RelatiM to the Other 

This ref era to the manner in which the major character re-, 

lat.es to the Other. 

Responses Table 7 shows the fregJiencies of the responses 

pertaining to the major character•s Mode of Relating to the Other. 

The~e fi~ea are for this class of delinquents as a whole. The 

greatest ~~er ot stories (214, 6o+ per cent) involved the major 

TABLE 7 

mEQUENCY AUD PER CENT OF MODE OF RELATING TO THE OTHER 

Mode of Relating to the Other Frequency Per Cent 

Affirming: 4J. 11.f. 
Affiliation 20 .54 
Succorance 21 s+ 

Passive 97 27f 
Driving or-Threatening or Destn1;ctive1 214 60+ 

Anti-Socially-or Abusively Aggressive 118 3:3+ 
Rejecting s l¼ 
Socia1ly ,\ggressive 91 2s+ 

character assuming Driving or Threatening or Destructive Modes of 

Relating to the Other. Anti-Social or Abusively Aggressive (1181 

.3:3+ per cent) and Socially Aggressive (ninety-one, 2.5+ per cent) modes 

occurred most frequently- under this general category. The Rejecting 

Mode (five, 1+ per cent) occurred least frequently. In a fewer num-

ber ot stories (ninety-seven, 27.f. per cent) the major character 
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related to the Other in a Passive manner. He was Al.firming in the 

smallest number of stories (forty-one, ll¼ per cent). In regard to 

the Affirming category, Affiliation (twenty-, 5¼ per cent) and Succor• 

ance (twenty-one, 5f per cent) occurred almost equal.ly. 

Table 8 shows the i'requencies of the various modes in which 

the major related to the Other. These responses are listed and 

ranked for each case. The rank correlation is expressed in the W 

value of .554, showing a high degree of agreement among the ranks. 

Its ';significance, as tested by -Chi-squared, is below the l ·:per· cen, 

level. 

Several determinants may be considered as influencing this 

population's Mode of Perceiving the Other: l) many pictures depict 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive characters and some pictures 

depict Pasaive characters,- and those slanted pictures have biased 

the subjects' responsesJ and, 2) the pictures are ambiguous, come-

quent'.cy' the responses renect the tendencies or the population. If 

the test author's assumption regarding the neutrality or the pic-

tures is valid, the second consideration above is moat plausible. 

Thus, strong Driving or Threatening or Destructive and Passive ten-

dencies to relate to others by the subjects have been manifested. 

The Interpersonal Situation 

The last major consideration of this chapter will be the 

Interpersonal Situation. This general concept points to the con-

ructual - harmonious aspects of the whole story. 



TABIE 8 / 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RESPONSES BY MODES OF-REIM'ING .TO THE Ol'HER 

Subj. Atfiliation Succorance Passive Anti-Soc. Rejecting Soc. Agg. 

• IFrea. Rank Frea. Rank Frea. Rank Freo. Rank Freq. Rank Freo. Rank 

B.C. 0 5 0 ' 5 2 3 6 1 0 5 3 2 
B.H. 0 5.5 l 4 2 3 5 1 0 5.5 3 2 
B.J. 0 5 0 5 4 1.5 3 3 0 5 4 l.'5 
D.J. 0 5 0 5 9 1 1 2 0 5 1 3 D.E. 2 3 0 5.5 2 3 5 1 0 5.5 2 3-

g, 
D.VI. 1 4.5 1 4.5 2 3 4 1 0 6 3 2 
D.M. l 5 0 6 4 1 2 .3 ·2 3 2 3 G.G. 1 .3.5 1 3.5 3 2 6 1 0 5.5 0 5.5 
G.R. 0 5 0 5 2· 2.5 7 1 0 5 2 2.5 
H.L. l 4 0 5.5 3 ·2.5 3 2.5 0 5 4 l 
H.M. 2 .3 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 5.5 1 5.5 
J.B. l 4 0 5.5 4 ·1.5 4 1.5 0 5.5 2 3 
J~F. ._ 2 2 0 5.5 1 2.5 1 3.5 0 5.5 7 1 
K.G. 1 4.5 2 2 5 l 1 4.5 1 4.5 1 4.5 
L.C. 0 5 2 3 3 2 0 5 0 5 6 1 
M.M. 0 5.5 3 2.5 1 4 .3 2.5 0 5.5 4 1 
Y.s. 0 5 0 5 2 3 6 1 0 5 3 2 
Y.L. 1 4.5 1 4.5 3 2 2 3 0 6 4 1 
M.D. 0 4.5 0 4-~, 0 4.5 10 1 1 2 0 4.5 
U.F. 1 4.5 3 2 1 4.5 3 2 0 6 .3 2 
o.s. 1 5 2 3.5 2 3.5 3 1.5 0 6 .3 1.5 
P.J. 0 5 0 5 5 1.5 1 3 0 5 5 1.5 
P.C. 1/0 5.5 1 3.5 1 3.5 6 1 0 

·-......,., 
5.5 3 2 



Subj. 

P.R. 
P.O. 
S.A. 
S.D. 
T.C. w.o. 
w.1. 
W.R. w.u. 
Si: 

n2 = 

Affiliation 

Frea. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
4 
0 
0 

20 

Rank 

5.5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
1.5 s 
5 

144.5 
,.32.5 

1056.3 

Succoranco 

Frea •. Rank 
: 

0 5.5 
0 5 
0 5 
0 5 
1 4 
0 5 
1 4. 
0 5 
0 5 

21 142.0 . --
900 

s = 8884.6 
~,;rl. • 59.5 
w = .554 
x2 = ss.77. Significance: < l per cent. 

9_ • 

TABLE 8 (Continued) 

' 
Passive Anti-Soc. Rejecting Soc. Agg. 

Frea. Rank Frea. Rank Frea. Rank Freo. Rank 

5 1 4 2 1 3.5 1 3.5 
6 1 3 2 0 5 2 3 
1 3 4 2 0 5 6 1 
4 1.5 ' 3 0 5 4 1.5 
l 4 4 1.5 0 6 4 1.5 
5 l 4 2 0 5 2 3 
2 3 0 5.5 0 5.5 4 1.5 s 1.5 5 1.5 0 5 l 3 
3 2 7 1 0 5 1 3 

97 76.0 ll8 69.5 5 163.0 91, 77.0 -· . - -
1296 1806.3 2601 1225 

._ • 9_ 
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Responses Table 9 shows that the greatest number of stories 

(202., 57+ per cent) were generally cast in Disjunct~ve Interpersonal 

Situations, about he.U as many (ninety-nin~, 28½ per cent) in gen-

erally Conjw.1ctive Interpersonal Situations, and some (fifty-one, 

14+ percent) in Disjunctive - P<,njunctive Situations. 

TABLE 9 

FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF INTERPERSONAL SITUATIONS 

Int~personal Situations Frequency Per Cent 

Disjunctive - Conjunctive Sl 144 
Conjunctive 99 28i 
Disjunctive 202 57+ 

Total 352 100 

Table 10 gives the frequencies of the various types of Inter-

personal Situation responses for each subject. The table a1so con-

tains: 1) the rank ot each of these various categories for each 

case, 2) the correlation among the rankings computed to measure the 

agreement ot the subjects• responses, and 3) the test of significance 

or this measure. 

The measure of regularity among the subjects• choices o! the 

types of Interpersonal Situations in which they cast their stories, 1a 

shown in a median range v~uo of w, which is .484. The tested signif-

icance ot W b;y Chi-squared is significant below tho l per cent level. 

The.high and consistent incidence of Disjunctive Interper-

sonal Situations in the stories nay be related to the disjunctive 

elements in the subjects I histories. Thia assumes the non-sugges-

ti veness of the pictures. 
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TABLE 10 
....- ........ , 

~·' 

I' 
I 
l 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RESPONSES . BY TYPES. OF 

--------~ERPERSONAL SIT_u._AT_I_oN_s ____ ___,} 

Subj. Disjunctive -
Conjunctive 

Conjunctive Disjunctive 

Frea. Rank Frea. Rank Frea. Rank 
'\ B.C. 5 1.; l 3 5 1.5 

B.H. 0 3 3 2 8 1 
B,.J. 2 3 4 2 5 l 
D.J. 0 3 l 2 10 \l 
D.E. 0 3 7 1 4 2 
D.W. -• ... l 3 3 2 7 1 
D.M. 3 3 4 1.5 4 1.5 
G.G. 1 :; 2 2 8 l 
G.P. 2 2., 2 2.5 7 l 
H.L. 2 2 1 3 8 l 
H.M. l 3 5 1.5 5 1.5 
J.B. l 3 3 2 7 l 
J.F. 5 2 6 1 0 3 
K.G. l 3 5 1.5 5 1.5 
L.C. l 3 7 l 3 2 
M.M. l 3 4 2 6 l 
M.s. 5 1.5 1 3· 5 ,. 5 -· M.L. 4 • 1.5 4 1.5 3 3 
M.D·. 0 2.5 I 0 2.5 11 l 
M.F. l 3 6 l 4 2 
o.s. 2 3 4 2 5 1 
P.J. 

.• 
l 3 4 2 6 1 

P.O. 2 2.5 2 2.5 7 1 
P.R. 0 2.; 0 2.5 11 l 
P.G. 0 3 3 2 8 l 
S.A. 2 3 4 2 ; l 
s.D. 2 2 l 3 8 1 
T.C. 3· 3 4 1.5 4 1.5 
W.D. 1 3 2 2 8 l 
W.I. 1 3 5 1.5 5 1.5 
W.R. l 2.5 l 2.; 9 l w.u. 0 

. 2.; 0 2.5 ll 1 
Si= 51 85.5 99 63.0 202 43.5 
u- ~J.., -J. -20.5 n2. 1 h,20 

Signli'icancer <l per cent. 
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THE Rl!;L\TIONS!IIPS DETWE~1l THE BJ\SIC UNrr CO!llCEPl'S 

This chapter presents the relationships which existed between 

tho status of the major cheracter and 1) the major Modeo of Perceiving 

the Other, 2) the major Modes o£ Relating to tho Other, nnd 3) the 

Interpersonal Situations. The i'l"equencies or these different associa-

tions are presented for tbe group os a 1'hola, as well as £or each 

individual case. Various percentage computations are made, 1\hich 

present certain comparisons, and some rank correlations will be shown; 
> 

which indicate the communality among tho subjects• responses. Finally, 

stories are given tor illustrative purposes. 

Association Botweon the Status of tho U or 
Cfiaraotor·an the Modes of Perceiving the Other 

Uodoe or Perceiving the Other in Association lfith a Subox•dinate -

Superior Status 'When the cajor character porcoivod himself in a 

subordinate position and the Other in a Suporior Status, he vie\18d the 

Other as boinz primarily (169, 79+ per cent) Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive. This is indicated in Table ll. In this smm kind of hier-

archical rel.:itionship.; be perceived Others as being At.firming (twenty-

seven, 12+ per cent) and Passive (seventeen, 7• per cont) only intre-

quentl,y. The.rank correlation shows a high agreement among the subjects• 

responses. This is. reflected in the .797 value of i,. The significance 

or w, as tested by Chi-squared; is below the 1 per cont leve~. This 

64 



correlntion a."td its sir:;-nii'icanco is recorded in Table 12. 

TABLE 11 

FRE'"UEUCY .AND PER CENT OF llODi-.S OF PERCEIVING THE 
orHFJt WITH SUBOnDillATE - SUF.L!'.RIOR STATUS 

Mode of Perceiving 
the Other Frequency Per Cent 

Affirming 27 12+ 

Passive lS, 7.J. 

Driying or Threatening 
169 or Destructive 79~ 

Total 213 100 

Some stories will be givon hora which will illustrate the sub-

ject •s choice of a Subordinate - Superior Status around which to tell 

his story, and its relationship to the major character's perception or 

the other. l\l"Jila there was a predominance of Driving or Threatening 

or Destructive perceptions 0£ people in superior positions, the nUJ:1ber 

of exomplos given hero will ta distributed equally among the three 

major types or perceptions. 

The first illustration involves a Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive perception in a Subordinate - Suporior Status. In the 

cnses thnt follow all of the story will be given., even though tho 

illustrative locus may be only on a part of it. 

B.H., i3 D. I don't know.- I don't see nothing about 
this one. Take your time. This here littl8 boy., he 
came out on the porch., sit down.- Looks like he is 
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TABLE 12 

CONCORDMtCE OF SUBJECTS. RESPO:-:SES TO SUD0RDn:ATF.-SUPF.RI0R s-r ATUS IN 
om.mn:ATION WITH THE MODES OF PEllCEIVINO THE OTIIll? 

Subjects Affirming Passive 

FreauenC"J Rank Freouenc:; Rank 

B.C. l 2 0 3 
B.H. l 2.s 1 2.$ 
B.J. l 2 0 3 
D.J. 0 ) l 2 
D.E. 0 2.s 0 2-, 
n.w. 2 2 0 3 n.u. 0 3 l 2 
a.a. l 1.; l 1 • .$ 
O.B. Q, 2.s 0 2.5 
H.L. 0 3 2 2 
H.U. 3 2 0 3 
J.B. l 2 0 3 
J .1---. 3 2 2 3 
K.O. 2 2 0 3 L.c. 2 2 1 3 
u.11 .• ·2 2 l l 
M.S. l 2 0 3 
M.L. 1 2.; l 2.5 
JJ.D. 0 2.s 0 2.$ 
U.F. .3 1.s 0 3 o.s. 1 2.5 l 2..; 
P.J. 0 3 l 2 
P.C. 0 2.s 0 2.5 
P.R. 0 2.5 0 2.S 
P.O. 0 3 3 2 
S.A. l 2 0 3 s.n. o· 2.s 0 2.s 
T.c. 1 2 0 3 w.n. 0 2.5 0 2.s 
w·.r. 0 3 l 2 
W.R. 0 2., 0 2.s w.u. 0 2.s ·O 2.5 

Si~ 21· 7; 17 82.s 
D= ll 1.u.5 
r;2 - 121 ;42.J 
s I-llJ2 = l4SS .6 
i.T = 7 
w = .797 

x2 = Sl.07. Significance: <.l per cent. 

Driving or Threntening 
or Destructive 

Frettu~ncy Rank 

4 l 
4 1 
6 1 
4 1 
5 l 
5 l 
0 1 
4 l 
6 1 
4 l 
4 l 
4 l s l , l 
8 l s l 
h l 
7 1 
7 1 
3 1.s 
3 l 
h 1 
6 l 
9 l s l 
6 l 
2 1 
3 l 
l l s l 

10 1 
1 l 

169 32.s 
-Jl.5 
992.3 
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thinking, thinking about things that happened or what 
he is going to do when he grows·up, gets big. [What's 
happanedi) Might or got a·,,hippin1• His mother, his 
father might a whipped him. He feels he shouldn't have 
been whipped, but that's the way they have always been 
doing him. He and his brothers and sisters were play-

too noisy so they all got it. Now he is thinking. 
[Yea~ He• s mad. Could be thin.kin' that when he gets 
big ••• {}fbat does he have in mindfl He could have in 
mind when he.gets big to come back and whip them, or 
take it out on his brothers or sisters. 

The second illustration involves a Passive perception of a 

foreman by one of his workers. Again this relationship falls under 

Subt;,rdinate - Superior Status. 

H.L., 18 BM. Can't say what they are doin•. Co.uld be 
a~·young man mrkin• in a clothirig __ store as a clerk. 
Here he is helping a ·customer on Ylith a suit. He goes 
about his work in a business-like way, doin1 good work. 
His boss doesn't come into the picture much. He isn't 
a driver but instead he kinda stays in the background • 
. He likes to take it easy. He doesn't push this ·young 
man and he don't shirk himself but he just doesn't have 
much steam or push. So this young man here is lookin 1 
to get ahead so he l\'Orke hard hopin1 some day to have 
his · om shop. He closes the sale with the fellow who 
wanted a sllit and goes ahead workin' with his boss. 

The last illustration or the types ot perception attached to. 

Sllperior figures involves a Nurturance perception of the SUJ?ernatural. 

Nurture.nee falls under the more general category, Affirming. 

T.O., l2 u. This is the story ot a Jnan who belonged 
to a church. He was a good member and he came every 
Sunday and ·he got sick. Some of the members ·wondered 
why he didn't come to church and so a man went to his 
hollae and he was laying in bed sick, very sick. One 
man called a doctor but he couldn1 t help him. So the 
preacher was suppose to cure everybody, a praying, so 
they called tho preacher. The preacher prayed, and 
then he loft. He kept coming back to see how he was 
feeling. So he didn't get too·~ell, so he prayed again, 
kept on praying and they stayed there on that same 
place for about two or three weeks and the .members kept 
coming over to see him and some friends, so everybody 
came to see him and the preacher healed him. He got 
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well and he kept foing back to church. IJ{ow was it 
that ho was able to heal himt] Well, the proacher 
thought if Jesus could heal people, he could, too. 
At first he was a.traid to try. He went home that 
night and something kept telling him, go over there 
and heal him and try it anyway. So he went over 
there, talked in some kind of prayer. He kept on 
doing what ho was doing and pretty soon the man's 
eyes opened and he began to talk. ~at might the 
preacher say m.nd do?] Sitting there talltine about 
how the Lord helped this young man. Give hiI:i 
strength enough to, give him enough strength to 
make t.his young man well. 

Modes or Perceiving the Other in Association with a Coordinate 

Status In tho stories which projected the mojor character in 

Coordinate Status Rolationshipo with Others, we find the major char-

acter viewing the Others primnrily as Drivi!lg or Threatening or 

Destructive (eighty-nine, 64+ per cent), second as Passive 

(thirty~.rour, 24+ per cent), and third as Affirming (sixteen, 11+ 

por cent). This information is .i'ound in Table 13. Table 14 shows 

that the subjects were quite consistent in combining Coordinate 

Status with their Perception or the Others. This consistency is 

renocted in the coefficient or concordance valuo ot ;': .S77. Ito 

significance, as tested by Chi-squared;. is below the l per cent 

level. This indicates that there is loss than or.a possibill ty in 

100 that the rank correlation value or W could have oocur1•ed by 

chance. Thus 1 t can oo seen that when the subjecto had the major 

character of the story viewing Others in a Coordinate Status Re-

lationship, this perception of Others was quite consistent. 
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TABLE 13 
FREQUENCY AND P.ER CENT OF MODES OF PERCEIVDID 

THE orHER WITH A COORDINATE STATUS 

Mode of Perceiving Frequency Per Cont 
the Other 

Affirming 16 11.f. 

Passive .34 2b"-
Driving or Threatening 

or Destructive 89 644 
To,Pal 139 100 

An~·example will be given of each or these perceptions, as saan 

by the major character in relationship to some Coordinate i'igures. 

First, an exmaple will be given of a Coordinate Relationship 

which involves a killer (the major character) and a \'IOaltby person 

in the community. Tho perception of the Other lrJ tho tlajor char-

acter is fassive. 

s.D., 20. Well, this ::,.an got a pbone call at his apart-
ment that he was suppoaed to moot a man on a corner 
where a drugstore was on one oide 'and a i'illing station 
was on the other, so when this man got to the corner, 
it was about one o1clock in the morning. Finally, ar-
ter he got there, he fo1md out that there wasn't no-
body' there but a lamp post nth a light. on it, so ha 
just stand there waiting and then when he did see some-
body-, all he could see was a hat and a coat. As ho 
walked closor, he begin to see tho man's £ace and he 
asked this man what did l1e want him to come to the 
corner for and this man told him that he was goin' to 
kill him and so he let him have it. Finally a police-
man saw it down there and he blew his whistle and tw 
more policement came and they took 1ern to jail. [Why 
might he have nnted to kill him?] lbll1 this men had 
a lot o~ money and th.is other man wanted to g-lt his 
money and ha thought maybe if he would kill him, he 
could marry this other man•o wife an• ho would have all 
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TABLE J.h 
CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RESPONSJ::S TO COORDINATE STATUS Rl::IATIONSHIPS Di 

COMBnlNl'ICN tt!TH THE JlODES OF PmCEIVING THK OTHER 

Subjects Affirming Passive Driving or Threatening 
or Das true ti ve 

Freauency Rank FreQuency Rank Frequency Rank 

D.c. 0 3 I l 2 s l 
B.H. 0 3 3 l 2 2 
B • .,,. 0 3 I l 2 ' l 
D.t..1• 0 3 l 2 , l 
D.E. 3 l 2 2 l 3 
D.l'i. 0 3 2 1.s 2 1.s 
D.M. 0 2.$ 0 2.s 2 l 
o.G'. l 2.5 1 2.5 3 l 
G.B. 0 3 3 l 2 2 
H.r,. 0 3 l 2 4 l 
H.Y. 

. 
2 1.5 0 3 2 1.s 

J.B. 0 2.5 0 2.5 6 l 
J.F. 0 2.s 0 2.5 l 1 
K.n. l 2.$ 1 2.5 2 l 
L.C. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
u.u. 0 3 l 2 2 l 
u.s. 0 3 l 2 s l 
u..r •• 0 2., 0 2.s 2 J. 
M.D. 0 2.S 4 l 0 2.s 
U.F. 1 2 0 3 4 l 
o.s. l 2.; l 2.s 11 l 
P.,T. l 2 0 3 s l 
P.c. l 2 0 3 4 l 
P.R. 0 3 1 1.; l lo;, 
P.O. 2 1 0 3 l 2· 
S.A. 0 3 l 2 3 1 
s.n. l 3 2 2 6 l 
T.C. l J 2 2 4 l 
W.D. 0 3 l 2 3 1 
w.1. 1 3 2 1,.5 2 1.s 
w.n. 0 2.5 l l 0 2.5 
w.u. 0 3 1 2 J l 

Si:: 16 88 34 67 89 43 
D: - 24 3 -2J. 
n2 - 576 9 
S --i n2 - 1026 
z!!I = a.s-
w = .r;n 
x2 = 36.97. Significo.nce: <l per cent. 
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of that money that the other man had becaaee that man 
that ha, that he was supposed to meet, the other man 
at the corner, was a millionaire. @h-huh, and how 
might he feel about killing him'il Well, he thought 
after he'd git ·him killed, well, he wouldn't have noth-
ing to worry- about, he could jist eo on and marry his 
wife an• they'd have a good time. 

The second example involves a Coordinate Relationship in which 

the major character views the Other as being argumentative and ~is-

honest (Driving or Threatening or Destructive perception). 

t.c., 17 BU. This story is about a gym class. Gym 
instructor had all the boys line up in line. There 
was seven or them. They was going to have a rope-
olim.bing contest, see which one climbed it fastest. 
First, one boy climbed in six seconds, then the other 
onf climbed twelve seconds. This other boy was fuss-
ing about who could climb the fastest. The gym teach-
er heard them, so he called them over there, the first 
boy climbed it in' five seconds and a halt; this other 
boy climbed in seven seconds. The other boy he say 
he was cheating because he had his feet on the rope and 
his hands, too, wasn't supposed to use nothing but 
your hands, say the gym instructor liked this other 
b~y- the best and he have something against this other 
boy- and so he told them to climb it again. So he 
climbed it in five and a half again, and this other 
boy climbed in six. That evening, well, that evening 
they went and took the shower and ~hey got dressed and 
they left, and on the way out of the school, they was 
arguing and arguing, again, about he cheated, and this 
boy- said· he didn't, and this other boy said come on 
upstairs, I'll climb the rope a.gain. So he climbed 
again in five seconds. The other boy climbed in six 
again. He says now it shows you I beat ,ou, and this 
other boy says no you didn1t. He said you know I beat 
you. He said I'll do it again, this is the last time. 
So they climbed it again, he did it in five seconds 
again, this other boy did it in six seconds. The 
other boy say he cheat again, so he asked some or the 
other boys did I cheat, and the rest ot them said no. 
Said you won it fair and square. The other boy mad 
because he can• t climb as rast as you. So he was the 
winner ot the contest. 

The last illustration in this sequence depicts a Coordinate 

Status Relationship in which·the major character views the women with 
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love and arrection (classi.tied as Affiliation and, more generally, 

as Affirming). 

K.o • ., 6 BM. I don't know 'What to s~ about this one 
hore. I don't know \'ihat goes on. LSurely you bavo 
some ideas;_] Look like they're getting married to me. 
They're probably going on in the church door to get 
married. I see., ah, them going., osk the preacher can 
he marry them, the preacher probably sq., yah., so they 
plan for a wedding. They plan, they plan., they set 
the 'l'ledding. Probably the wedding, invited pGople, 
probably come to their wedding end the people bring 
thom girts and thinr;:t and thon the preacher asks them. 
lots or questions. He ask tho man do he take thio 
lady to be his wi!'e. and sho oay yah1 then to the lady 
he say1 lady do you tske this man to be your wife, I 
:roean your husband., and she says yes. He asks thom 
lots ot questions like that. Ho lik:os this lad,y. 
Maybe he like tho my this L-idy cook or ,10rk, or how, 
how she keop up the house. Maybe he been married be-
fore a.nd ehe look like the other vr.tfe. Anyway thoy 
get along okay. 

The major charncters porccivcd both St1i")Oriors and 

Coordinates most frequently ns Driving or Threatening or Destructive. 

More specifically, they saw them as Anti-socinl or Abusively Aggressive, 

Dangerous or Dif.ficult, Rejecting, Soci.al]J' Aggressive, and as 

failing to ·supply them with something they wanted (!..ack) or dying. 

lihile the ujor character llSUslly perceived the other characters in 

the interpersonal relationship in these TJays, the grequcncy m. th which 

he perceived Superiors (J.69., 79+ per cent) in this w;q WR greater than 

Coordinetes ( oighty-niM, 64.,. per cent). Tho Other person wns infre-

quently perceived as Affirmtng and Passive but there were conspicuously 

more Pasatve perceptions or tho Coordinates (thirty-four, 24.f. per cont} 

than or the Superiors (seventeen, 7-" per cent). Tharc is some 

difference between tho .Ai'firming porceptions: Superior ( twonty-seven, 
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12.f. per cent), Coordinate (sixteen, 114 per cent). These, then, 

are the perceptions that the major characters attached to the others. 

The subjects• perceptions about Superior Status figures were bighl;r 

consistent. Their perceptions about Coordinate figures also were 

consistent. 

It is plausible that the subjects are perceiving ambiguous 

situations in relationship with past experiences and personality 

tendencies. It could be further assumed that they will continue to 

pe;-aeive. future ambiguous situations in the smo manner, unless the.re 

is some radical reorientation of their perceptions ot others, as the 

result of' some positive experiences or by perceiving these figures in 

some unusually positive setting. This inference is bosed on the nssump-

tions that l) the stimulus material is neutral, 2) the subjects of the 

study identify themselves with the major story characters, and 3) th~ 

subjects project their own perceptions·ot the Other through the major 

character. 

Association Between the Status or the Major 
Character and the Mode of Relating to the Other 

After noting the different modes in which the major character, 

in the status 0£ a subordinate or an equal, perceived superiors and 

equals, our attention is turned to the modes in which the maJor chnr-

acter in a Subordinate - Superior or Coordinnte Status related himsolt 

to Others. 

Modes ot Relating to the Othor in Association with a Subordinate -

Superior Status Table 15 shows the frequencies or the different 
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modes by which the major character related himself to superior figures. 

They related themselves to superiors in a Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive manner in more than half ot tho s1 tuations (1231 S7.f. per 

cent), quite often in a Paesive manner (sixty-s1'c, 30.f. per cent), and 

ini"requently' in an Ar.timing way (twenty-four, 11.f. per cent). 

TABLE 15 
FREQUENCY AND PER CEN'l' OF MODES OF Ji.ELATING TO 

THE OTHER lTl'H SUBORDil-lATE - SUPERIOR STATUS 

1 Mode o:t Relating Frequency Per Cent 
to the Other 

Utinning 24 11.f. 

Passive 66 30f 
DriVing or Threatening 

$7+ or Destructive 123 

Total 213 100 

Table 16 renects the consistency of the,£oregoing pattern ot 
response £or the group as a whole• The rar,k correlation ot W : .SS2 is 

111gb. Tested by Chi-squared, it is si&nU'icantly below the 1 per cent 

level. 

The .first of the illustrations will show the major character 

relating to the Other in an Affirming (Buccorant) manner. It is a 

Human - Supernatural Status under the general category of Subordinate -

Superior Status and involves a young man in bis 1•elationship w.l.th deity. 

11.F., 6 BK. Well., thi.s man and woman, I think they be 
singing or like that. It might be :for a tuneral1 I'd 
say, and it, could be going on in a church or something. 
He has curly hair and the W01Jlan, she has on a, a bonnet 
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TABLE 16 
CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RESPONStS TO SUI\ORDTI-tAT.l!-SW.-;.~IO!t STATUS IN 

C01IBil1ATION wrrn THE llODF.S OF Rr~MTI1W TO THE OTHF.R 

Subjects Affirming Passivo Dri vine or Threatening 
or Dont,ructivo 

Frequency Rank Frequency Rank Freouency Rank 

B.C. 0 3 2 2 3 1 
B.H. 1 2.5 1 2.5 4 1 
B.J. 0 3 3 2 4 1 
D.J. 0 2.5 5 l 0 2.5 
D.E. 0 3 1 2 4 l n.w. 1 2.; 1 2.s 5 l 
D.U. l 3 3 2 5 l 
a.a. .. 

l 2.5 l 2.5 4 l 
G.B. 0 3 2 2 4 1 

'. 

H.L. , 0 3 2 2 4 l 
H.M. 3 1 2 2.5 2 2.5 
J.B. l 2.5 l 2., 3 l 
J.F. 2 2 l 3· 1 l 
K.o. 2 2~5 3 l 2 2.5 
L.o. 2 3 3 2 6 1 
M.Y. 3 2 l 3 4 l 
M.S. 0 3 2 2 .3 1 
M.L. 2 2.5 2 2.5 5 l 
M.D. 0 2.s 0 2.5 ·1 1 
M.F. 2 2 0 .3 4 1 
o.s. 2 1., l 3 2 1 • .5 
P.J. 0 ) 4 l ., 2 
P.c. 0 2.S. 0 2.5 6 l 
P.R. 0 3 4 2 

.., 
l ;, 

f.o. 0 3 5 2 3 1 
S.A. 0 2.s 0 2.5 7 l 
S.D. 0 3 1 1.s 1 1.; 
T.c. 0 3 1 2 3 l 
W.D. 0 3 4 l 3 2 
w.1. l .3 2 2 3 1 
Vi.R. 0 3 5 1.5 5 1.5 

_!.U. 0 3 3 2 4 1 

Si: 24 64.5 66 67.5 123 40 
D: 20 • .5 .3 • .5 -24 
n2 • 420.3 12.) 
s - d = 1ooa.6 · 
.f-Tl' : 7 

576 

w: .5$2 x2 = 35.38. Significance: <l per cent. 
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ot some kind, this guy is holding his head in his hands 
and he had on a pair of gloves. \'iell, sir, they go into 
church, a Church of God most likely, and.after he would 
take his hat off and hold it in front of him and they 
go into a singing. They may elect a song or something 
and they start to sing. Well, they are feeling rather 
happy, "at least they look like they are going to a 
church. (!Jhhuh, and what might they· be thinking about=a 
Thinking about. the reverence of God, I'd say. Being 
a Christian, in other words, I'd say. (!Jh.hllh, and 
what might being a Christian mean to these people~ 
Well, it 1Vould be the right way ot go~ to heaven, in 
other words. °'nd how does it turn out?J Well, I 
think they be doing·a very good deed for my circumstance, 
~or going to church, 1 t is a very good thing to do. 
And live right. 

The second stoey illustrates the mode in which the major char-

acter in if·Subordinate Status related himself to a Superior Figure. 

It reflects a Passive l{ode nt Relating to Another. The story tells 

of a boy who is sad about the loss ot his rather. 

P.O., 3 BM. This'"·here is a boy laying down on the floor 
with his head up against a cot ••• a small cot and he 
looks like.and acts like he is sad or crying over some 
thought or what happened. You can't see the express-
ion on his face because he has his back tUl'ned. It 
ends with a sad thought. He could have had a ~hock 
over something lilce his mother or father died.~.oh ••• 
1ueAs he ls cryin_$• [_?Jho diesi} His rather died. 
L'fihat does he doll He goes to his funeral. 

The last ot the illustrative stories shows Subordinates relat-

ing to Superiors in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive manner. 

B.J., 18 BM. This story 1s about a robber. When he 
was very small, say about ten pr eleven, hi:, mother 
and rather always had fussin1 and tightin•. His 
father would always stay drunk, never work, and his 
mother, .she didn1 t care for him. So when the boy got 
tourtean or titteen,· he wanted to run away but instead 
ot running away; he began to steal little things such 
as apples, candy bars, pocket·knives, and then he be-
gan to steal larger things such as guns, daggers, and 
cameras, p11t -wrist watches there, too. At the age or 
sixteen, he began·to drink and gamble. At seventeen, 
he shot three people. Then he was caught for that and 
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served three years in the pen and then he escaped. 
Then robbed the First National Bank and got $31000. 
He was caught when he was twenty-three and served up 
until he was forty-one. 

Modes of Relating to the other in Association with a Coordinate 

Status Table 17 gives the frequencies of the different modes in 

which the major characters related themselves to equal figures. In 

a majority of instances (ninety-one, 6$,1, per cent), they related them-

selves to their associates 1n a Driving, Threatening, or Destructive 

maqnor.J e,ometimes in a Passive manner (thirty-one, 22+ per cent), and 

infrequently in an Affirming w,q (seventeen, 12+ per cent). 

TABLE 17 
FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF THE MODES OF fillLATINO 

TO THE OTHER ma A COORDINATE STATUS 

Kode ot Relating Frequency Per Cent 
to the Other 

Af'.f'irming 17 12+ 
Passive 31 22-1-

DriVing or Threatening 
6$+ or Destructive 91 

Total 139 100 

Table 18 shona the regularity of the foregoing manner of relat-

ing to equals for the group as a whole. The rank correlation or .527 

is high. Its significance, as tested by Chi-squared, is below the 1 per 

cent level. 

Some examples will follow which will illustrate each of these 

Modes ot Relating with other people when the major character has a 
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TABfg 18 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS RRSPONSES TO CO~DIHATE nTATiJS REUTIONSHIPS Ill 
COMBINATION WITH THE :MODES OF REU.,TWO TO THE OTHER 

Subjects Affirming Passive Driving or Tlu .. oatoni.ng 
or fJcstructi vc 

FreauencY Rr.nk Freauency Rank FreQuencv Rank 

B.C. t) 2., 0 ?..5 6 1 
B.H. 0 3 l 2 4 1 
B .. J. 0 .3 l 2 3 l 
l}.J. 0 3 4 l 2 2 
D.E-. 2 " l 3 3 l c:. 
ri.w. l 2.s 1 2.s 2 l 
ll.M. •. 0 3 l 1., l 1-, 
o.o. .. l 3 2 1.s ,, l.S .. 
O.B. 0 2.s 0 2.s s l 
H.r,. •, . l 2.5 l 2.$ 3 l . , 

2.S 2 l l 2 .. s H.M. l 
J.B. 0 2 3 1., 3 1., 
,J.F. 0 2.5 0 2.!, l l 
Jr.tr. l 2.5 2 l l 2.; 
t.c. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
V.M. 0 2 • .s 0 2S 3 l 
?.f.S., 0 2.5 0 2.5 6 l 
Y.r .• 0 1 l 1..$ l 1.5 -M.D. 0 2.$ 0 2.5 4 l 
~.F. 2 lS l 3 2 l.S 
o.s~ l 2.s l 2.5 4 l 
P.J. 0 J l 2 l 
P.O. l 2.~ l 2.S 3 1 
P.R. 0 3 l l-5' 1 1.s 
P.G. 0 ) l 2 2 l 
S.;1., 0 3 1 2 3 1 
S.D. 0 3 3 2 6 l 
T.C. 2 2.5 0 2.s $ 1 
W.D. 0 J 1 2 3 l 
w.1. 4 1 0 ., l 2 ., 
?.'.R. 0 2.s 0 2.5' l 1 
w.u. 0 2.5 0 2.$ h l 

Si~ 17 82 31 68 91 ~l 
D= . lU 4 -23 
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Coordinate Status. 

First is a story that reflects an anti-social Mode ot Relating 

to Peers. According to the formal conceptual scheme, it. is a Driving 

or Threatening or Destructive Mode or Relating to a Coordinate figure. 

Vt.U., 18 mt. Picture or a man. Someone behind him and 
so he grabbed·hiJn in the back of the neck and his arm. 
Look like he was trying to escape from something or 
somebody and they caught up with him and was trying to 
stop him. [Go ahead-;\ He was a man probably coming 
out from a game or som9thing, and the boy was probabl7 
ready to jump on him. He started running. The boy 
:ran fastest, rnn 11p and grab him. The boy probably 
thought he was someone else. This man, he explained 
to ·the bo7 who he was, why he was there. 'l'he boy had 
the wrong person. He turned him loose and tbs man 
walked on down the street. He came back and saw that 
the boy was gone. He probably felt that the other per-
son they wanted was somewhere else and the man was prob-
ably still scared. (ylho was the boy looking tor=n 
Probably some boy :f'rom another gang who was probably 
coming to the game. These gangs were fighting each 
other and this boy belonged to a different gang. 
[And what might these gangs have had against each otheri) 
They were probably boys f1"0m the other side of to-wn 
coming to the east side and started going with the 
girls. The boys got mad at these guys· from the other 
geng so when he saw that man he thouglt he was f'r~m the 
other side of town., so he was going to get hi.Pl ... 

T~9 second story illustrates the major character relating him-

self to a Coordinate ~igure in a Passive mode. 

G.G • ., 3 BM. Let's see, could be sittin1 down and cry-
in • ••• [.orying?j Well, maybe he I s, he• s thinldng about 
things. Could· be thinking about how people treat him. 
Don't like him., don't play with him. Well, he could 
be thinkin' about how he could get th8lll to play with 
him. [Yes?J •• One reason., .he looks like that, he look 
like he.don't play·with nobody else •. Maybe that's the 
reason why: nobody plays with him. [And how might ha 
be feeling~ Feeling bad. [what makes him feel badlyi) 
•cause nobody plays ttith him. lfobody take inte1·est in 
him. [And how does it turn out!] It seems like it 
always turn out to come okay. ({Jhhuh. Seems like you 
had somethin(._else in mind there and then you switched 
your sentence~ I suppose I done forgot it. 



The last example or the kinds or modes by which the major char-

acter related himself to Coordinate figures focuses on anAi'tirming 

(Atfiliating) Mode of Relating. 

D.E., 7 BM. This man has let this other man in on a 
secret, where A gold mine is. So this man is think-
ing that they'll ba rich - -well, they are going to 
bq a great big mansion with a BWimming pool. The man 
on the lert tells the man on the right and ha tells 
him because he 1s his best buddy and the o~ one he 
can trust. That 'a all. (iow does it endil I just told 
you. They have a sld.ming pool w1 th the big mansion 
and jewels, too, and this man don 1t never tell no one. 

s'!!!!"Z It is to be seen from the data presented in this 

ch,pter ~t the major characters related themselves to both Superiors 

(123 responses) and Coordinates (ninety-one responses) most frequently 

in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive mode. They were aggressive, 

as \\'ell as rejecting of others. "1lile the major character related 

himself most frequently to the other person in this mode, he related 

himself in this manner a greater per cent of times to CoordinR.tee 

(6.$,t. per cent) than to Superiors (S7+ per cent). The major character 

related himself with an .Affirming mode more frequently to Superiors 

(twenty-four, ll+ per cent) than to Coordinates (seventeen, 12.S. per 

cent). Finally, the major character relatod himself passively more 

frequently to Superiors (sixty-six, 30.f. per cent) then to Coordinates 

(thirty-one, 22.J. per cent). 

It can be interred that the subjects are having the major 

character relate to others in contonnit;y with past experiences and 

present personality tendencies. It is plauoible that the subjects 

'Will continue to do the same in similar situations in the .future, 1.m-

less 1) some radical intervening experiences come to plaiY to affect 

their personalities, or 2) the situations in 1Vh1ch the subjects will 
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be relating to ot~ers are especially positive. This inference is made 

on the assumptions simi.hr to t!U>se me..ritioned in relationship to the 

concept of the Perception or the Other. 

Association Between the Status of the Major 
Character and the Interpersonal Situation 

At this point, attention will be shifted to the aasooiations 

between the status of the major character and_ the Interpersonal Sit-

uation. 

Before discµssing some of these associations, it might be well 

to review the general meaning or the Interpersonal Situation concept. 

As tha Interpersonal Reference concept and its variouo categories have 

been in constant use, it will not be reviewed here. It will be recalled 

that the basic unit concept, Interpersonal Situation, rAfers to the 

conflictual - harmonious aspects or: l) the general setting in which 

the. story takes place, 2) the outcome of the story, 3) the interactions 

involving story characters other than the major character, 4) the inter-

actions between the major character and story characters, 1n addition 

to the one.with whom the major character interacts most intensively, 

as Viall as 5) the train of experiences occurring between the major 

character and the other person of the status relationship •. The basic 

unit concept, Interpersonal Situ.ntion, is a brcudor, more general con-

cept than the other basic unit concepts. As stated earlier in this 

work and indicated above, story phenomena other than the experiences 

occurring botween the major character and the Other are included under 

this last basic unit concept. The categories under the Interpersonal 
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Situation are Conjunctive Situation, Disjunctive Situation, end Disjunctive 

- Conjunctive Situation. 

Association Between the Interpersonal Situations and the Subor-

dinate - Superior Status Table 19 shows that in stories in which a 

Subordinate - Superior status was dominant (213, 60+ per cent), approxi-

mately halt (US, .$3+ per cent) of the Interpersonal Situations were 

Disjunctive Situations, about one third (seventy-one, 3,3,1, per cent) 

were Conjunctive Situations, and about one tenth (twenty-seven, 12.f.per 

ce,:it) were Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situations. 

TABLE 19 
FREQUEHCY AND PER CEh1T OF THE TYPES OF INTERPERSOllAL SITUA-

TIOJJS WITH SUBORDINATE - SUPERIOR STATUS 

Interpersonal Situations Frequency Fer Cent 

Disjunct! ve - Conjunoti ve 27 12-1-

Conjunctive 71 3.3-1-

Disjunctive llS S3.f. 

Total 213 100 

Table 20 shows that the agreement among the rankings or these 

associated responses is low, W = .329, and its c,ignif'icanae as tested 

by Chi-squared is below the l per cent level. Theso computations indi-

cate that,. when the subjects select a Subordinate - Superior Status, 

there was no consistent selection of a .type of Interpersonal Situation. 

Illustrations will be given for each of the Interpersonal Situa.-

tion categories in relationship to the Subordinate - Superior category. 
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COMCOilDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RFS?ONSE:S TO SUBOi'l.DIMATE-SUPHU:OR STATUS Ill 
COMBDMTIOll WITH THE TYPES OF Ii,'TERPE.~SONAL SITU.~.TIONS 

Subjects Disjunati ve - Conjunctiva Disjunctive 
Con.1uncti ve 

Frca. Rank Freq. Rank Freq. Rank 

n.o. 2 l.S l 3 2 1.; 
B.M. 0 3 2 2 4 l 
B.J. 0 3 4 1 3 2 
-D.J. 0 2.s 0 2.s s l 
D.E. 0 3 4 l l 2 
D.lf. 0 3 3 2 4 1 
D"M. 1 3 4 1.~ 4 1.s o.o. 0 J l 2 s 1 
G.B. l 2.5 1 2.5 4 l 
It"I4. .. l 2.5 l 2.5 4 l 
H.M. 

, 
0 .3 4 l 3 2 

J.B. 0 3 l 2 b l 
J.F. 5 1.s !5 l.S 0 3 
K.O. 1 .3 2 2 J. l 
L.C. l 3 7 l .3 2 
ll.M. l 3 3 2 h l 
M.S. 2 l.S l J. 2 lS 
M.L. 3 2 4 1 2 3 
M.D. 0 1.; 0 1., 7 1 
H.F. l 2.s 4 l l 2.s 
o.s. 2 l.S 2 J..S l 3 
P.J. 0 3 2 2 3 l 
P.C. 2 2 1 3 3 1 
P.R. 0 2.!, 0 2.5 9 l. 
P.G. 0 3 3 2 s l 
S.A. 1 3 3 1.,; .3 1.s 
s.n. 0 3 l l.S l 1.s 
T.c. 1 2 3 l 0 3 w.n. 0 .3 1 2 6 1 
w.r. l 3 2 2 3 l 
W.R. l 2.5 l 2.$ 6 l 
vt.u • 0 ~s 0 2.5 'l 1 ........, ___ 

Si - 27 82. 71 60 115 48 -=--- . lti.O .u.u -10.0 1,1 = 
256 



The first story exemplii'ies a Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situa-

tion in association with a Subordinate - Superior Status Relationship. 

11.L., 8 BM. This man is in the Universal Hospital or 
Washington, D.C., having operation on, ah, tuberculosis. 
Hie non is feeling very bad because he thinks his 
fath,!1r won't be with him very long. There's nothing 
he can do.. This man had ·the TB from smoking so much. 
He smoked from two to three packages of cigarettes a 
day, sometimes cigars and doped cigarettes. His wife 
told him about so much smoking and drinking but he 
wouldn't listen so now he is on an operating table on 
the verge of dying. Now he wishes that he would have 
listened to the advice of his beloved wife and given 
more fatherly love to his son but now he hasn't much 
t0 offer his son but the feeling he has in his heart 
and he hopes that his son understands the way he teals 
and he told his son never to touch a cigarette a3 long 
aft he lives and ·to take good care of his mother when 
he grew up. When the docto~ said.there wasn't any 
more hope of him to live lllll.ch longer, tears dropped 
from his son's eyes in a trembling way-. His son vowed 
never to even look at a cigarette as long as he lived 
because that's why his father in on the dying table 
now. When his son grew up·, he took good care or his 
mother and 9n every week-end he and his mother would 
visit the grave ot his beloved rather. 

The second illustrative story involves a Conjunctive Situation 

and i~ again is associated with a Subordinate - Superior Status. 
, •.. 

P.J., 7 BM •. This boy•~ name was Jackie and his father's 
name ivat' Robinson. One day Jackie was playing base-
ball. His father seen him knock a home run and he 
told him he may be a pretty good baseball player it he 
keeps it up. So one day when he had a baseball game, 
he seen his rather and began pretty- hard to play. 
[Vlhyi} Ah, to show his father how good he was. The 
people began to say that he was a pretty good hustler 
tor the ball. He began to get popular and his father 
had his name changed to Robinson. finiat was it before 
thati) . Jackie. From then on he ·was lmown as Jackie 
Robinson, a great baseball player and his fathor ~as 
proud ot him before he die. [Mother like him?] She 
was kind to hilil, tried to do the best she could for 
him and she loved the son very much. 
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The last example illustrates a combination ot Subordinate -

Superior Status Relationships and Disjunctive Situation responses. 

11.D., 20. Well, this look like a gey that lost all 
his friends in the world and has not a place to atq 
and he jist walk around and stay in d:L.rferent pl.nces 
on the street and eats here and there. It looks 
like he:might be a troublemaker, g:Lts in trouble with 
his parents and they probably put. him out of the house 
nnd he don •t have no place to go and he walks around, 
sleep, sleeps on the streot. ~d what might he be 
thinkilig herefJ Ot getting, he probab'.13 gltting read,y 
to git. revenge on his mother end father tor putting 
him out, out of their home. Look like he's feeling 
angr,y and real downhearted. ll'hen what happens?] 
Probablf be goes back and lick that man that his D\Other 
:ta living with. That's all. 

Association Between the Interpersonal Si tustions and tlte C\lordinat,e 

Status In the stories in llhich a Coordinate Status was dominant 

(1391 394 per cent), approximately two thirds (eighty-seven, 62+ per 

cent) of the Interpersonal Situations proved to be Disjunctive 

SituationsJ one fifth (t-wenty-eight, 20+ per cent) wore Conjunctive 

Situations, end less then one fifth (twenty--.tour, 17 per cent) nre 

Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situations. The coefficient of concordance 

(W: .42S), of this type of associated response is lovr as judged from 

the arbitrary point of .498. The significance of this is below 
•. 

the l per cent level, as tested by Chi-squared. This intormation ia 

recorded in Tables 21 and 22. 

As in the other combinations of response, same illustrations 

will ·be given of the Coordinate Status and t~e various kinds of Inter-

personal Situations. The first story- depicts a Coordinate Status and 

Disjunctive, - Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 

H.L., 20. This man's walldn' home. Comin' trom a night 
club. He bas to go through a lot of jungle at night. 
He isn't scared to go through all these Jungles. After 
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he gets home, ho find somebody done searched his house. 
Couldn •t find nothin' missing. So he mnders who could 
have been there. He didn •t know but figures might be 
some guy- around the neighborhood. So ho straightened 
hi8 house and all back up, and went into the kitchen 
to cook his supper. He found out some or his food was 
missing. He didn •t think much nbout that so the next 
day when he went to tmm he bought him a lock to put 
on bis house. About all I can think. 

TABIB 21 

FRE~UEHCY AND PER CENT OF THE T?PES OF lNTWli,'RSONAL 
SITUATIONS WITH A COORDINATE STATUS 

Interpersonal Situation Frequency Per Cent 

Disjunctive - Conjunctive 24 17+ 

Conjunct! ve ..... 28 20 ... 

Disjunctive 87 62+ 

Total 139 100 

The second story illustrates a Coordinate Status and a Con-

junctive Interpersonal Situation. It involves a man buying a coat 

from a sales person. 

D~J:, 18 B?l. There's a man, lookalike he is trying 
on a coat in a clothing store. There is someone help.. 
1ng him put that coat on. [Yes?] 'lie ... -antod to go buy-
a coat so he went into a store. Tho clerk showed him 
a couple. He tried them on tor tit. He kind or liked 
one so he bought from the clerk. 

The following stoI"J dopicts the association between a Coordinate 

Status and a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 

s.D. 1 8 BM. One day these two boys were out hunting 
rabbits.and this boy that had the gun told this other 
boy to go up on the hill and scare out the rabbits and 
he scared out one rabbit and the rabbit ran in front or him end the boy, and he pulled tho trigger on the 
ritne and shot the boy in his rear and after be shot 
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TAB"lli 22 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS' Iir:SFONSES TO CGOii.DINATE ST11TUS RELATIONSliI.rS 
IN COMBINATION 'WITH TYPES OF INTERPlRSO?lAL SITUA.'rIONS 

Subjects Disjuncti vo- Conjunctive 
Con unctive 

FreQ.. Rank ;Freq_. Ronk 
I 
I 

B.C. 3 1.$ 1 0 3 
B.ii. 0 3 1 2 
B.J. 2 1.5 0 3 
D.J. 0 3 1 2 
D.E. 0 I 3 3 1.s 
D.t¼,. l 2 0 3 
D.a. 2 1 

I 
0 2.5 

G.d. l 2.s l 2.$ 
a • .a. 1 2.s ' l 2., 
H.L. •, .. 

l 2 0 .3 . 
H.M. 1 2.s 1 2.s 
J.B. l 3 2 2 
J.F. 0 2.; 1 1 
K.G. 0 3 3 l 
r ... c. 0 2 0 2 
M.:l. 0 ;; l 2 
M.S. 3 1.5 0 
M.L. l 1.$ 0 3 u.n. 0 1.s C 1.s 
M.F. 0 3 2 2 
o.s. 0 3 2 2 
P.J. l .3 2 2 
P.C. 0 3 l 2 
P.R. 0 2.S 0 2.:, 
P.O. 0 2.5 0 2.s ., 1.s l.5 8.A. l l 
S.D. 2 2 0 ':l ., 
T.C.- 2 2 l ., ., wn l 2.5 l 2.s 
W.I. 0 3 3 l 
w.H.. 0 z.s 0 2.$ 
w.u. 0 2.5 0 2.5 -
Si: 24 7$.S 28 72 

t-=. H. u • .5 -n2 = . 132.3 64 
S f z.D2 = 7h8.6 
i T- : 9 
w • .h2$ 
X2 : 21.22. Sigui.ficance: <l per cent. 

" 
Diojunctive 

Frca. !tank 

3 1.s 
4 1 
2 1.s s l 
3 1.$ 
3 l 
0 2.5 
3 l 
3 l 
4 l 
2 l 
3 1 
0 2.S 
1 2 
0 2 
2 1 
3 1.$ 
1 1.s 
4 l 
3 l 
u 1 
3 l 
4 1 
2 l 
3 l 
2 l 
7 l 
l~ l 
2 l 
2 2 
1 l 
9 l -

: 
87 ho.s ,. --23.5 
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the boy, well, at first he thought it 11aan•t goma 
hurt him. When he seen the boy'fell, he ran up to see 
it he was hurt bad and fottnd out that the boy was 
almost dead and·went and called the doc.tor • . ffa.askad 
the boy how come he shot ·at this other boy and this· 
boy ~old him that he d1dn1 t shoot at him on purpose, 
he was shootin' at a rabbit. Af'ter they- got· the boy 
in an ambulance and took him to the hospital, wall, 
the doctor fowid out that the rifle bullet was shot 
straight at the b~y Snstaad ot from the side. UJhhuh, 
and what did ~a make olit or·· thati} Wall. he tried to 
tell the doctor t~t he didn't shoot at him, and the 
doctor called the police,. •n the police took this boy 
down to the station ~nd had'a little talk wid him an' 
after the7 got done t&:lking, well, they tomd out that 
the boy was tryin' to kill his: friend on account, ah, 
ha didn't like the \181 he acted when t.hey had parties 
and things. Whbuh, and how might he act when they 
had parties and ~hingstJ Well, ever:, time ha would 
git a dance wid a'girl, well, the other boy would come 
up and take· the girl and tell him that he had danced 
long'enough, and.he would take this other girl to the 
show, and the other bo7 would bU1' her popcom and take 
her out to a ride some place Sn his car and make fun 
ot this boy and he didn't like it, so, he shot him. 
(How did he feel about shooting him?] At first he 
thought that it wasn• t gonna hurt him, and after he 
pulled the trigger on the gun and he saw the blood 
runnin1 out, he· didn't like it, and then the:, took him 
to the hospital, he just begin to think after what 
happened to him. when they were daricin' at the parties 
so he didn't mind it then and then when the police come 
they took him down, and, after they had that talk, well 
he didn't like it. They told the bo7 that they was 
gonna send him to an Snstitution and then from that to 
a prison an~ he didn't like that either. [How did 
this other boy come that was shot?] Ah, this other 
boy came out, he had a busted rib and after a couple 
of months, why he got out of the hospital and ha was 
okay and he wanted to see this other boy who was in an 
institution •. This boy told him he was sorry that ha 
shot him and that ha didn't mean to do it. The other 
boy said it was okay and he's still living. 

SUllll'Dal';y: Disjunctive Situations prevailed in stories in "hich 

either Subordinate - Superior or Coordinate Status Relationships were 

dominant. 
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While Disjunctive Situations were associated with both of 

these two major categories of the Interpersonal Rof'erence concept more 

fre4uentJ.7 than any other type or situation, it occurred a greater per-

centage of times in association with Coordinate Status Relationships& 

Coordinate Status (eighty-seven, 62•per cent), Subordinate - Superior 

Status (ll.S, S3+ per cent). The association ot Subordinate - Superior 

Status and Conjunctive Situations occurs more trequently- and with a 

higher percentage or response (seventy-one, 33+ per cent) than does 

the combination of Coordinate Status and Conjunctive Situations 

(twentq-eight, 20+ per cent). Neither combination is very high. Last-

ly, the Coordinate Status and the Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situation 

occurs a~greater percentage of times (twenty-tour, 17 ... por cont) than 

does the Subordinate - Superior Status and the Disjunctive - Conjunctive 

Situation (twenty-seven, 12• per cent). Neither of these frequencies 

is vecy high. The subjects were not very consistent (W: .329) in com-

bining Subordinate - Superior Status Relationships with a pattern of 

Interpersonal Situations. Their consistency (W • .42.S) was improved when 

they combined Coordinate Status relationships w1 th a pattern or Interper-

eonel Situations. Howvor it 11'88 still low es judged l"'rom the arbitrary 

value ot .498. 
There were the various combinations ot the Interpersonal kefer-

ence categories and the categories or the Interpersonal Situation. I£ 

the general line of assumptiol18 indicated earlier about the neutrality 

of the stimulus material and the tendency 01' the subjects to carry 

over into the stories their own private worlds is followed, it permits 

one to raise the possibility that the subjects are foisting their past 

eaporiences onto their stories, that their created atocy settings and 
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interpersonal relationships are general reflections of their personal 

experiences and are indicative or future actions. 



CHAPTER V 

THE RELATIONSHIPS :&"'l\'1EEN THE BASIC UNIT CONCEPTS (Continued) 

The present chapter ie a contin11ation ot Chapter IV • 

.Additional relationships between basic unit concepts will be presented. 

Attention here is centered on the l'ele.tionships,between l) the Modes 

ot Perceiving the Other and the Yodes of Relating to the Other, 2) the 

llodas of Perceiving the Other and the Interpersonal Situations, and 

3) the Modes ot Relating to the Other and the Interpersonal Situations. 

The frequencies ot these dit!erent associations 'Will be presented for 

the group as a whole, as well as for each individual case. In addi-

tion, various percentage computations will ba made and some rank cor-

ralationa will be given to indicate the communality of responses. 

Fina.U,-, stories will be included tor the purpose ot illustration. 

Ralationship Between Jlodes of Perceiving The 
Othor and lfodes of Relating to the Other 

Affirming Perception and Modes ot Relating t.o the Others From 

Table 23 it can be seen that when the major characters perceived the 

other characters as being Affirming, which was not very often 1n the 

total number of.perceptions (forty-three, 12• per cent), they tre-

quently related themselves Atfirmingly (twenty-eight, 69" per cent), 

less frequently in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive manner 

(ten, 23~ per cent), and infrequent~ in a Passive war (tiva, 11+ per 

91 
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cent). Although they related themselves most trequenU7 to the Other 

in an Affirming mode, ·it is important to note that in spite or the 

"favorable" perception, ·they responded in a Driv:lng or Threatening or 

Destructive mode almost one fourth of the time. 

TABLE 23 

FREQUENCY AND PER CEHT OF MODES OF REL.i\TmG 
TO THE OTHER WITH .At1 AFFIRMING ·PERCEPTION 

Modes ot Relating 
,to the Other 

Frequency 

Affirming 28 

Passive 5 
Driv:lng or Threatening 10 

or Destructive 

Total 43 

Per Cent 

65,. 

11"" 

23+ 

100 

The agreement amont the subjects• responses is low (W = .135); 

however its signiticance,·as tested by Chi-squared, is below the l per 

cent level. The low correlation indicates that the subjects were in-

consistent when they combined an Affirming Perception with any ot the 

Modes of Relating to the Other. This correlation and its significance 

is recorded in Table 24. 

To illustrate this data, stories will be given. While there 

are .more of one kind ot combination of response than another, the 

illustrations will be divided equally among the three types of com-

binations. 

The first of these illustrations shows an Affirming Mode ot 
Perceiving the Other with an Affirming Mode of Relating to the Other. 
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This storT involves friendlT relationships among several i:aers. 

T.C., 14. Thie bo7 here was laying in his room 1n his 
bed, halt asleep. Be heard the wind blowing. Re went 
to the window. He stood there and, looking, seen how 
pretty it was outside. He went out the window and he 
walked. He walked out quite a ways trom his home, 
sat down theN loo~ing up at the sky and everything. 
He goes to see his other friend about going. He 
walked on to the other boy's house, and threw soma 
pebbles up on the window. And the boy come running 
011t and he asked him, "Do you want to go with ma?" 
The boy ea.,-, 81'here you going?" 10h1 I don't know 
where I am going, I am j11St walking." The other bo7 
ea7, "Wait," so he went inside and dressed and every-
thing, got the food, and so they went on. Thia other 
boy says, "Let's go get oar other friend." They went 
on -and got him too. There was just three or them so 
kept on going. and they came to soma to-,;n, soma little 
tqwn. They tinallf found some place to sleep in a hay-
loft. They slept all night and they got up and went 
on through tcffll 1n the moming, went to the restall-
rant and bought something to eat. They enjoyed thia 
kind of bumming aroond and being with e&ch other. 
fJell, after laying around this town a couple ot da)'B, 
one of the fellows eaid, "Let•s go back home." And 
so they did. 

'.?he next illustration reflects an At.t'irming (Nartur:tng) Mode 

0£ Perceiving the Other and a Passive Mode of Relating to the Other 

combination. 

H.¥., 12 u. This lt10ks like a picture c,f a boy that•a 
been ill ott and on tor a long time and he's been 
having doctors. There are people visiting him, dif-
ferent people coming to see him, bringing food and 
things. And he has been carrying on pr&tty well, he 
has been carrying on for a long time but now he 1a 
given up. Wasn't able to get up vary well, One day 
he took sick, very bad and he was pale like. Some 
people came over and asked him it he wa& sick. Looks 
like so.r.neone came over and was praying for him. ·cuesa 
all the other people don't know about it yet and when 
they know about all the people come to see him. Then 
ha•s ill and unconscious. Then about 2 o'clock that 
nite, why· he dies. They go to his funeral and worship 
him. and see hia boc:!7. Everybody is real sad and 
crying causo ha died~ 
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TABIE 24 
CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS I RESPONSES TO AFFIRMillG YODE OF PERCEIVING 

THE OTHER IN COMBINATIOU fflH MODES OF RELATING TO THE 

Subjects 

B.C. 
B.H. 
B.J. 
D.J. 
D.E. 
D.W. 
D.Y. 
G.G~ 
G.R. 
H.L. > 

H.M. 
J.B. 
J.F. 
K.G. 
L.C. 
M.M. 
.M.s. 
Y.L. 
M.D. 
M.F. 
o.s. 
P.J. 
P.C. 
P.R. 
P.O. 
S.A. 
S.D. 
T.C. 
W.D. 
W.I. 
W.R. w.u. 
Si= 

Affirming 

Frequency 

0 
l 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 

-· 2 
0 . . 
0 
4 
l 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
l 
0 
4 
2 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
0 

28 

Rank 

2.4 
l 
2.5 
2 
l 
1.; 
2 
l 
2 
2 
l 
l 
2.5 
1 
l 
l 
2.5 
l 
2 
l 
1 
2.5 
l 
2 
3 
2.5 
2.5 
1 
2 
l 
2 
2 

54 
10 

100 

OTHER 

Passive 

Freauency Rank 

0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2 
l 2 
0 3 
0 2 
0 2.5 
0 2 
0 2 
l 2· 
0 2~5 
0 2.5 
0 3 
0 2.; 
0 2~5 
0 2.5 
0 2.; 
0 2· 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
1 l 
0 2.5 
0 2 
1 1.5 
0 2.5 
l l 
0 2.5 
0 2 
0 2.; 
0 2 
0 2 

5 '71.5 

Sie,nifieance:'(l per cent. 

Driving or Threatening 
or Destructive 

Frequency Rank 

l 1 
0 2.5 
1 l 
0 2 
0 3 
l 1.5 
0 2 
0 2.5 
0 2 
0 2 
0 3 
0 2.5 
3 l 
l 2 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
1 1 
0 2.5 
0 2 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2 
1 1.5 
l l 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
0 2 
0 2 

10 66.5 
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The third and last illustration in this series of examples 

is a story 1n which an Ar.tirming (Affiliation) Mode or Perceiving the 

Other and a Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode ot R61ating to 

the Other ia associated. The story is about a boy who strives to 

accomplish under the love and encouragement or his parents. 

s.A., 3 BM. Once upon a time there was a little boy 
abo~t sixteen years old ~hose parents wanted him to 
go to school. These parents were eocd people because 
they liked their 'boy. They bought him his books and 
paper and helped him. They liked this little boy. 
This boy went to school and worked hard. He wanted to 
do. good. He wanted to work hard and do a little bit 
better all the time. So he did. He got good grades 
in school and then got a good job. 

Passive PerceBtion and Major lfodes of Relating to Others 

Table 25 shows that when the major character viewed the Other as being 

Passive, he responded in kind only a very few times (tour, 1~ per cent), 

Ai'firmingly infrequently (seven, 13"' per cent), and in a Driving or 

Threatening or Destructive manner very otten (forty, 7s+ per cent). 

TABLE 25 

.FREQUENCY AtID PER CENT OF l!ODE.S OF RELATING 
TO THE OTHER VT.ITH A PASSIVE PERCEPTION 

Modes of Relating Frequency 
to the Other 

Affirming 7 

Passive 4 

Driving or Threatening 40 
or Destructive 

Total 51 

Per Cent 

13• 
7+ 

78+ 

100 
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The agreement among the subjects for responding in this 

pattern is high (W: .5;0) and its significance, as tested by Chi-

squared, is below the l per cent level. This is recorded on Table 

26. 

To exemplify, the first illustration shows the relationship 

between a Passive Mode 0£ Perceiving the Other and an Affirming Mode 

of Relating to the Other. The story tells of the mourning, by a 

mother and son, of the father and the affection given by the son to 

his,mother. 

H._t., 6 BY. Look like the7 goin' to a funeral. Look 
like the mother crying. Look like mother and.son. 
There were a lot ot people at the funeral. After the 
funeral was over, they went back home. The mother 
just didn't want to do anything. The boy saw her 
just standing there. Then she laid down and cried. 
The son took her in his arms and told her not to cry 
and told her that some people have to die. All people 
have to die. So he took hie mother to live with him. 
About all. He took care or his tnother after his 
:father died. Hard time to get over it. Give me the 
next one. 

The next illustration reflects a Passive Yode ot Perceiving 

the Other in combination with a Passive Mode ot Relating to the Other. 

The story tells or a son dying while the parents are sad. 

D.J., 6 ml. Well, the man looks to be pretty ageable. 
Uaybe someone has died in the family. The woman, she 
looks pretty, she looks pretty and the man, he looks 
the same. I don't know what to make out or this. He 
might be looking in to another room at, at the person. 
[Go aheadJ From the expression on their faces they 
must be-getting ready to take it out, out or the 
house. They're just standing there, doin' noth¥Jg. 
Maybe take it to the undertaker or something. (!Jhhuh. 
Somebody die~ They might have a boy·or girl who was 
ill and they did their best but could not save her, 
so he died. U'ihat was the difficulty with this boy 
or girl7l ·Maybe he .had a bad heart, b11t just got ill 
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I CONC~:~ OF SUBJECTS I RESPOh~ES T:~:s~-:0D~-OF FERCEIVIN:THE orHER ]·-. 
IN COMBINATION WITH MODES OF RELATING_.TO THE OTHER 

. -- - . .---. .............. , .. ,-.,..- ~-----~- ·- _....... ·-------

Subjects Affirming 

B.C. 
B.H. 
B.J. 
D.J. 
D.E. 
D.W. 
D.ll~ o.o. 
G.R. 
H.L. 
H.M. 
J.B. 
J.F. 
K.G. 
L.C. 
M.M. 
M.s. 
M.L. 
Y.D. 
M.F. 
o.s. 
P.J. 
P.C. 
P.R. 
P.G. 
S.A. 
S.D. 
T.C. w.p. 
W.I. 
W.R. w.u. 
Si: 
D= o2 :: 

Freouency 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 

... 0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

- 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
7 

s: £ri2.: 63.3.4 
W - .550 

: 22.5 

Rank 

2.5 
3 
2.5 
3 
2.5 
2.5 
l 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
1 
2.5 
2 
3 
2.5 
2 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
l 
2.5 
2.5 

73 
9 

81 

Passive 

Freauency 

0 
1 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
k 

Rank 

2.5 
2 
2.5 
1.5 
2.; 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
2.5 
2~5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
2.5 
2 
2~5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
3 
2.5 
2.5 

75.5 
11.5 

132.2 

= 39.5. Significance: <l por cent. 

Driving or Threatenin 
or Destructive 

Freauency 

l 
3 
l 
l 
2 
2 
0 
2 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 ' 
1 
0 
4 
0 
l 
1 
0 
l 
3 
l 
2 
a 
l 
1 
l 
l 

40 

Rank 

1 
l 
l 
1.5 
l 
l 
2.5 
1 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2.5 
1 
1 
l 
1 
2.5 
l 
2· 
1.5 
l 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
2 
l 
l 

64 
-20.5 
420.2 

g 
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and died. JlaJbe some kind of fever. He had a hard 
time. He had a lot ot trouble. It looks like he 
wasn't too rich and he waor.i,•t too poor. He uas on 
the level of average. Maybe he didn't know he was 
going to die. [And then what happens to these two 
people hereil I guess they was sad, for a few weeks. 
Cause they had lost some loved one in. their family. 

The lnst illustration concerns a Passive Mode or Perceiving 

the Other and a Driving or Threatening or Destructive :Mode of Relating 

to the Other. The concrete story is about the development of a 

"notorious gangster and hoodlum" who strikes out at poople "that 

aren't on-the look-out." 

M._D., 13 B. This boy looks like he might go· astray. 
When he gits up into t~e age to be a bad boy, he is 
one. He keeps on doing different stuff like that 
and becomes a notorious gangster and a hoodlum. He 
talces advantage of everybody that be can, especially 
the one that aren't.on the lookout-taking cars and 
going trom the different states to statos and taking 
stuff. He thinks, I think he thinks, that he 1s doing 
pretty good, _He wants to hit for higher ·things the 
ne~t time. Lf-Je' s aiming ror bigger thingsl) I guess 
he feels sort of ho.ppy about doing tha~. When he 
takes a car, he probably likes to drive it. He likes 
to wear eood clothes and money to spend. Some or 
these people don't know the difference anyway, [How 
does :tt come outi.1 He finally ends up in the peni-
tentiary or some place like that and thinks over his 
days and what he done. He wishes he only had to live 
his life over and be a perfect boy. 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive Perception and Modes or 
Relating to the Other Table 27 shows that ~hen the major character 

saw Driving or Threatening or Destructive Others, he seldom related 

himself to them in an Affirming Mode (six, 2+ per cent), quite often 

1n a Passive Mode (eighty-eight, 34~ per cent) and most frequently 1n 

a Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode (16t, 6~ per cent). 
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TABLE 27 

FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF MODES OF RELATING TO THE OTHER 
WITH A DRIVING OR THREATENING OR DESTRUC.TIVE PERCEPTION 

Modes of Relating Frequency-
to the Other 

Affirming 6 
Passive 88 

Driving or Threatening 
or Destr11ctive 

16§ 

Total 251 
, 

Per Cent 

2 

34 

63 

100 

The commu.nality among the s11bjects' responses in this area is 

very high (W = .8,30) and its significance, as teated by Chi-aqua.red, 

is below the l per cent level. This is recorded on Table 28. 

The first illustration shows the relationship between a 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode of Perceiving the Other 

and an Affirming lilode of Relating to the Other. The story is about 

a suitor who is unable to win the favorable attention or a girl. 

D.W., 18 BK. This picture shows a fellow going at~er 
a girl. He-is all dressed up. She didn't want him 
and told him so. Told him to leave her alone. He 
knew what she meant but he still was going after her, 
trying to be nice to her, be friendly. He figured 
that maybe she will change her mind. So he is try-
ing it. fi'Vhat happens'ij She didn! t want him around 
so he didn1 t do any good. She laughed at him and 
went with some other e111s. 

The next illustration exemplifies a Driving or Threatening 

or Destructive perception ot another and a Passive Mode ot Relating 

to the Other. The story is about a boy who is unable to get a 

bicycle because his father is in poor economic circumstances. The 
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TABIE 28 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJECTS'. RESPONSES TO DRIVING OR THREATENnm ciR DESTRuc-: 
TIVE MODE OF .PERCEIVING THE ·arHER IN COMBINATION WITH"MODES 

OF REIATING TO THE OTHER , -...i.:..---------'----------

Subjects Affirming Passive 

Freauency Rank Freauencv Rank 

B.C. 0 3 2 2 
B.A. 0 3 l 2 
B.J. 0 3· 4 2 
D.J. 0 3 8 l 
D.E. 0 3 1 2 
D.W. l 3 2 2 
D.U! 0 3 4 2 
G.G. 0 3 3 2 
G.R. 0 3 2 2 . 

0 3 2 2 H.L. 
H.M. 0 3 3 1.5 
J.B. 0 3 4 2 
J.F. 0 3 1 2 
K.O. l 2.5 5 1 
L.C. 0 3 3 2 
M.H. 1 2.5 1 2.5 
U.S. 0 3 0 2 
M.L. 0 3 3 2 
lf.D. 0 2.5 0 2.5 
M.F. 0 3 1 2 
o.s. 1 2.5 1 2.5 
P.J. 0 3 4 2 
P.O. 0 3 l 2 
P.R. 0 3 s 1.5 
P.G. 0 3 5 l 
S.A. 0 3 l 2 
s.o. 0 3 3 2 
T.C. 0 3 l 2 
W.D. 0 3 5 1.5 
W.I. 2 2.5 2 2.5 
W.R. 0 3 5 1.5 
w.u. 0 3 '3 2 
Si= 6 29.5 88 61 - -D - 29.5 3 
r:,2 = 870.2 9 
S : trl- : 1581.4 
i-rJ..:: 4.5 
w = .s30 i2: 53.1. Significance: <l per cent. 

_, .. ______ ·-•---· __ • _____ J 

Driving or Threatening 
or Destructive 

Freauency 

7 
5 
5 
l 
5 
4 
6 
4 
6 
6 
3 
6 
s 
l 
5 
5 
7 
6 
7 
6 
5 
5 
8 
5 
l 

5 
6 
5 
3 
5 
7 

16f 

Rank 

1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1.5 
1 
1 
2.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1.5 
2 
l 
l 
l 
1.5 
l 
1.5 
l 

'37.5 
-20~ 5 
702.2 
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boy apathetically accepts this. Finally, after a year's wait, he 

receives a bicycle from his father. 

J.F., 3 BM. What ~s this picture? [Whatever you would 
like to make out or iti] Oh, let's see. Thie is a 
little boy ceying at his bedside becaUBe he couldn't 
get the things he wanted. His parents said that he 
wae too young to understand, because they could not 
afford some of the things he wanted. He asked his 
father to b!J1' him a bicycle, the price was 149.00 and 
so·~e came home and told them of a bicycle. His 
father said he could not afford it, because it cost 
too ... much. His father said, "Maybe next year when I 
get another good job, I can buy you one.n So the 
boy went to his bedroom and started to cry. He felt 
that maybe his father could have got him one but 
there was nothing he did do about it. That's all I 
can think or. Anything else happen? Well, the 
boy waited and the next year when the little boy 
wasn•t expecting it, the father bought him the bicycle 
tor a Christmas present. 

The last example of this group shows a Driving or Threatening 

or Destructive Mode of Perceiving the Other in conjunction with a 

Driving or Threatening or Destructive Mode of Relating to the Other. 

The story ie about a boy pursuing another boy, whom he sees as having 

cheated him. After catching him, he anticipates "beating him up." 

».F., 17 BM. Vlell, this boy he has to be climbing 
ap a rope and he's looldng at something and he looks 
rather angriq. Maybe he got in some kind or trouble 
or something, had his mouth all pushed out like he1 s 
angry. [Uhhuh. And then what happens?] Well, I 
guess he's finally jist about made it to the top but 
has a·little further to go yet. Ah, when he gets 
there, he may have an argument or some kind and maybe 
a fight or something, he's going to git hiaself into 
a jam. UJhhuh. And what might this fight have started 
over in the first place] Well, could be over a gang 
or maybe it could be over a girl or something. Well, 
jist could be over most anything. It could have been 
somebody cheating him, or· course, and he got mad about 
it and didn't like it very well. He and this other 
boy got into it because he figured this other boy 
cheated him. This other boy jist walked oft from him 
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and went somewhere and.maybe climbed up somewhere. 
Naturally he look like he's trying to follow this 
boy. He jist keep on after him as a agitator and 
probably start something, beat him up, really 
letting him have it. 

Summary When the subjects had the major character perceive 

the Other as being Affirming, they also had him relate to the Other 

Afflrmingly (twenty-eight, 65+ per cent). This percentage of asso-

ciati~n is high, yet the actual frequency of this occurrence, in 

terlllS of th~ total perceptions, is low. So the possibility or any 

more Affirming - Affirming associations occurring was limited by the 

subjects• general perception. This is otrset further by the fact 

that about one fourth (ten, 2~ per cent) of the Affirming per-

ceptions were related to Driving or Threatening or Destructive Modes 

of Relating to the Other. 

When the subjects had the major character perceive the Other 

as being Passive., they had him relate to the Other very frequently 

(forty, 70+-per cent) in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive way. 

Again the percentage is high while the actual number of occurrences, 

in comparison to the total perceptions., is low. 

When the subjects had the major character perceiving the Other 

as being Driving or Threatening or Destructive, they t'requentl:, (163, 

63T per cent) had him relate to the Other in the same manner. Here 

both the frequency and percentage are high. They also had the major 

character relate to the Other fairly often (eighty-eight, 34• per 

cent) in a Passive mode when he was perceived as being Driving or 

Throatening or Destructive. 
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Thus, in cases of l) Passive and 2) Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive perceptions, the predominant Mode ot Relating to the 

Other was a Driving or Threatening or Destructive mode. In the cases 

or Affirming perceptions, the Driving or Threatening or Destructive 

Modes ot Relating were noticeably present. Affirming Modes ot Re-

lating to the Other, while infrequent, occurred in relation to an 

Affirming Perception. 

The rank correlat~on Qf ttirl';de~\lltt Relating to the Other in 

association- with an Affirming Mode of Perceiving the Other was-low 

(W = .13;). This low correlation indicates that there was very little 

consistent patterning between an Affirming Perception and the various 

Modes of Relating to the Other~ The rank correlations for the Passive 

(W = .515) and the Driving or Threatening or Destructive (W' = .830) 

Mode ot Perceiving the Other, in combination with the various Modes 

of Relating to the Other, were high. These correlations indicated 

a high agreement among the subjects in associating these several 

types ot responses. 

The Chi-squared tests of these correlations indicate little 

probability that they occurred by chance. 

Her.e the scope of this ·work will be carried beyond its stated 

purpose. Assuming that the pictures are non-suggestive and that the 

subjects project themselves into the pictures, it appears that these 

delinquents have,. as a result of their life-long and intense diffi-

culties, developed a rather characteristic mode of relating to another 

person in an interpersonal situation, irrespective of how they may 
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perceive them. FollOl'li.ng the above line of thought and including the 

assumption thn.t there is considerable continuity in behavioral ten-

dencies., there is a strong possibility thci.t., in situations in lrhich 

the-J perceived imother as Driving or Threatening or Destructive., or 

Passive., these delinquents would relate themselves to the other per-

son in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive manner. Further, it is 

not improbable that they will respond to figures, whom they perceive 

as being At.firming., in this manner. 

Modes of Perceiving the other and 
Kinds of Interpersonal Situations 

The ne:xt major section or this chapter is concerned with the 

associations between the Modes of Perceiving the Other and the Inter-

personal Situations. The frequencies and oommu.-mlity or the different 

combinations or responses w.ill be presented. Illustrative stories 

will also be given to tie the conceptual and statistical annlysis to 

the concrete data. 

Affirming Mode 0£ Perceiving the Other in Association with the 

various Kinds of Interpersonal Situations Table 29 shows that 

when tho major character perceived the other as being Af.fiming, he 

was most apt (thirty-three~ 76+ per cent) to construct a Conjunctive 

Interpersonal Situation. It was infrequently (seven., 16+ per cent) 

that he would construct a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation, and 

v~ry .frequently, (three, 6 ... per cent) a Disjunctive - Conjunctive Inter-

personal Situation. This type of associated response was not very 

consistent a.1D0ng the group o.f subjects, as renected in the low 
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W: .263 ot T.~blo ,30. The signiticance of the W valuo, as tested by 

Chi-squared• is below the 1 per cent level, indicating thore v,as a 

vary srr..all probability tbat it occurred by chance. 

'l'ABT.B 29 

FREQUENCY AUD PI:R CENT OF THE AFFIRMING HODE OF 
PFBCEIV!flG THE CY.rHf:R. WITH INTERPERSO?~t srrUATIONS 

Interpersonal Situations Frequency Per Cent. 

Conjunctive 38 764 

Disj_':J%lcti ve 7 16+ 
Conjunctive -

Disjunctive 3 6+ 
Total 43 100 

To illustrnto these associations., the first story will be 

about an At.firming Mode o£ Perceiving the Other and a Conjtmction 

Interpersonal Situation. The story is about a "colored man" who Sa)Y' 

the manager of a grocery store as 'teing friendly. The 0colored manu· 

worked h~, and along with bis job satisfaction, received a salary 

that enhanced the ahppiness 0£ bis family life. 

J. F., 7 BM. This ia kinda a hard picture. I don •t 
know. Well, there was a colored man looldng for a 
job. f!e came into a grocery store end asked to aee 
the manager. "I heard that you was looldng for a 
helper. I lYOndcred 1£ I could get the job as a 
clerk. 11 The mmat,-er said, "MD3t-e I could use you. 
I'll tey you out £or a couple n days and see if you 
are suited fc,r it." The manager said there would be 
$60.oo a week. "You go dov.n to the store and start 
bu~ first I will co with you and int.roduce you to all 
the other clerks." He worked hard tllero two days and 
the managor wna i.-rery i'rionc:U:r and pleased with his 
work. He cave him the job. So he \ient homG and told 
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TABLE 30 

CONCORDANCE OF SUBJEC'rS I rtr.:SFONS!:S TO AFr'IHMING MCDE OF Pl!JtcRIVIliG ·r1iE 
orHER IN 001.iBIUATION twli'H THR TYPES 01" IN1'1ili?ERSONAL srrUATIONS 

Subjects 

B.C. 
B.H. 
t.J. 
D.J. 
D.1i. 
D.t~·. ,,. 

D.k. 
G.O. 
o.r-. 
H.L. n.n. 
J.I<. 
J.R. 
K.fi. 
I,.c. 
t1.M. 
M.S. 
M.I,. 
M.D. 
fi.F • o.s. 
P.J. . 
P.c. 
P.R. 
P.O. 
S.A. 
s.n. 
'I.e. 
Vi.CJ. 
w.1. w.n. 
'Pi.U. --
Si!! -

Dia,junotive -
Con.iuncti va 

~~lle?J9X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
.0 
0 

3 -

Rank 

2.s 2.s 
2.5 
2 2.s 2., 
2 2.; 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2.$ 
2.5 
2.5 
.3 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
3 2.s 2.s 
2.5 
2 
l 
2 
2 

75.0 
ll 

121 

' 

Conjunctive 

Freauency 

0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
4 
"" l 
3 
2 
l 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
l , ... 
0 
l 
l 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 

.33 

Rank 

2.~ 2.s 
l 
2 
l 
l 
2 
l 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 1.s 
2.5 
2.$ 
2 
l 
1 
l 
l 
2 
1 • .$ 
l 
2.5 
l 
2 
2.5 
2 
2 

.J;LO 
_ .. -:i 

... .;1 

169 

Disjunctive 

Frequency 

l 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7 

RarJ-c 

l 
l 2.s 
2 
2.5 .., s ,. 
2 
2.5 
2 
2 
G 

3 2.; 
2.$ 2.s 1.s 
l 
2 
2 
2.$ 
2 ..., 
2.S 2.s 
2 
1.; 
2.S 
l 2.s 
2 2., 
2 
2 

67.0 
3 
9 
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his wife and children about the good job he had just 
got. They was very happy. He said, "I am. getting 
$60.00 a week. I have Sunday off also and now after 
a month or ao with the m.oney I am getting, we will 
get the things we wanted tor a long time. He said to 
hiaaelf, "I arn a lucky fellow to get such a nice job 
and I will be with you all my day off and. we will go 
to church together. n I can't think of no more. He 
jest kept working there. 

The second illustration shows the association between the 

Affirming Mode of Perceiving the Other and a Disjunctive Interpersonal 

S~tuation. ·Thie specific illustration tells of a young Indian man who 

is ill and~dies in spite ot the efforts of his father. 

M.M., 12 M. This young Indian man is laying on the 
table. He has caught some kind of disease and is very 
ill. His old Indian father is doing as much for him 
as he can. The rather looks hL~ over. He then tries 
the methods which he did when he was young, saw done 
when he was a boy by the old medicine man of his 
tribe. The boy wanted some kind of help. He was 
pretty sick. This method was to drive, drive away 
the evil spirits in uhich the Indians believ!-, 
That's all I know about that. [y{hat happens?J The 
father probably calls a doctor and the doctor will 
check up on it, he may have some siclmess like ma-
laria or polio. He doesn't pull through but dies. 

The last example in this sequence shows the association 

bet~een the Affirming Perception and a Disjunctive - Conjunctive 

Situation. The story is about a negativistic son v1ho is ill, then has 

on automobile wrack. The boy's general impression of the father was 

favorable and, as the story progressed, the boy works out some of his 

problems. 

B.C., 12 M. There was a guy every time his father told him 
to do something, he always did the opposite thing. One 
day he got sick. He kept getting sicker. Then ,,hen 
his father came to the hospital to see him, he told his 
rather that he didn't listen to him, that, ha didn't 
know why he was always against everything. He asked 
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his father to pray for him and then his father did. 
Three days later he began. to get well and pretty- soon 
he was upon his feet. When hie father told him. to do 
something, he did it. Then he got a job. Pretty 
soon he got tired of his i'a ther, of having anything 
to do with him· even though the father was good to 
him. So one day his father told him to come home 
early that night. He went out, got into his new car 
and drove off. That night he didn't coma home. The 
father waited all night for him but still he didn't 
come. He didn't come home the next da1. The next 
night he co.me home, he didn't have his car and his 
shirt and pants and stuff were all torn and he had 
cuts on his face. His father asked him what was 
wrong. He said he ran into a tree because he was 
dr~ying too fast. The father bought him. so.me new 
clothes and then he went back to work. That night 
,,hen he came back home he had a new car. Then he and 
his father got along after that. [They didn't get 
along so well"il No, the father liked the boy but he 
was a little too bossy. {liow was that!) He had to 
keep his son out of trouble, 

Passive Mode ot Perceiving the Other and Various Kinds ot Inter-

Eersonal Situations Table 31 shows that when the major characters 

perceived the Others as Passive, the1 were most apt (thirty-eight, 

74+ per cent) to construct a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 

It was very infrequently that they associated a Passive Perception 

with a Conjunctive (ab:, u+ per cent) or Disjunctive - Conjunctive 

(seven, 13"' per cent) Interpersonal Situation. This pattern of 

response was not highly consistent for the group. This is shown in 

Table 31. The rank correlation, reflected in the W score of .343 
is low, and its significance is below the l per cent level, as tested 

by Chi-squared. This is recorded in Table 32." 
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TABIE 31 

FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF PASSIVE llODES OF PERCEIVING 
THE OTHER WITH INTERPERSONAL SITUATIONS 

Interpersonal Situations Frequency Per Cent 
Conjunctive 6 11+ 
Disjunctive 38 74+ 
Disjunctive- 7 13+ 
Conjunctive 

Total 51 100 

To illustrate, the first story is about a boy lfho is friendly 

to a sick brother. The brother recovers. Schematically, it shows 

the association between a Passive Mode of Perceiving the Other end a 

Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 

W.I., 8 BM. Looks as if his brother got hurt and he 
feeled that he could do something for him to cheer 
him up, like going to the hospital and cheered him 
up. Went to the hospital, bring him some flowers, 
candy and things like that to cheer him up so he 
could get Ell. Looks like he got shot by messing 
around with that gun and it went off and accidently 
shot him in the side. He goes to the hospital to see 
him; well the doctor tells him he can't see him, he's 
too sick. He is disappointed. He called the doctor 
the next morning and the doctor said all right, you 
come up at such and such a time and you can see him. 
After he gets up there he wasn't able· to see him, and 
he don•t want to go against the doctor's orders. 
Best thing for him to do is go back home while his 
brother is resting. He calls rmother appointn1ent to 
see him and when he went he was laying there. He got 
well and-he is feeling okay. 

The following story exemplifies a Passive Mode of Perceiving 

the Other, with a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. This story- is 

about a hypnotist who, along with his stooge, fools people out ot 
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TABI.E 32 

CONCORDAN. CE 0~ SUBJECTS 1 ·RESPONSES TO PASSIVE MODE OF · PERCEIVING THEJ· 
OTHER IN COMBINATION WI'rH THE TYPES OF IlITERPERSOI-iAL SITUA- · 

. TIONS . 
-• ····--· ,. , ... ......:...~,; 

Subjects Disjunctive - Oon,junct.ive Disjunctive 
Con.1unctiva 

Freauencv Rank Freauencv Rank · Freao.encv Rank 

B.C. 0 2.5 0 2.5 1 l 
B.H. 0 1 2 3 1 .. 
B.J. 0 2.5 0 2.5 1 l 
D.J. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 l 
D.E. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 1 
D. VT. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 l 
D.M. 0 2.5 l l 0 2.5 
O.G. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 1 
G.B. 1 2 0 . 3 2 1 
H.L. l 2 1 2 1 2 
H.M. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
J.F • 2 l 0 2.5 0 2.5 
J.R. 0 2 0 2 ·o 2 
K.H. 0 2.5 0 2.; 1 1 
L.C. l 1 0 2.; 0 2.5 
M.Ai. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 l 
u.s. 0 2.5 0 2.5 l l 
M.L. 1 l 0 2.5 0 2.; 
M.D. 0 2.5 0 2.5 4 1 
M.F. 0 2 0 2· 0 2 
o.s. 0 2.5 0 2.5 2 1 
P.J. 0 2.5 0 2.; 1 1 
P.O. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
P.R. 0 2.5 0 2~5 l 1 
P.G. 0 2.5 0 2.5 3 l 
S.A. 0 2.; 0 2.5 1 1 
s.n. 0 1.5 0 1.5 2 1 
T.C. 0 2.~ 0 2.5 2 1 
w.n. l l 0 2.5 0 2.5 
W.I. 0 2.; 3 1 0 2.5 
W.R. 0 2.5 0 2.5 1 1 
w.u. 0 2.5 0 2.5 1 l 
Si= 7 70~5 6 73.5 38 46 
o= o.; 9~5 -18 
n2 = 
s • f.1>2 = 456.6 
iirl = 22._-5 

324 

w = .-343 
2 0 X : 22. o. Significance: (1 per cent. 
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their money and eventually gets kicked out or town. 

B.J., 12M. Well, that looks like a man, ·a magician 
and hypnotist trying to hypnotize another man-..;the 
two men are probably putting on a show far people. 
The man which is laying on the bed isn't really 
hypnotized, The people believe he is because he had 
been practicing the act for so many years that it 
would be per.feet. He w,.11 probably have his stooge 
go down from. the stage and walk up and down the isle 
without moving, it someone pretended to trip him or 
anything. The magician and hypnotist will keep on 
showing the people all different kinds or tricks. 
[How does he feeiU He's feeling like he is greater 
than the people or even a king because he's tooling 
th~!ll out of their money and that's all. @nything 
else happenij The two men might get kicked out of 
town because the people nrl.ght !'ind out they are takes. 
They get their money back. 

The last ot the series of illustrations concerns the Passive 

Mode ot Perceiving the Other and a Conjunctive - Disjunctive Inter-

per~onal Situation." The story tells of a careless bo7 who shot 

ano~her boy, v,ho was "not hardly moving." After a cr:ttical period 

and a doctor's help, the injured boy recovers and the other boy 

professes sorrow and reformation. 

w. D., 8 BM. Picture of a boy and som.ething on the end 
there, looks like a giln. Maybe the:re -wa·s two friends 
and they went htmting. They separated and ~upposed to 
meet somewhere and the other boy was well, got ahead 
of him,. kind or _hid, probably in soma tall bushes. 
Now this boy here he was a little careless, never 
cared much what he did, always into a little trouble 
of one kind or another. Now when he saw something in 
there, not hardly moving, he just went ahead and shot. 
He hit the boy. 'The cops are trying to get the 
bullet out of _him. The other boy ,-.as just moving in 
bushes and hadn't done a thing. It doesn't look good, 
looks like he is'' going to die. The doctor gets the 
bullet o~t or the boy and puts him•in the hospital 
till 'he can get well enough to go home. This boy 
feels:: scared, probably thinks they' 11 put him in jail, 
but the boy gets well and this boy feels sorry about 
it and tries to do better. He knows he should be more 
careful. 
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Driving or !hreatening or Destructive.J!ode of Perceiving the 

Other in J\ssociat1..on with Various Interpersonal Situations The 

last association concerns the Driving or Threatening or ~structive 

Mode o! Perceiving the other in.relationship wlth the various cate-

cories of the Interpersonal Situation. Table 33 shows that when the 

major charE'Cter perceived U1e other as being Driving or ·Threatening 

or Destructive, this perr.."E!ption ms most frequently ·(158, 61+ per 

cent) as~ciated with a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation, less 

!rcq1.1ontly with a Conjunctive {sixt.y-one, 23+ per cent), and least 

often with Disjunctive - Conjunctive Interpersonal Situations (thirty-nine, 

l5.f. per cent). This pattem or response was common aong the subjects 

and is ohown in Table 34. There the high coe£i'icient ot concordance or 
W a .S is shown. The Chi-squared test or this coe.f f'icient •s signiti-

cance is bel0tr the l per cent level. 

TABLE 33 

FREQUENCY AND PFJl cmrr OF DRIVING m THlUJATF.MING 
OR DESTRUCTIVE MODES OF P--J.:RCEIVTI-IG Tm:; 00:IiliR ni IH-

TERPERSONAL SITUATIONS 

Interpersonal Situation Frequency Per Cent 

Conjuncti vo 61 23+ 

Disjunctive 158 61+ 

msjunctive -
15+ Gonjunct.ive 39 

Total 258 100 
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TABU: 3h 
CONCORDAMCE OF SUBJECTS ' RI:"SPOliSES TO DRIVING OR TifilEATT::unm OR DE-

STRUCTIVE MODE OF PERCFJ:V!MG THE OTHER IM OOl!Bit!JliTIOt! ~ITH 
THE TYPES OF nrrFllPEP.SONAI, SITUATIONS 

Subjects Disjunctive - Conjunctive Dicjunctive 
Conjunct,i ve 

- Freauoncy nan!: F'roquonc:~r Ronk Frecucnc~ .. Rroi.k 

n .. c. 4 1.$ l ) 4 1.s 
r:, ·r 0 ) 2 2 4 l -•t ... 
E.J~ 2 .3 .3 2 4 l 
D.J. 0 3 l 2 8 l 
D.E. . .. 0 .3 4 l 2 2 
n.w. 0 3 3 2 4 l 
D.!,!. 3 2.5 j 2.5 4 l 
a .. c. l 2 0 3 6 l 
o.n. 1 3 2 2 $ l 
H.L. l 2 0 3 7 l 
l!.Jl. l 2.5 l 2.s 4 l 
J.F. 2 2 4 , 0 3 -J.R. 1 ' 2 2 7 l 
K.H. l 3 2 2 4 l 
L .. C. 0 .3 5 1 3 2 
i~.l!. .. l :3 3 1.$ 3 1.5 
M.S. 4 1.5 1 3 4 1.5 
1!.L., 2 3 4 l 3 2 
l!. • .D .. 0 2.$ 0 2.5 7 l 
!!.~F .. 1 3 2 2 4 l 
0.1. 2 2.5 2 2.$ 3 1 
P,Jc 1 3 ) 2 5 l 
r .. c. 2 2 l 3 7 l 
J"J •. R. 0 2.5 0 2.$ 10 l 
I•.c.~ 0 3 2 2 h l 
Bt.f.c 2 3 3 2 4 l 
S,D, 2 2 1,. .3 , l 
'l'.C.;i- 3 l 2 2.5 2 2.$ 
tr.,.n. 0 3 2 2 8 J. 
1:,.r .. ·1 2.5 l 2.5 ;, l 
w .. u .. l 2.5 l 2.$ 8 l 
1.1.u. 0 2.5 0 2.$ 10 1 
Si= )';I -c1;r- o.l fo lSB 40 

D- ltl 6 -24 
36 $76 
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The first illustration in this sequence is about a Driving or 

Threatening or Destructive lfode ot Perceiving the Other and a Con-

junctive Interpersonal Situation. The story tells about a boy who 

strives hard to achieve on the violin. His mother 1s sooiall7 ag-

gressive as she wants all her children to do good. 

B.J., 1. Thia here boy is studying hard on this 
violin, He wants to get ahead ~d he is able to 
play it. His mother wants him to do it, too. Sbe 
is·~ttor getting all or her children to do good. 
Well, he works away, even though it's hard and gives 
him.some troubles a~d learns ho\9 t~ play it., 

> 

The second illustration is about a Driving or fhreatening or 

Destructive Perception of the Other and a Disjunctive Interpersonal 

Situation. The story is about a delinquent boy who views his parents, 

as well as others, as being rejecting. He eventually kills some one, 

most likel7 his parents. 

P.c., 14. This picture shows the boy is in a dark 
room. I wouldn't call it a room, it could be a jail. 
Maybe his treedomis taken away from him ~d he 
doesn•t get to do what other boys do or maybe it•o 
just that he doesn1t want to be around anybody or 
he doesn• t want to }?e with anybody. He just wants to 
be by himself. He feels that he doesn't care anJ-t;hing 
about anyone or anyone appreciates his company or 
anything like that, or -it could be that ho is being 
punished in a wa;, that he doesn't get to do anfthing 
or be around anybody or see amrbody or anything like 
that. (!ind then wh~t- happenetl He gets to thinking 
about things and well, sometimes.he begins to think 
that ever7bod;y is against him and.nobody cares any-
thing about him. He doesn't think about doing any-
thing but getting into mischie:r·or get into trouble 
or something like that. So when they turn him loose 
and give him his freedom, he gets into trouble. This 

/time he kills someone or steals something or just gets 
into .nrl.schiet. [Kill someone!) Well, it could be 
the person who punished him or someone who didn't 
like him or someone he just didn I t. l:lke himself. (.who 
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might that bet} Well, :it could be his brother or his 
friends or some elderly person or something that just 
made him want to kill. (1011 say· some older person1J 
lt could be his mother or rather, yah, his mother or 
rather. 

The last exa.rnpl~ here refers to a Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive Mode of Perceiving the Other and a Disjunctive Inter-

personal Situation. The apecifio story tells of a little boy who 

sees a difficult work situation. After a dil'ficult struggle, how-

ever, the boy achieves. 

J.F~, 14. One night, while a little boy was in his 
room, it was about l:30, he opened his windows and 
wa~ looking up at the stars in the sky. Ha wanted to 
be a sciontist. Each night he would read science 
books or try studying the sky from his bedroom. He 
bought big books of great scientists to read them 
through and through and studied in school. When he 
was eighteen years old he knew all about the work and 
had experience of anyone. He would go to a big city 
and get a job in some'"laboratory-. He was afraid but 
in luck, about two day-a afterwards he had a job. The 
boss said., "You is the guy who has the expertence and 
I will try you out on a job but the job is tough." 
He took him to the great laboratory. He see all 
kinds ot instrwnents. He was ready to try it now. 
The-manager said, "You first step will be to look 
through this telescope and tell me what you see." He 
looked through it. The boss said:, "What do you see?" 
"It looks like a planet." He came down and looked 
over some great planets in a book and the pictures of 
them, He seen the picture of one he just saw through 
the telescope and found t.he name of it. No one else 
was able to find it. The job or scientist was hard 
and his boss was mean but he put a lot in it and"kept 
on driving. The boss was hard at first, put a pres-
sure on him like a sergeant, and it looked like he 
wouldn't muke it. Then they started writing books 
about his discovery and it was the best sale on the 
market.· His name and picture was in the paper and 
stories about hi,m-how he stch·ted ·when he was ju.st a 
small bof. He was the greatest scientist in the 
v;orld.-, 
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Summary lVhen the subjects had the major character perceiving 

the Other as being Affirming, he was placed most £requentcy (thirt.y-

threo, 764 per cent) 1n a Conjunctive Inte,personal Situation. This 

percentage of association is hif#l, but the .frequency, in terms of 

total perception, is low. This occurred so infrequently as to deti-

nitoly limit the combination. The Disjunctive and Diajunctive - Con-

junctivo Interpersonal Situotion also occurred infrequently. 

When the subjects had the major character perceiving the Other 

as ·being P~ssive, he most trequent:cy, (thirty-eight, 744 per cent) 

constructed a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. /\gain the per-

centage is high but the .rrequt,ncy is low in terms o.r the total number 

of perceptions. The Conjunctive and Disjunctive - Conjunctive Situa-

tions were not related to this type ot perception very often. 

lhcn the subjects bad the major character perceiving the O--ul1er 

as being Driving or Threatening or Destructive, they ver:, frequently 

(lSB, 61 per cent) constructed Disjunctive Interpersonal Situations_, 

less frequently Conjunctive Interpersonal Sit~'lt-ions (sixty-one, 234 

per cent), and infrequently Disjunoti~ - Conjunctive Interpersonal 

Situntions (thirty-nine, J.:..,r:.t. per cent). 

Thus, in cases of l) Passive and 2) Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive Modes ot Perceiving tho other, Disjunctive Interpersonal 

Situations wer~ cost often associated with them. Though infrequent, 

in terms or the total perceptions, the At.firming llodo of Perceiving 

the Other was associated most frequently wl th Conjunotive Inter-

personal Situations. 
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lath one exception, the/Coefficient of /Concordance or theao 

several asaociated kinds of responses was low: A.ffirming (W : .263), 

Passive (Vi= .343), and Driving or Threatening or Destructive 

('IV: .S) Modes ot Relating to tho Other in asoociation with the 

types or Interpersonal Situations. This indicated a. general lack or 
ac;reement a.'tlong the subjects. 

Chi-squared teats of these various correlations·indicate 

that the probal11.i ty for· their occurring by chance is var.1 small. 

The Chi-s~uared test, aiong with the non-suggestive assumption re-

garding the pictures# permits one to consider a.ssisnf.ng considerable 

importance to life histor7 determinants in producing these types or 
associated responses. Assuming that the subjects project themselves 

into their stories, one can speculate that these delinqtlents, no a 

resul.1; or their cons1sten~ difficult l;tf'e experiences and their 

persistent influences, anticipate casting their behavior- in Dis-

junctive Interpersonal Situations, irrespective of tr.a percept.ion of 

tho other figure to w001 they are directing their attention in that 

situation. The exception to this occurs when they perceive the Other 

as bei?l{l: Af!irming. Then they more frequently cast their t.ahavior in 

Conjunctive Interpersonal Situations. 

Various Modes of nelntinrr to the Other 
and the Interpersonal Si tttation 

The last major consideration or this chEIJ)ter takos up tho 

associations between the various categories of the Mode of ReL"lting 

to tho Other•:and the categorios o£ the Interpersonal Situation. 

Acain tbe i"raquencies and comunali ty or the di.fi'erent combinations 
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of response will be presented. lllustrative stories will also be 

given to connect the conceptual and statistical analysia to the 

ator7 material. 

Atfirming llode of· Relating to Others in Association 191th the 

Various Kinds of Ii1.tereersona1 Situations Table 35 shows that, 

when Affirming modes are assumed by the major character in r$lating 

to the Other, the Interpersonal Situation is most often Conjunctive 

(twent7-eig~t, ~percent), lea, often Disjunctive· (eight, 19"" per 
, 

cent) and least often Diajwiative - Conjunctive (five, 12"' per cent). 

As discussed earlier, the frequency tor Affirming Modes ot·Relating 

to the Other are few. The consiatenc1 among the subjects• responses 

was low. Thia is evident on Table 36. There the rank correlation, 

as shown by the W value ot .166, is low. Its significance as test•d 

by Chi-squared, is below the l per cent level indicating that such a 

distribution is very unlikely to occur b7 chance. 

Interpersonal Situations Freq11enc7 Per Cent 

Conjunctive · 28 

Disjunctive 8 1~ 

Disjunctive - ' 12+ 
Conjunctive 

Total 41 100 
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TABLE 36 -7 

CONCORDANCE OF· SUBJECTS t·: RESPONSES TO AFFimITNG' MOJJE OF' RELATING TO J .. ·· 
THE OTHER IN COMBINATION WITH" THE TYPES OF IN'l'ERPERSONAL srrUATIOMS 

---·· -.- . -..,---__ .. 

Subjects Disjunctive - Conjunctiva Disjunctive 
Con.1unctive 

Freauenc,r Bank Freauenc,r Rank Preauenc,r Rank 

B.C. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
B.H. 0 2.5 0 2.5 l l 
B.J. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
D.J. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
D.E. 0 2.5 2 l 0 2.5 
D.VI. 0 ' 1 1.5 1 1.5 n.u. 0 2.s l l 0 2.5 
o.o. 0 2., 2 l 0 2.5 
G.B. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
H.L. 1 1 0 2.5 0 2., 
H.fl. 0 2., 4 1 0 2., 
J.F. 2 l 0 2.5 0 2.5 
J.R. 0 2.5 1 l 0 2., 
K.H. 0 ' 2 l l 2 
L.C. 0 2.s 2. 1 0 2.5 
Jl.M •• 0 3 l 2 2 l 
11.s. 0 2 0 2 0 2· 
M.L. l. 1.5 0 ' 1 1.s 
M.D. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
M.F. 0 2.5 4 1 0 2.5 
o.s. l 2 2 l 0 3 
P.J. 0 2 0 2 0 2· 
P.C. 0 2., 1 1 0 2.5 
P.K. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
P.O. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
s.A. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
s.n. 0 2 0 2 0 2·· 
T.C. 0 2.5 2 l 0 2.5 
Vi.D. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
W.I. 0 ' ' 1 2 2 
W.R. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
w.u. 0 2 0 2 0 2 
Si= 5 70.5 28 iljl,. 8 67.S 

= 6. --10 3.5 

Significances (1 per cent. 
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Below is a story illustrating an Ati'irming Uodt of Relating 

to the Other and a Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation. The story 

is about a boy who is friendly to an ill brother. The illness ie not 

severe or threatening. 

W.I., 12 u. These are two brothers. ?his one got 
sick, probab4' waa in. a hospital, He oanght some kind 
of fever. This .man right here·comea to see his 
brother. He doasn' t· seem very sick. He• s laying 
th~re now. He• ll come thro11gh o.K. He likes him very 
mncb. Don•t look like they had many- hard feelings 
between each other. This man would be in the hospital 
for- about two months, he' 11 probabl.J' get out. After 
the sick man 1a well, this here man will go and sea 
his brother, visit with him for a little while, tell 
a lot ot friendly jokes, That's all. 

The next example is a story of a boy who wants to be friends 

with some peers, but none live in the neighborhood. The etoey ends· 

on a negati'V'e note. Conceptuall7, it shows an Affirming Mode of Re-

lating to the Other and a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. 

w.X. 13 B. Looks like it is in the sommertime. Re 
is sitting outdoors on the porchc:ln the sunshine 
thinking about friends. Don't look'like he has very 
nmcb company, just nobody liTes around there. Re 
110uld like to be friends; but can't find anybody'. 
[What happens?.l Nothing, he wants to make friends 
but there aren I t 8117• 

The last example is about an Affirming Mode of Relating to the 

Other and a Disjunctive - Conjunctive Interpersonal Situation. The· 

story is about a boy who 1a affirming to his mother through a hectic 

illness. Eventually the story ends positively. 

J.F., 12.K. There was a 110man who had a little boy. 
She did not have a husband or any girls. Her husband 
had died. Her boJ was six years old. 'l'hey stayed 1n 
the c·~untey by a lonely roadside. One day she became 
very 111 and the town waa twelve miles. The little 
bo7 came· 1n the house and tinds her ·lying across the 
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bed.· She was unconeciou. Her son said, n1 must 'get 
to town someway to get the doctor." It was about 10 
o'clock A.14. He ran most ot the way until he got 
tired and then ha walked awhile and started x-unning 
again, About 12 o'clock she ms in the edge of town, 
about one block from the doctor's home. He tinal.17 
got there and,eta:rted pounding on the door. !ha· doctor 
came and said, "What can I do for you?" He said, "My 
mo.the:r is very ill, You must coma mid help her at 
once." Talking as tast as he could and skipping most 
ot th, worda. The doctor said, "Come 1n and tell ma 
all about it. toll ·mu$t rest. You are too excited to 
tell me. tt Rext five minutes he had told him the whole 
sto~y. He said, "Come, ll& must get there. at once." 
fie grabbed his bag,and they jwnped into the car. 
They waa there in a half-hour because they·drove at 
full speed. Soon he .got there and ran out, took ott 
his hat and.coat, told the little bo:, to get a.rag 
and some water. He washed bis 'hands ,very good end 
said to the bo:,, 0tour mother needs ma- attention• she 
milst come to town ·to hospital." Sha had the, can 
7011 give ma a disease· where yoa have to be operated 
on? ~ppendix'J Yes, this operation td.11,cost $100. 
The boy said, "We haven't that much money, what will 
we do?" He said, "Did 'your ·mother have insurance?" 
The little bo)" didn't know what it meant, The doctor 
said, ~It is a· compant you pa1· so Jllllch a month and ·1t 
will cover accidents, aiclmess, and pay tor the 
burial." ,The bo7 said, ·ntea, aha had one.n A ,month 
afterward she;had recovered from. her sickness. Her 
eori ata7ed with the doctor. ·:He said, ·nz will take you 
to see the lllC).ther. n they went into the room .and she 
was yet 1n bed, She. held ottt her arms and kissed her 
son and said, "How will I ever repay 1011 :f'or this deed· 
and also· the doctor?'! The boy said, "That•s all right, 
Yother, it was the beat I could do for you.• That's 
all. 

Passive Mode ot Relating to the Other and Var1o·11s Categories of 
,_ ' • I ' 

Interpersonal Situation Table 37 shows that when a Passive Hade 

of Relating to the Other was assumed by tha major character, it 

trequentq (seventr,-three, 75"" per cent) was associated with a Dia-

j~ctive Inte~personal Situation and infrequently (twelve, J.2+ per 

cent for both) ldth a Conjunctive or Disjunctive • Conjunctive 
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Situation. This pattern or reaponse was not consistent fo;i.~ the sub-

jeots. 'l'he rank correlation of W = .:546 1s low. Its sign1fioance, 

as tested by Chi-squared, 1s bolow the l per cent level. Tb.e corrol• 

ution figures and their sign1fioance are recorded 1n '.i.1able as. 

TABLE 37 
I ·FREQUENCY AtID PER CENT OF PASSIVE MODE OF RELATING 
· ' TO THE OTHER :WITH' INTERPERSONAL SITUATIONS 

Interpersonal Situations 
> 

Conjunctive 

D1 sjunoti ve 

D1sjunct1v• • Conjunctive 

Total 

Frequeno1 

12 

'13 

12 

97 

Per Cent 

12t 

75+ 

12+ 

100 

The first ·exarnp:J,.e will be about a Passive ?!'.ode of Relating to 

tlle Other and a aonjunotiTe Interpersonal Situation. It is a story 

about a boy who is .invited to a party by some f1•iends, Atter consid• 

erabl8 indittorence, he goes. 

P .J'. • 3 BS. This 1s a boy who was inv1_ted ~o a party 
by some friends. Now he 1s jusl· laying there, doing 
nothing before going. Guess he's juat taking it easr. 
Maybe he doesn't care whether he goes or not• Just as 
soon lay around and take it easy, 0'1hat happens?] I 
guess h_e goes. 

The next illustration concerns a-Passive Mode. ot Relating to 

the Other and a Disjunctive Interpersonal Situation. It involves a 

sad bo1 end the death of his mother. 

n.n.~ 6 w. This fellow here is lookln kinda sad, 
like iie•s go1n' to a tuneral or EOmewhere. [)Jhhuh1] 



Subjects 

B.C. 
B.H. 
B.J. 
D.J. 
D.E. 
D.W. , 
D.U. 
o.o. 
G.B. 
H.L. 
M.M~ 
J.F. 
J.R. 
K.H. 
L.C. u.u. 
u.s. 
M.L. 
M.D. 
M.F. o.s. 
P.J. 
P.C. 
P.R. 
P.O. 
S.A, 
S.D. 
T,C. 
W.D. 
W.I. 
W.R. w.u. 
Si: 

Disjunctive-
Con.1unctive 

Frequenc:v Rank 

0 2~5 
0 2.5 
1 2., 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
l 1~5 
2 l 
l 2 
0 ,. 
0 2.5 
1 2 
l l 
0 :3 
1 ' 0 2.5 
o. 2~5 
0 2.s 
2 l 
0 2· 
0 2.; 
0 ~-s 
0 ' 0 2;, 
0 2.5 
0 3 
0 2~, 
0 2.5 
l l 
0 2.5 
0 2.5 
l 2 
0 2.5 

12 73~5 
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Conjunctive 

Freauencv 

0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
l 
2 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12 

Rank 

2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
l 
:r 2.s 
:r 
1.5 
2.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
2.5 2., 2.; 
2 
2· 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2.5 
2.5 
2· 2~, 
2;5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
3 
2.5 

76 
12 

144 

Significnnce:-(1 per cent. 

Disjunctive 

Freauencv Rank 

2 l 
2 l 
2 1 
9 1 
0 2.5 
1 1.5 
l 2.5 
2 1 
1 1.; 
3 l 
3 1 
0 2.5 
3 l 
2 1.5 
3 1 
1 l 
2 1 
0 3 
0 2 
1 l 
2 1 
3 l 
l 1 
5 l 
5 1 
1 l 
4 1 
0 2.5 
5 l' 
2 1 
4 l , l 

7, 42.5 
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took like huijband and wire. !hey- could be goin• to 
church. (po ahead:] •·• .I _don• t know about that 
picture. @o ahead, you seem to be thinking about 
something there';} I had in mind that they could be 
leaving for the church or something, someplace on the 
way going home •••• I wouldn't know. [ean you make ap 
a story about it, Herberttl Could be. thinkini abotlt 
somebody dying or something, [\'Ibo might of died!] 
Their mother and they are jt1St standing there. 

The last 1llustrat1<?n in this series shows a Passive 1lode of 

Relating t? the Other and a Disjunctive• Conjunctive Interpersonal 

Situation, The story tells of the police, attempting to do their 

duty but unfairlg picking up an innocent youngster. After questicn-

ing, he is released and returns home to sleep. 

W.R., 18 J3}l. This fellow was walking along the street 
and 1;he police grabbed him and took him_in for 
questioning. They wanted to find out if he had robbed 
the stores. They £ind out he didn't do it, but tor 
awhile it looked like too much evidence was pointing 
in his direction. These cops were trJing to· do their 
jobs. He didn't say much, just let the~ go ahead, 
but he was aweatin' plenty. When they finished, they 
let him go. He went home and went to bed. 

Drivillil or Threatening or- Destructive Jloda ot Relating to the 

Other and Various Categories ot Interpersonal Situations Table 39 

shows that Disjunctive Interpersonal Situations 1'fere most frequentl.J' 
j· 

(121, 56'- per cent) associated with the Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive Yoda ot Relating: t.o the Other, while the Conjunctive In-

terpersonal Situation ocourr~d less frequently (fifty-nine, 27~ per 

cent), and Disjunctive - Conjunctive Interpersonal Situations occurred 

the least (thirty-four, 15"" per cent). This pattern of response waa~dt"" 

consistent amQng all the subjects, as the 11:'otir. rank correlation 

indicatea, W = .446. Ite significance, as tested by Chi-squared, is 

below the 1 per cent level. Both are recorded in Table 40, 
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TABIE 39 

FREQUENCY AND PER CENT OF DRIVING OR THREATENING Ott DESTRUCTIVE 
MODE OF RELATIHO TO THE OTHER WITH. Dn'ffiP'iftSOlvAL 

SITUATIOMS 
·-------·~ '. 

Interpersonal Situations Frequency Per Cent 

Conjunctive 59 27'-

Disjunctive 121 56~ 

Disjunctive - 34 15'-
Conj~ctive 

Total· 214 100 

The first example is abont a Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive Mode of Relating to the Other and a Oon.1unctive Inter-

personal Situation. The sto17 is about a young man who achieves by 

intense striving; 

D.w., I. This is a little boy. He is looking at 
his violin and wondering at something whether he•ll 
be a great violin player. He studied hard and 
practiced long time until he got advanced. It was 
awful hard. Then he learned how to pla:, great songs, 
he ·had now become a' composer of songs. He was one 
of the greatest violin players. He wrote songs that 
nobody has ever heard before, he went all over the 
world playing the violin. It was a hard job and the 
teacher didn't make it any easier but he put a lot 
into it and so hie music is new in the hall of i'ame, 
that he composed when he was a young man. That's 
all. 

The next story illustrates a Driving or Threatening or 

Destruetive Uoda of Perceiving the Other and a Disjunctive Inter-

personal Situation. The story- is about a boy who becomes angry at 

his parents and kills himself. 

G.B. /-13 B. He could have shot himself. He was 
probably laying there bleeding to death, dying. His 
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COUCORDA?lCE OF SUBJECTS' RESPOUSES TO DRIVIMO OR THREATF.NINO OR' 
DESTRUCTI'!E HODE OF RWTINO TO THE OTHm IN COMBDlATION WITH 

TYPES OF INTERPERSONAf1 SIT'tJA TI0!1S ·. ··•·. ------ ... . ·- -· ___ ,. ___ 

Subjects Disjunctive - Conjnnctiva Disjunctive 
Con:tunctiva 

Freauency Rank Freau.enc7 Rank Freouenc:, .Rank 

B.C. 5 1 1 3 3 2 
B.H. 0 ' 3 2 s 1 
B.J. l 3 3 1.5 3 1.5 
D.J~ 0 3 l 1.s l 1.5 
D.E. 0 3 3 2 4 1 
D.w. 0 3 2 2 5 l 
D.M. l :r 2 .2: 3 l 
o.o. 0 2.s 0 2.s 6 l 
o.a. 2 2. l :r 6 1 
H.L. l 2., 1 2.s s 1 
H.K. 0 3 l 2 2 1 
J.P. 2 2· 6 1 0 3 
J.R. l 2.5 l 2.5 4 1 
K.H. • 0 ' 1 2 2 l 
L.O. l 2 5 1 0 ,. 
u ••• 1 3 ' 1.5 ' 1.5 
M.S. ; l l ' 3 2 
M.t. l ' 3 1 2 2 
U.D. 0 2.5 0 2.5 u l 
u.r. 1 3 2 2 ' 1 
o.s. - 1 3 2 2 3 l 
P.J. 1 3 2 2 3 1 
p.a. 2 2 1 ,. 6 1 
P.a. 0 2.5 0 2.5 6 1 
r.a. 0 ' 2 2 3 1 
S.A. 2 3 4 1.5 4 1.5 
S.,D. 2 2 1 ,. 4 1 
T.O. 2 2., 2 2.; 4 1 
\f.D. 1 ., 2 2 ' 1 
W.I. 1 2.5 2 l 1 2.5 
w.a. 0 :r 1 2 5 1 
w.u. 0 2.5 0 2.5 8 l 
Si• ~ls. 81 59 61.5 121 "2.5 
D • 19 2.; n2: 361 .6.3 
S = £Ji. = 829.6 ~ti-= 6-.0 
w = '.446 r, : 28.60. Significances (1 per cent .. 
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brother or sister probably found h5.m and called the 
ambulance. [what lead up to thisil Probably he_got 
mad at eomebocJT and shot himself• [How was that'll 
Some people get awful mad sometimes. [This bo1'l1 
He got ma.d at his father .... [Yes'i] I don't know 
anything else. · 

The last illustration concerns a Driving or Threatening or 

Destructive Mode ot Relating to the Other and a Disju.nctive - Con-

junctive Interpersonal Situation. The stor7 i8 about an unhappy ho:, 

who, persist~ and succeeds in his efforts to make friends •. 

D. '-•, 3 BM. Thia was a little bo1 who had hardiy an7 
friends •. Noboc:Jr wanted him. Nobody ttould play with 
him-because he didn't like to pla7 the games other 
bo7s did. Ha always set around in grief and didn't 
have anybodJ' to pla7 with. No friends or nothtn., 
till finaU, they- ~ved away- .t'rom the city. They 
came to another city where there was more friendl:r 
bo7s than. there was in the city. Tru,7 were living· 
before and so he tried hard and found many friends, 
man7 friends that liked him, So he was happy no,r 
that he- had found some friends. Found some boys. 
that liked him like any other person. 

Summar,:· When.the major character related to the Other in an 

Affirming manner, the Interpersonal Situation was most often (twenty--

eight, 68+ per cent) Conjunctive. On the occasions that he related 

himself to the Other in a Passive manner, the Interpersonal Situation 

most frequently- (seventY'""three, 75• per cent) was Disjunctive •. 

When the major character related himself to the Other in a Driving 

or 'lhreatening or Destructive manner, the Interpersonal Situation 

was frequently- {121, 5o+ par cent) Disjunctive. 

·i.:,r.ti'._:n, Tue rank correlation of .these several 

associated kinds ot response waa low, Affirming (W = .166), Passive 

(W = • 346), and Driving or Threatening· or Deotrticti,re (W = .446). 
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This shows that the subjects were not very consistent in associating 

the Modes of Relating to the Other and the types or Interpersonal 

Situationa. The Chi-squared tests of the significance ot these 

seve~al rank correlations indicate that the probability for thei~ 

occurring by chance is ver7 small. 

This, along with the non-suggestive assumption regarding the 

pictures, could indicate that life-histor7 determinants are producing 

these types of associated responses. One could specalate farther 

that these:delinquents anticipate Disjunctive Interpersonal Situations, 

as a result of their difficult life-experiences, irrespective of 

their Mode or Relating to the Other. An excoption might occur when 

they relate to the Other 1n an Affirming Uode; in this instance ther 

are more prone to cast their behavior in Conjunctive Interpersonal 

Situations. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE CASE OF M.D. c A OASE ILLUS'lRATION 

In this chapter, the case ot M,D., one ot the th1rt1•two sub-

jects, will be presented, The presentation will include case history 

material; psyoholosioal and psychi~trlo reports, TTAT stories, and the 

interpretation ot these stories. 

As has been indicated throughout the dissertation and partic-

ularly in Chapter n, the conceptual scheme used 1n the 1nt8l"pretation 

ot TTAT stal'ies 1s a limited scheme 1n that it spotlights certain as-

pects ot the material, but neglects others. Th1Si of course; makes a 

systematic analysis possible but does leave some of the data untreated. 

The analysis of the stories is given here; however, to illustrate the 

use ot the. conceptual schem.e ot this work in analyzing the subjects• 

stories. 

First, M.D.•s background information will be presented. This 

will be followed by the subject's 'rl'AT stories and an analysis; aocord-

1ng to the conceptual schBille or this work• ot each story. These stor, 

analyses will be summarized and an attempt will be m.ade to relate this 

information to the background material. 

Background or M.D. 

The s~urces of information for M.D. 's case history information 

were the form committing the boy to the Boys• Industrial School, a 
129 
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social summary fr0D1 the county welfare department, reports from the 

Kansas State Receiving Home• and lastly, the Boys• Industrial School 

observational reports. ~'hile the souroes or information v1ere several, 

none ot' them gave data on the early developmental history of M.D. or 

very detailed accounts of the nature or his interpersonal relation-

ships with important figures in his lite, The information, on the 

whole; was incomplete and poorly compiled. 

The case history information here summarizes the information 

obtained from these various reports. It attempts to stay close to 

the information ot these sources and report rather than interpret it. 

Identification of the case 

M.D, was a uell•developed, fitteen•yeer-old Negro boy, who 
was admitted to the Kansas Boys• Industrial School in 
June, 1950. He had been committed in March of 1950; how-
ever. he was sent to the Kansas State Receiving Home 
tor a diagnostic study before he was admitted to the 
KBIS:. :M.D. was the younger of two illegitimate sons 
born to E.T. and T.D. in one ot the larger cities 1n 
Kan.sas. lte was in the ninth grade of a public school 
prior to his commitment. 

Presenting the'Problem 

l~,D. was committed to tlie KBIS tor cer theft, Besides 
stealing three cars on three different ocoasions, M.D. 
had attempted rape, struck a teacher. piifered from cars, 
bullied .other students, and was a disoiplinary problem 
in school, as well es truant. It was the probation of• 
f1cer•s opinion that bothM.D. end his brother "were prob• 
ably disturbed children with no possibility of correo• 
tion". He had arrived at this opinion after having 
\'10rked with them for several years. 

The Kansas Receiving Home report stated that: "M.D. 
gave evidence ot being a psyohopath!o personality in 
that he feigned oooperation and friendliness 1n many 
supervised situations; however, in unsupervised ones 
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he would often lash out.at anyone who did not please 
him at the moment, becoming volatile, threatening, and 
unmanageable. On one occasion he threatened the life 
ot a. supervisor. He thought of himself as being per-
secuted, misunderstood, ,and wronged. Truth or facts 
did not phase him• While he achieved an average I.Q. 
ot 98 on the Wechsler Bellevue Test, with a Verbal r.Q. 
ot 93 and a Performance I.Q .. of lOS, his intelligence 
was not effective in coping with life's problems.11 They 
concluded that "because ot his personality make-up, it 
is believed that he is_potentially a typical habituel 
criminal who is in need of permanent custodial care.11 

Pack¢ound Information and Develonment or the Problem. . . 
M~D. was born February .31, 19.36, the secor;1d, or ·two 
illegitimate sons l::orn t.o E.F • am T .n. The parente 
were never married but lived in a common-law relaticn-
ship for a few years. The mother, -E.F., ·was about'. 
eighteen years ot age at the time of M.D.'s birth, 
while the i'ather, T.D., was about twenty-eight yeare: of 
age. Mr. D. had an eighth grade education ·and worked 
as a porter~ '}le is described bj, the mother aa havit?g 
a fiery temper and would "carry a gun and shoot. upon 
the slightest pretextn. However, E.F •. 1e current hue .. 
band, Mr. B., stated that ·Mr. D. had a EJ>Od disposition 
and would not cause trouble unless he had. reason to be 
angered.. Mr. B, and Mr. o •. were reported to have been 
good· friends. Poth :of Mr, D. 1s perents were deceased; 
his mother died in Oregon, about t-wo weeks prior to 
M.D. •s commitmen~ and Mr. D. •s father ·was murdered when 
D. was only ~our or five years of age. 

Very little ,.information was available on M.D. •s mother. 
·she was described a.a, being a r&.ther attractive, stout, 
brown-sldnned woman. 

Shortly after M.D •. •s birth, the relationship between. 
the parents was broken. The father~ T.D • .,- entered the 
service.and was eventually killed in action. 'rhe two 
.boys were placed. in the maternal grandpar&nts' hodN 
after this separation and the-mother worked as a dom-
estic servant~ In 1939, approximately threa years 
later, when E.F. was twenty-one, she married Mr. B., 
three yeara her senior. 

Mr. B. was described as being of "medium height, of 
sturdy build, brown-sldnned, and appearing in excellent 
hoalth11 • He is regularly employed as a laborer at a 
pacld.ng compat17. Mr. B. is the father or one child by 
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a former marriage but has not been in contact ,cl.th llis 
former wife or the child for several years. 

During the early years o.t their marriage, the B. 's 
moved several times. Until 1941. they lived in seve1•al 
diff'erent houses in 111'.J.dwest Citytt• In 1948 the par-
ents moved to Chicago, leaving the children with the· 
maternal grandparents. About fifteen months later, 
they returned :to "Midwest Ci ty11 , provided a home· tor 
the children, and have remained tltera since. 

According to reports, the family relationships in the 
B.•s home have been.consistently disrupted and agitated. 
One of M.D.•s gTade school teach6~s lived next. door to 
the B. •s. She reported that the, home only af'£orded 
a ._place for the boys to eat and sleep. She said that 
the· parents were- "usually drunk, quite noisy, and viol• 
ent at times". This neighbor·believes•that the step-
father has encouraged the boys to be untruthful. 

Reports from other persons who were interviewed. by the 
court's probation officer and the KBIS social worker in 
regard tb the B. •a home, tend to_ support the tacts about, 
th$ inadequacy ,:,f the home. It seems to be their con-
census of opinion that the parents, at best, had on:cy 
a superficie.l interest in the boys end that their 
relationship with the boys was continually strained and 
often openly hostile. Both parents leave for work be-
fore 8:00 a.m. and return about 5:00 p.m. They see.!ll 
uninterested- in what M.D. or· bi& brother do; the., denied 
most of the accusations made against. the boys and avoided 
assuming any- personal responsibility for them. 

The mother and steptathei- have expressed. strong feelings 
ot being misrepresented in the community. They feel the 
community at large is.strongly prejudiced against Ne-
groes. They stated that thie prejudice was responsible 
for M.D. •s (.'!Ommitment to the KBIS. The parents have 
considered leaving the community but think that it 
would not be practical, in view of their· employment. 

As indicated in the introduction of the case hi.story, 
the developmentel inf'orma.tion on M.D. was very limited~ 
Other than the facts that he had chicken pox when he 
was one or two years of age, and that _he had the measles 
between two and three, little is known. Almost no in-
formation was available about his school experiences, 
but one ot his teachers in the lower grades remarked to 
the.probation officer that "he is capable of fooling 
al.most an,one regarding his activities". He earned 
poor grades in school and the principal considered him 
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"dull"• For several ,years prior to commitment, he was 
receiving two dollars ($2.00) a week allowance, which 
he spent for candy, movies, and thriller comic books• 

M.D • • s companions, al though described as 11nice•• by his 
parents, were considered· marginally delinquent by· the 
court. M.D. was close to his older brother, F.n., '\'1ho 
encouraged M.D.~s aggr,essive behavior. 

Initial. Observations and Study at the KBIS 
After admission to the KBIS, M.D~ tried to convinco the 
institutional personnel that he·had been treated unjustly 
by ·the judge, He condescendingly remarked that as long 
a~_ he was in the school he intended to do the 11right" 
thing. Later he confided to his cottage parent that, 
although he had stolen a c~, ·he .felt that the judge 
was unusual.l.7 harsh with him. He also stated to the 
cottage parent that the judge nthrew the books at mett, 
commenting that all colored people were unjustly treated, 
when brought into ·court. 

The Psychiatric Interview 

The psychiatrist who interviewed M.D. reported the following. 

Donald is a hu.slcy' adolescent iJegro whose speech is 
somewhat nasal and is a: little difficult to understand 
at first. He is super!'icially friendly, quite sharp, 
popping up with ·the "rightn answe1·s most. of the time. 
He seems to be e. rather bright,, lad.• He is very resent-
ful of being at tBIS. He feels he was given a raw 
deal from the judge.. He claims that the judge is prej-
udiced against al.l colored people and that once they 
got into trouble, that they always seem to be getting 
into trouble because the judge picks on them. He told 
the story in a very cleaned up vertd.on so that there 
appears to be nothing 'WI'Ong with what he has done, from 
his point of view. He claims he was .on parole from 
January tor having atolen a .car ldth his brother. They 
were placed in the State Receiving .Home and. the environ• 
ment in this home was "bad". lie claims spontaneously-
and almost convincingly that the reason he has always 
gotten into trouble is because he has kept bad company. 
In March, he we.a involved in a stick-up with a fellow 
from -Hutchinson. He claims that he and his brother 
did_ riot know that the boy was from the reformatory and 
that this boy was part of the 11bad company" that he 
referred to above. He that the judge would not 
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believe that the whole trouble was the fault of the 
boy from the retormator,y and that they just happened 
to be around so the judge sent them to KBIS. He 
talked about the prejudice at KBIS. He claimed that 
he has written a letter to the Governor about it and 
he wants to go to the Governor on his i'irst trip into 
town to speak to him about the prejudices here. He 
clai11m that everything at. home is very nice. He has 
no complaints about anything there. He says his par-
ents are very good• He is very religious and since 
being on parole in January, is going to church regu-
larly and finds that this is the best thing. He says 
that it he keeps going to church he knows that he will 
always go on the right road and w.il.l never get into 
ant trouble again. His desire when he grows up is to 
be a doctor or a preacher. He hasn't yet made up his 
mind. The boy struck me as a very slick lad who was 
too sharp f'or ntY' brief experience. He cleverly man-
euvered around my questions regarding his delinquency 
and related activities. 

The reports of the medical and neurological. examinations were 

essentially negative. 

Ps1chological Report 

M.D. had been given an intelligence test at the Kansas 
State Becei ving Home and at the KBIS was given a Sen-
tence Completion Teet, the Rorschach Test, and the 
Thompson Thematic Apperception Test. 

The Receiving Home reported that M.D. achieved an I.Q. 
of 10:3, average intelligence, on the Wechsler Bellewe 
Intelligence Test. The psychological test report at 
the KBIS indicated that the boy had sn excellent memor,y, 
good concentration and analytical ability, and a some-
what shallow but broad range ot intellectual interes~ 
which probably needed cultivation and stimulation for 
better development. He seemed unable to use these 
abilities constructively. Rather, he used them to con-
trol his aggressive feelings and as a defense'against 
threatening eituatt@Bs. One of M.D. 1s main defenses 
appeared to-be &~anceJ however, if forced or threat-
ened., he would tight. 

The 1;,ests also indicated that he avoided friendly r-,. 
lations with peers and adults; he cautioualy' avoided 
:responsible inwlvement in social situations. He used 
his ~er-alertness and excellent grasp of the social 
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milieu to remain a fringe participant if frightened; 
or to exploit it if he saw the opportunity. Other 
teat findings indicated that M.D. was very- narcissitic 
and had dreams of high achievement., but had no concrete 
ideals or plans for gaining them. Unconsciousl7, he 
saw himself as a child not yet ready for adulthood. 
His sexual preoccupations were confused and immature. 

ThoffiPSOn Thematic Apperception Test Data and Inter-
pretation According to the Conceptual Scheme 

The 'l'TAT stories ot M.D. and the interpretation of these 

stories, according to the conceptual scheme of this dissertation, 

are given/here to illustrate the analysis of this data. Table 34 

indicates the conceptual scheme and the freqµency with which its 

categories occurred. 

M.D. Age lS Born Feb. 211 19;6 Test date, JW1e 51 1951 

Picture 1 

This boy, ah, this is a boy- and he looks like he1s 
disappointed ard the way it looks to me that he has 
been playing violin lesson am he looks disgusted with 
it-. Ah, tell. some more? [Go ahead;} Ah ••• That's 
about all I can tell about this one. Cw11y disgusted?] 
Well• the way he.' s set.ting, the way he's setting with 
bis hands on his jowls and his mouth puckered up. 

fAnd why might he be disgusted?) Ah, his teacher was 
maldng the lessons pretty rough. Oh, you mean that. 
he may of found something int·eresting else to do be-
aides doing and playing this violin. He might of gave 
up the violin lesson and the teacher. 

Interpretation It appears that M.D. has seJ.ected the boy in 

the picture as his major character, .. and has built his stoey around him. 

The exchange which occurs between the story characters is on a phan-

tasy level;. on,this level, the acting that the major character does 

in relationship to another is as a student in response to his teacher. 
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TABLE U 
AN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP CONCEPTUAL 

SCHEME roa ANALYZING THE- STORIES 

Frequency of The Conceptua1 Scheme 
Occurrence 

I. Interpersonal Reference 
7 A. Subordinate - Superior Status 
6 l. Child - Parent or Parent Substitute 

or Relative Role 
2. Community Citizen - Community 

Authority Role 
:J_ 3. Student or Worker - School or Work 

Authority Role 
4 •. Human - Supernatural -Role 

4 B. Coordinate Status 
l 1. Sibling or Peer. or Friend - -Sibling 

or Peer or Friend Status 
2 2. Community Citizen .. Community Citizen 

Status 
l 3 .• Suitor. - Female Love Object Status 

!I. The Mode of Perceiving the Other 
A. Affirming Perception 

l. Affiliation 
2. llurtura,."lce 

4 B. Passive Perception 
7 c. Driving or Threatening or Destructive 

Perception 
1. A.-nti-Social or Abusively Aggressive 

l 2. Dangerous or Difficult 
l 3. Lack or Loss 
l 4. Rejecting 
4 5. Socially Aggressive 

III. The Mode of Relating to the Other 
A. Affirming Mode 

l. Affiliation 
2. Succorance 

B. Passive Mode 
11 c. Driving or Threatening or Destructive 

Mode 
10 l. Anti-Social or Abusively Aggressive 

1 2. Rejective 
3. Socially Aggressive 

IV. The Interpersonal Situation 
A. Conjunctive Situation 

11 B. Disjunctive Situation 
c. Disjunctive• Conjunctive Situation 
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Thus th~ Interpersonal Reference is1 Student or Worker - School or 

Work Authority Role, which falls 'Wlder. the more general Subordinate -

Superior Status. relationship. The student's perception of the 

teacher, in associatic,n with the work that she required, was Difficultt 

which, according to the more general category• is classified as.: 

Driving or Threatening,. or Destructive. He. views the teacher as "making 

the lessons pretty rough"• ~s mode of relating to her was one of 

Rejection, 11He might of gave up the violin lesson and the teacher." 

Classifi~'more generally, it is a Driving or Threatening or Destruct-

i ve Mode of Relating to the Other. 

Lastly, the InterpersQnal Situation is Disjwictive. The major 

character is "disappointed", •~disgusted ti• 11He1s setting with his hands 

on his jowls and his mouth is.puckered up.11 The 11teacher was making 

the lessons pretty rough"• 'l'he major character says that he may find 

something intereating to do and that "he ~ght of gave up the violin. 

lesson ~d the teacher"• ,:bus the train of experiences throughout 
-

the story between the major character and the other is conflictive 

and,. tor the major character, unsatisfying. The major character also 

is frustrated in his violin p~acticing activity. The tact that the 

major character may find eQmething more interesting to do might be 

viewed as a positive problem-solving effort. The reason that it is 

not given more conjunctive weight is because he leaves it on the "may" 
and the "might" level rather than actually carrying it into construct-

ive action. 
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Picture 3 Di 

Ah; this boy here looks like he's; he's sick 1n one 
way and look like he's crying in anotheJ;" way. And 
he•a setting like he's weeping aver something that•s 
happened._ (Uhhuh. What might •ve happened'?] Well, 
he could of got 1n a tight with another boy or he may 
of got a whipping trom his mother or father. (Whip• 
P1ns'l And why might that ot happened?] He could ot 
been a bad ·'boy. [How do you msan that?] m,u. got 
1n a tight with teacher or- with another bo7 or dissi-
pate, I mean disobeyed his mother. CWbT would he 
tight w1 th the teacher?] Well• he mar not of been 
ge't;ting his lesson good enough. [And then what did 
he do?] Ah, the teacher probably made him. sit up 1!'l 
the corner and he didn • t like t t and he hauled off 
and hit the teacher. [Uhhuh. Now tell me something 
about how he might of gotten into a fight with another 
boy.J Well, over the ball, who was gonna p1tah or 
who was gonna bat or who was gonna hold the, the posi• 
tion; and he thought he was gonna hold it so, he's 
gonna tight this other bQ:, to hold it, Then the 
other gu.J'll whip hiilh Now he's tl11nking of getting 
revenge probably. He•U probably get the bo1 out 
sometime by hisselt, and they'll get into an argument 
tirst, then before this other guy knows it he'll be 
getting licked, [You say he could 'have been 1n a 
tight with another fellow or bit the teacher. What 
was this filll about't] Well, this here bo1" didn • t have 
vert good time with his tolks, his mother was rough 
with him. She was teying to get him to do right and 
live to be a perfect boy. He got fed up w1 th it. Be 
got to feeling wbat•s the use, so he started letting 
people have it, and her too, 

Inte;-gretation several status relationships oocur in this 

story,. While all ot them have their import, the Child .. Parent Status 

relationship, more generally classified as Child • Parent or Paret 

Substitute or Relative Status (a Subordinate • Sliperior Status rela• 

tionship), is most basic. Besides this relationship, the Student • 

Teaoher and ~he Peer • Peer relationships are apparent. 

In ·the latter part ot the stol'1, the subject mokes the 

Ohild • Parent relationship most f'unda.mental and throws some light 
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on the etfeot that this relationship bas on his other relationships. 

The prf.riiarf meaning or this relationship might well,. haVe been estab• 
I • ' I 

liehecl earlier .htid ~Jle;e:iaminer not changed the subject•a trend of 
. . . 

thought bJ' 11sldng "Why might he tight w1 th the teacher?tt, after the 

subject had. eq,basized the Child • Parent Status by saying. 111 mean 

' disobeyed his lilOther". The son peroe1ves his mother as being Sooiall.J 

Aggressiv~, at least on the moat explicit levela "Sha was trying to 

get him to do right, and U,ve to ·be a perteot b07". Bis mode ot ral~t-

ing to his mother was that ot being Abusively Aggresad:re. The Inter-

personal Situation is Diejunotive:., the relationship between the major 

character, as a son• end the Other, as a mother, 1s cont'l1ot1ve• as 

are the relationships between-the major character and the other storJ 

characters, The eto1'1 ends,on a note' ot struggle. 

P ioture 6 BJI 

Well, this here looks like a mother and a eon. and 
looks like as the son comes 1n and the mother wants to 
have her eon to do good,get ahead 1n whatever he wants 
to do, to put something into it. The son lmowa she 1s 
pushing him to, do something• but he 1s ted up with it. 
He probabl.7 walks on ott or keeps on arguing with her 
or something like that. (They are arsutne?J His 
mother1 s teying to give him a tew too many pointers 
on ho•• how to make a living flD.d treat his ,11te and 
he don't lilts her pointers and he gets mad and ·starts 
arsu1ng. 

Interpretation Here the only status ·relationship occurring· 

1n the stor, 1s that or· a subordinate • Superior Status. ·The role· 

relationship.- involves a soil and his mother ( Child - PB1"ent or Parent 

substitute or Relative). The son, as the major oharaoter ot the 
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story, perceives the mother as being Socially Aggressive (Driving or 

Threatening or De·stru.ctive Mode ·ot Perceiving· the Other) "tl1e mother 

wants to have her son to do good, get ahead in whatever he ·wants to 

do, to put someth1ng into 1t"•· 

Foll·,owlng this perception, the son relates to her by being 

Abusively Aggressive (Driving or Threatening or Destl'llctive Mode ot 

Re~ating ~o the Other) t "He probably walks on ott or keeps on argu• 

ins", "he gets mad end starts arguing" 1 "lie tells •.her ott and walks 

off".. The Interpersonal Situation is Disjunctive as the,.train of 

events occurring between the :maJor character end the Other are con• 

tinually antagonistic. 

Picture 'Im 

Well, this pioture lookS like a father and son and it 
looks like they have been arguing, too. The father 
told the son to a do something and hie son didn't want 
to do it and he started argulnst and arguing, go on like 
that. Coan you go ahead with• the story'lJ This• this 
father might be telling the boy something about grow• 
11:ig up or smoking, no, about Sl"OWing up end be a good 
man1 and do the right thing and. stuff 11ke that end 
his son don•t want his advice end he swells up his 
tace and gets mad at his~ather end maybe he was, he 
would tieht his father: or something like that. CF1ght 
his f'atherO Yes., sir. Well, jist tight him, well 
maybe when he gets around about eighteen years old 
his rather would try to teU him something end he'd 
get mad at his father end m&1be start and 1.\'Snt to 
tight him. His father keep on telling him the same 
thing over and over. When he grows up 1 be a respon• 
sibla man, and live right end do right and if' he_ has 
a wife, to treat her right. C What sort ot a fellow 
might the father have been?] Well, he looks like 
he• s el ther been a dootor or a preacher or a smart 
businessman• I think he nould or been a religious 
man iend. his son turned out to be kind ot a bad ohar• 
,aoter. Well, •cause, well, when he wasn't old enough, 
he probably goes to night olubs and drank intoxicating 
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liquor or something like that. CThere was something 
he liked about that?] I guess the liquor and going 
with older women and running around with older men and 
gitting hisself 1n trouble.,. [Ullhuh.] Ah, they, ah, 
maybe, maybe 'cause the1 •_would treat him better, SOllle• 
thing like that or they- may take his money more faster. 
Oh, he liked them to •take his money taster? No, he 

wouldn't like that but older women \lfOUld take his 
money- faster than his equal age would. CI don• t under-
stand.] He j 1st liked to thiuk that they make him 
more of a man'tli~n he really is., They probably, ah, 
would be a low-class person. Well, they bang out in 
ni_ght clubs and stay oµt all nieht- and different 
thiJ'lgs like that. CI see you're smiling, ,vhat are 
you smiling ,about? l I was just thinkinS about this 
picture. (Yea?] Oh, jist the fags 1n there. Some 
fags in there, [Fags?]. Yes1 sir. CWbich ones im• 
press you?J Ah• I think that one there did more than 
anyone of them did. CGo ahead.] ?tall, when I said 
about him Soing to night clubs and would like to go 
with old ladies and stutt like that. [ That has mean• 
ing tor you?'] Mean tor me to show how that a kid 
would go astray by going with older woman and stuff 
'like that? [You ·feel that going with older women would 
lead one astray?J Yes, sir. ·well, I, he probably was 
staying out all night, too, and they probably sleep 
together and all stuff Slloh as that. That•s it. 

' 

Interprets tion This story has two status relationships; one 

casts the major character in relationship to his father and the other 

oasts him in relationship to a female love object. The second rela-

tionship is provoked end dependent upOJ1 the first and so it will be 

considered as secondary, in spite of its vividness. The conflictive 

nature of this _second status relationship• however• will share 1n 

the determination ot the Interpersonal Situation scoring. Thus the 

major status relationship is subordinate• Superior and the role rela• 

t1onsh1p 1s Child • Parent or Parent substitute or Relative._ 

The eon peraeive.s his father as being Socially Aggressive, 

Driving or Threatening or Destruotivea "this father might be telling 
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the bor something about gJ:"OWing up or smoking, no, about growing up 

and be a good man"• His mode ot 1-eleitins to him is that ot being 

Anti..,soeiall.y or Abusively Aggressive, Driving or Threatening or 

Destruotives "he swells up his taoe and. gets JI18d at his father or 
maybe he wast ha would fight his father or something like that"• 

The Interpersonal Situat1on1 judging from the d1seordant exchange 

between the son and father end the major character• s tumultuous rela• 

t1onsh1p with an older tamale love objeot9 is Disjunctive. 

Picture 8 If! 

\'lell 9 this looks like, eh, a boy who was hard•headed, 
He shot another boy and a, a, the boy was almost dead 
and they didn't think there was a chance tor him liv• 
inS• The bo1 ma-, of SUJ."V'ived. He f'eels sorry after 
he done it but it was too late than. This boy didn't 
know whether the other boy \ll&S gonna die or not. Coan 
you go ahead and develop 1 t e 11 ttle more?J Well,-
they probably went hunting together, and this bof 
probabl.7 shot this other boy• around about his chest 
· or the lower part ot h1s heart, and hurt him. • • hurt 
him pretty seriously. Ha was hard•headed and was care-
less about what he was clo1ng and tbat•e the way it 
happened. 

Interpretation The only status and role relationship occur• 

ring in tllis, story includes a peer relationship (Coordinate Status. 

Sibling or Peer or Friend • Sibling or Peer .or Friend Role). The 

major oharaoter apparently.:·perceives the Other as being Passive. The 

other ohe.racter is inactive throughout the sto17, The major charac-

ter's mode ot relating to him 1s Abusively Aegressive C Driving or 

'lbreatening or Destructive). "He shot another boy." 'the Interper• 

sonal Situation 1s j1idged as being Disjunctive. The only feature ot 

the sto1'1 which reflects anything positive is the major oharaoter•s 
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son-ow about the shooting. This sorrow is not intense or persistent. 

Pictureµ M 

Well, this look .. like a bo7 th&t his father told him to 
quit going in swimming tor his 011i-n good. And he didn't, 
he told him he'd go if he telt like it. So one day- as 
luck happened, he almost got drowned, and he got saved 
and he lived. And bis father go to the hospital and 
see him and tells him about what happened. He told him 
not to do it in the first place and the boy went, on 
and done it a.IJ1Wa1• Did it. in spite of what his Dad 
said. 

Interpretation 7he only relationship occurrlng in this story 

is a eon - father relationship (Subordinate - Superior status, Child -

Parent t'r Parent Substitute or Relative Role). He views his rather 

as being Boeialq Aggressive (Driving or Threatening or Destructiveh 

8bia' father told him to quit going in swimming for bis own good11 • 

The aon•.s mode of relating to the tather, however, was Abusively' 

Aggressive (Driving or Threatening or Destructive). The Interper-

sonal Situation, in view ot the conflict between son and father and 

subsequent. trouble, is judged as being Disjunctive, in spite of the 
·' 

tact. that he didn't drown. 

' Plcbure 13 B 

This boy looks like he might go aatrq. When he gita 
ilp into· the age to be a bad bo7, he is one. He keeps 
·on doing ditterent stuff like that and becomes a notor-
ious gangster and a hoodlum. He takes advantage 0£ 
everybody that he can, especially the ones that aren't 
on the look-out • • taking cars and goin,g from states 
to states Jmd takirJg stutt. He thinks I I think he thinks 
that he•s doing pretty good. He wants to hit fo-r high 
things the next time. He 1a aiming tor bigger things? 
I gu~ss he feels sort of happy about doing that. When 
he takes a car, be probably likes to drive it. He likes 
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people don't know the difference anywq. (How does it 
coma out?J He finalq ends up in the penitentiary or 
some place like that and thinks over his days and what 
he done. He w.l.shes he only had to live bis life over 
and be a perfect boy. 

Inte~pretation The status and role reiationship 1n ~his story 

is vague. In view of the fact that the major character :ts mainl.7 

acting out.on anDD1JIOU8 people in various places, (at leaot he doean•t 

specify them), it is judged \o be a Coordinate Status and a Comm.natty 

Citizen -~ Community Citizen Role relationship. Although the Mode of. 

Percei,ring the Other ia not stated explicitl.7 by- the major character, 

it is interred as being Paesi-ve in that he seea people as being in ·a 

position in which t.he,- are t,aken advanta.ge ot1 "People aren •t on the· 

lookQut.•, and *'The people don •t know t.be difference aIJ1W8.7",. Hie 

mode.of relating to them was Ant1.SOc1al or Abw,ivel.7 Aggressive 

(Driving· or Threatening or Destructive). The Interpersonal ·Situation 

was evalua~ed as being Disjunctive. The turmoil is constant through-

out and ends in the major character's commitment to a penitentiar.,. 

Picture 14 
Well, this here looks like a bo19' industrial school 
or acme receiving home. 'fhis boy slips out al,ld 888& 
some one walking down, and just like fQr 'What got him 
into the school, he has them put, 1em up a~c\ takes 
their money. Then he runs down the alley. The'. other 
person didn •t. know what to do. ~e sees some people 
leave their car and when they go into the house, he 
starts it up and-'takes out. So it goes, he doing 
better and better jobF.J, talting money and clothes and 
stealing cars. The people couldn·•t catch up with 
him because he was too fast. until he finally smashes a car and the police.'pick him up. He Just kept on 
pulling the same stuff until he nmt·ts it up. · 
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Interpretation Two status and role relationships ~erge in 

this story-s 1) Coord.i.nate Status and a Community- Citizen - Coaunit7 

Citizen Role and 2) Subordinate -.. Superior Sta~ws an4 a Communit7 

Citisen • Community Authority Role. The former· is chosen as prilnarJ' 

because it precedes and "causes" the other. The Community- Citizen -

Community Citizen relatior1&bip also makes up most, ot the etor"7. Thia, 

then, establishes the Intex-per-sonal Reterence ot'the story. The major .----

character views the Community Ci:Umen as being Passives the other 
. 

person "didn •t know what to don, "the people couldn •t cat.ch up with 

him". He relates himaelt to them. in an Anti-Social or Abusi vei., 

Aggressive mannert 11he has them put •em up and takes their moneytt, 

"he st~ts it up (car) and t.akes out•, and "he's doing better and 

better j9ba, tald.ng money or clothes and stealing car•"• The Inter-

personal Situation 19· DisJunctiva as·, coupled With these "running" 

de~quencies, was an encounter-'with the police •. 

_Picture 17 BM 

Well. this here boy- probably had a bad home lite, miser-
able, mqbe bis father was dead and his mother was a 
hard dri.nker or something like that• They- never gave 
him nothing. Cf~s?l Well, he fe~led disrespe~· against 
bis mother and thought she wasn •t doing him right ac, he 
went out in petty- larcency and than started on up, . 
doing different things. Until 'he tinall.7 go~ hisselt 
in big trouble. And they put. him. in acme iristi~ution. 
Now it could be this boy- clinib:111g out of some building, 
escaping. He1a going to run away. -He dori1t git VeJ!7 
tar• the7 put him. back and ~e tries the a,ame thing 
over. And he never gits away so he makes up his mind 
he might as well do his 'time. He tinall.7 ends up a 
perfect boy. · 
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Intarpr.Gtation, Two role relationships ·are prozn:j.11ent in this 

atoeyi l) :child - Parent or Parent· Substitute or Relative and 

2) Community· Citizexi - Commurdty Authority. Both o:£ these role J:"e-

lationshipa fall under Subordinate--.. Superior statu relationships. 

The former is ·cho·sen aa being prima:cy because it precedes and is 

causaUt .related to. the seconds "he feeled disrespect against.bis 

mother and thought she wasn •t doing him right so he went out in pe~t;y 

larc•cy- and then started on up., doing differen~ thing~• Until he 
. 

tinal.11 got hisaelf' in big trouble".. Thus the InterpeJ"&O~ Rate~ 

·ence' 1st Subordinate• Superior Status, Child~- Pa.rent or Parent 

Substitute or Relative Role. 

The major. characte1• 1 s perception of the parents is complex, 

·too •. ln view of: 1) death ot father, 2) the fact that "they never gave 

him n~thing", 3) bad home conditions, and 4) an inadequate ~ther t1g-

1ire, ~he 'major character •a mode of. per6eiving bis parents was Lack or 

Losa. This wa& more general.17 categorized as Driving or Threatening 

or DestMJ.ctive. As exemplified earlier, bis mode or· relating himself 

to the parents waa,.,an Anti-Social or· Abusively Aggressive one (Driving 

or 'llw~tening or Destructive)', e·~g., "so he went out. in petty lar-

ce~cy11. Thia ~nteraction, along with hie subsequent institutional 

experience, indicates; a DisjUn.ctive Interpersonal. Situation.· His bea-

tific .final stat~t, "He tinall.7 ends up a perfect boy,~-does not 

seem enough to of.tset the disjunctive general nature of the whole sto1"7. 
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-Picture 18 BM 

'l'hia looks like a boy who kind of playing high. He 
goes to night clubs and joints like that, and he looks 
like ha tries to bully and pimp; ,maybe has a nice, g:i.rl.: 
and· thinks a lot 0£ her.- He gets into fights pretty 
orten over her and., oh, maybe hurt up a guy or cut -him 
\lp, shot him up and do different things like that. Well, 
tb,is girl was pretty., has beautiful eyes and hair. When 
she got to layin1 around, he'd start all bis tightin1 • 
tE_EU"lier you aaid,, "He thought a lot of her. 11 j. He did 
but when she got him excited, he got pretty rough, he'd 
rough her up nnd snybody- else trho mcssc:-l "With him or 
~h~. , 

Interpretation '/:he S~tqr - Female Love Object role (Coordin-

ate. Stat!u.s relationship) runs throughout this story ~nd is the primary' 

relat!o_nehip. It, precedes and llelpa produce the peer relationship, 

in which the major charactt'lr fights tor the gll-1. Thus the Int.er-

persoual Reference or the story is: Subordinate~ Superior Status 

and Sui~or ... _Female Love Object Role., There is one statement about. the 

Oth~r,s behavior which indicates th.at the major character viewed her 

as being Passive. Included in the same etatement is some evidence 
' . ' , 

ot his Anti-Social and Abusively Aggressive Mode of Relating to her. 

as well as others& "Well, this girl wa~ pretty, has beautiful eyes 

and hail-. When she got to layin1 around~ he'd start all his fightin' •" 

Thus he perceived her as Passive but related 'to ·her in a Driving or 

Threatening or ·neatructive manner. It might be arsued that he related 

to her in an Affirming manner, since h~ said "maybe (he) has a nice 

girl and thinks a lot ot her"• However., this one positive assertion 

seems to be iess strong than bis negative comment about his relation-

ship with her, "he got pretty rough, he'd rough her up", 'Which appears 
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to fit in with bis earlier conrinent of "he looks like he tries to 

bully and pimp"• 

The Interpersonal Situation is Disjunctive, as the inter-

action is connictive throughout. 

Picture 20 

Well, this looks like a f!:)lY that lost all bis friends 
in the world and bas not a place to stay and he jist 
walk around and stay in different places on the street 
and eats here and there. It looks like he might be 
a trouble-maker, g:l.ts in trouble with hie parents and 
they probably put him out of the house and he don •t 
have no place to go ard he 'Walks around, sleep, sleeps 
on the street. CAnd what might he be thinking here?J 
Of getting, he probably gitting ready to get revenge 
on hia mother and father for putting him out, out ot 
their home. Look like he I s feeling angry and real 
downhearted. CThen what happens? J Probably he goes 
back ard lick that man that his mother is living with. 
That's all. 

Interpretation The major relationship here is between a boy 

and his parents (Subordinate• Superior Status and Child - Parent or 

Parent Substitute or Relative). Other vague relationships are sug-

gested but not developed when M.D. s~s "a guy that lost all his 

friends"• The major character develops the perception that his parents 

are rejecting as he goes along. He crystallises this mode of perception 

and couples it-with bis mode or relating to them in his statement, 

"he probabl7 getting ready' to get revenge on his mother and father for 

putting him out, out of their home"• So his Mode of Perceiving the 

Other is Rejecting, more generally classified as Driving or Threaten-

ing or Destructive). The Interpersonal Situation is Disjunctive, as 

the course of the story is consistently tumultuous. 
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Summarg 

The bac~und material has given WJ a picture ot a cbroni• 

cally delinquent• hostile, irresponsible, Negro, adolescent boy who 

has emerged froaa, a disorganized 'famil.y background and probabq conmun-

ity discrimination. M.D. had an average I.Q.J however, he did not 

function on this level, as bis aggressive feelings impaired his 

po~ential abilities. Further in this respect, M.D. •s environment 
__ • 

did little to stimulate or encourage him intellectuaJ.l.1'. Included :1n 

H.D.•s dmlopnent was a background of illegitimacy, a broken home, 

rejection, deprivation, neglect, and hostility. H.D. •a neighborhood. 

and school relatio~sbips were antagonistic and disrupted. 

In i-eview.l.ng the llwmrt.al"7 sheet of H.D. •s TTAT stories,. it 

becomes readil.7 apparent that M.D. 1e stories werfll mainly told 1) around . 
Subordinate - Superior Status Relationships in which Child • Parent 

or Parent Substitute or Relative Boles occurred most frequentl7J 2) he 

had the major character percei~ the Other most frequentl.7 as being 

Driving or Threatening or Deatruct_ive, i.e., bJ' being mainl.1' Sooial.17 

Aggressive but also by being Rejecting or being Difficult or La.eking 

:l.n an important respect J 3) he had the major character relate to the 

Other predominant]¥ in a Driving or Threatening or Destructive mode, 

where an Anti-sod.al or Abusivel.J Aggressive Mode of Relating to t.he 

Other was assumed most frequent]¥J 4) the stories were so conflict-

ive, tumultuous, and strife-ridden that all were classified as Dis-

junctive._ 
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The background material was ·presented. in a descriptive .torm; 

wbile the 'l"l'AT 'material wae prea~ted by B7Stemat10 unit• categories. 

Thus these two .bodies ot intormat:lon are· not BJBtematicall,1' compar-

able. Yet, the strife-ridden• ag$tessive nature of the background 

material is certainly carried over into the ffAT stories. It is 

beyond the stated purpose of this work, but with this kind ot con-

tinuity, one could predict. that in real lite situations, M.D. will 
t:-r • 

tend to view others -as superior and himself as subordinate (unl•~• 

the, situation 1s highly structured in .another direction or·.1£ M.D •. 

experiences $0Jn8.radical personalit7 changes 1'1 th~ 1:11eantim.e). 

Further,. -he uuq be expected to contin~e to view these auperiora as 

threatening, .audell)" aggressive,. and rejecting of him and to react 

to this kind of. a relationship by becoming anti-social or abusive]T 

aggressive. There is evidence that H.D. has some awareness of other 

more· ~qual figures in the community. Here he will most likel.7 per-

cei ve the .ot.her as bein.g relatively passive and vulnerable. Follow.lng 

this, he tend to follow through with some tne ot delinquent act-

ivity. Otherwise, in relating to equals, he mq be expected to give 

some attention to female love objects, perhaps ot a maternal t7Pe. 

He w.U1 view them. as passive and relate himself to them in. a_n anti-· 

social or abusivel.7 aggressive manner. 

In view of tbia pervasive mode of orientation, it appears 

that M.D. 1s a se:r1ousl,1' maladjusted :lndividual and it 1• pre-

dicted that he will continue to be delinquent. 



CHAPTER VII 

SOMLWlY MID OONOWSl(lqS 

Stu!ma;r.z 

The central purpose ot this dissertation bas been the develop• 

merit ot a conceptual soheme to be employed 1n the analysis of' the 

social • psyohological ·import d stories told 1n response to eleven 

ot the pictures contained in the Tbompson Thematic Appercept1on Test. 

A .group ot thirty-•two delinquent, institutionalized• Negro bo;v-s was 

chosen as respondents to the test because or their marked homogeneity 

with reference to selected social and-·psyoholog1aal background tac• 

tors, A total ot 362 stories were. ob~ained and analyzed aocording 
) 

to the conceptual scheme. The data thus derived was then anal.yeed 

statistically 1ri order to seek any relationships that may be reYealad 

by using the concepts comprising the scheme. 

The conceptual framework was developed from theory contained 

in sociology-• ·psychology• psyohiatr,,. and the 1nter-d1sc1pl1nary liter• 

ature relating to projective ps.,oholosical testing. Its development 

was tao111tatecl by the pioture stories that served to suggest concepts 

useful in the analysis ot th1s kind ot data, as well as the Ol"gan• 

1zation of the concepts into a larger framework. 

Thus developed, the--theore~ioal framework provided a tool that 

made possible an orderly analysis of modes of social - psychological 
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reaction to given kinds of social situations. Significant aspects ot 

the dyJiami~s of en -individual•e personality were revealed 1n the man• 

ner 1n which he defined. ·the.major oharacter'a, status 1n the stor,. 

his role, and llis mode ot poroe1v1n.g the other person, and his manner 

ot relating to the other person, Furthermore, the behavior ot .the 

story obaracte~l:~wars took place 1n a social•s1tuational context ···.•:~-., . '·, . 

that provided unit~ tor enalyais that could be compared and related. 

Thi·s made possible the analysis ot sequential, common, and recurring 

behavior tendencies in the individual. 

As the conceptual scheme was appl1er3; to the analysts ot the 

individual, so 41d it lend itself to the analysis ot the eroup. .In 

the statistical treatment ot the behavior tendencies of the group, the 

common modes of structuring status and role relationships, of peroeiv• 

ing end relating to others• and the types ot situations in which they 

cast ,their stor;l.es become apparent. .n, means or the same pl;'ooees ot 

analysis, d1ss!m1lari ties among individuals COIIPrising the group 

were brought out • 

.Applying the analytical scheme to an analysis ot the Thompson 

Thematic Apperception Test stories ot this group of delinquents, it 

was tound 1n the majority ot instanoes that they consistently v1owed 

themselves as dominated, subordinate. interior children or m1nors1 in 

relationship to parent or authority figures. They viewed others, in• 

eluding parent and euthor1.t7 figures• as well as sibling and peer 

tigures, as being demand1ng1 rejecting, exploiting, hostile; 8Jld den• 

gerous 1n approximately three fourths ot the storr situations. 



1S3 
Notwithstanding the high frequency of'. the toreso1ng modes' of 

perceiving others• a su:f'ticient number ot passive and affirming per• 

captions were irregularly interspersed by the subjects t,o {rlSke all ot 

these modes relatiYely incone1stent. 

In the major1 ty of 11\stanoes and w1 th a high degree of consis• 

tency, these delinquents related thanselves to the other person in a 

driving• hostile, abusive, end anti•sooial way. 

The setting and 1nte:re.ction 1n 1zh1Clb. these subjects placed 

their stories were contlictive, strife-ridden, and disorganized tre• 

quentq and consistently, thus requiring that they be classified e.s 

px,;eponderantly disJunotive. 

Oonolusione 

The type ot findings yielded by the use of the conceptual 

scheme of analysis should be useti.µ to administrators and oorrea• 

tion.al workers in the :tield ot delinquenoy. The delinquents• percep• 

tions end modes of relating to st tuations are often 41:t'forent from 

those a casual or even trained observer my anticipate. This saheme 

ot analysis can refleot some of these modes ot defining and relating 

to situations. Thus rehabilitative planning and treatment oan 

proceed on a more enlightened basis. 

Besides having practical utility for administrators and 

olin1o1ans, the scheme also ho.s theoretical value. It is structured 

to reflect a configurational and processual analysis of an individuel 

in :relation, to others rather than a trait and static analys1$ ot an 

individual. In individual or group data, the sequential relationship 
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among the various units ot analysis are apparent because the unite 

are eystematically arranged. The emerging interaction is always tied 

to the major s.tatus and role relationships that aro initially struc• 

tured. Even though the interaction may be complex, it always retors 

to the mnjor relationship. Likewise each subsequent basic unit con-

cept refers to the concept occurring before it. 

~e categories ot analysis of the modes of perceiving and 

relating to the other person are units 1n an interaotional process. 

These categories make a detailed analysis possible because they reter 

to elements entering into the interaction rather than the general 

torm of this interaction. However, the scheme does not neglect this 

general torm. ot interaction, as it is incorporated with other espeots 

of the situation in the basic unit concept of Interpersonal Situation. 

Thus the scheme provides the uni ts and method necessary t'or a system• 

.atio detailed analysis of the interaction as well as its more gener-

alized aspects, 

Besides the horizontal dexterity ot the scheme 1n respect to 

the analysis or interactions, the concepts or Mode of Perceiving the 

Other, li!ode of Relating to the Other, and Interpersonal Situation• by 

including feeling uni ts in the detin1 t:l.on of their various sub•ca.tegor-

ies, increase the analytical ability of the scheme to include psy--

cbologioal features of the interaction as well as the social features. 

The scope ot this study was limited by the small number of 

subjects and .-by the restriction to a type or subject. A larger sam• 

pling ot subjects would allow greater statistical treatment of the 
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sub-categor1es ot the various basic unit concepts. This type of 

treatment would reflect a more detailed analysis ot tho interaction 

occurring in the stories. Additional groups ot delinquents andnon• 

delinquent bo:,s n$ed to be studied to test the adequacy- ot the conoep• 

tual scheme and to learn about their interac~ional. tendencies. Thus 

a variety- ot individuals 1n many sub-groups of our own and other 

soo1et1es1 as well as the groups themselves. should be studied to 

test the adequacy- or the scheme• gain additional knowledge about tl,le 

'behavioral: tendenoiel3 of people 1n different cul tu.res, and make 

comparative analysis possible. 



APPENDIX A 

THE RELIADILITY STUDY 

The reliability with which certain specific characteristics or 
a subject's story could be analyzed was the purpose or this otudy. 

The char~cteriatics under investigation were those listed in Chapter 

II under the conceptual scheme. 

Procedure First, the test records or the thirty-two subjects 

were scored by the writer. From this group, seven test reaards (approxi-

mately one fifth) were selected at random and given to another judge 

for analysis according to the conceptual scheme~ The writer bad 

several semesters or .formal course work in projective testing and a two-

year internship, wbioh included projective test interpretation. The 

other judge's background consisted of approximately two years education 

and expe~ienoe in educational and vocational testin3. He was a gradu-

ate· student in educational psychology. While he was familiar with 

the principles underlying projective techniques, he had no previous 

experience in this area. The writer spent approximately fifteen hours 

in diacusaing the rationale underlying projective testing and the con-

ceptual schet1e of this work, and 1n warldng with him in the inter-

pretation or TTAT story materials. 
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The stories of the seven subjects chosen at random {seventy-

seven stories in all) were analyzed independently by the. writer and 

the other judge, and their results were com.pared to determine the 

reliability of ea.ch step iri the analysis. 

Results In sixty-six of the seventy-seven stories (8S+ per 

cent) there was agreement on the definition of the role relationship, 

e.~-:., Child • Parent or Parent Substitute or Relative. The .ratings 

made by bo_th judges for the category of status relationships, e.g., 

Subordinate - Superior Status, proved to be in even greater agreement. 

In seventy of the seventy-seven stories (90+ per cent) there was 

agreen1ent. 

In forty-eight ot the seventy-seven stories (624 per cent.), 

the judges agreed on the minor categories of the ~ode of Percoi ving 

the Other, e.g., Socially Aggressive. _Greater agreement wao achieved 

on the major categories; e.g., Passive. •In sixty-one of the aeventy-

seven stories (79.,·per cent) there was agreement.. 

In filty-nine of the stories (76• per cent) there was agree-

ment on the minor categories of the Mode$ of Relating to the Other, 

e.g., Rejecting, as well as in the major categories, e.g., Driving 

or Threatening or Destructive. 

In siny-eight of the seventy-seven stories (SS. per cent), 

the judges agreed on the type of Interpersonal Situation present in 

the story-, e.g., Disjunctive. 



APPENDIX B 

KEY TO ABBflEVIATIO?JS 

Term -. .:.:..,-; 

Affiliation 
Passive 
Driving t>r Threatening 

or Destructive 
Affirming 
Child - Parent ar Parent 

Substitute or Relative 
Student or Worker -

School or Work Authority 
Sibling or Peer or Friend -

Sibling or Peer or Friend 
Community Citizen - Community 

Authority 
Community Citizen - Community 

Citizen Human - Supernatural 
Suitor - Female l'.Dve Object 
Frequency· 
Anti-socially and Abusively 

Aggressive 
Dangerous or Difficult 
Socially Aggresai ve 
Conjunctive 
Disjunctive 
Disjunctive - Conjunctive 

1$8 

Abbrovintion 

Aff. 
Pass. 
MD 

Affirm. 

Parent 
Sch. W. 

Sib. and Peer 

Com. Auth. 

C. Citz. 

Super. 
Fettale 
Freq. 
Anti-Soc. 

Dang. or Diff. 
Soc. Agg. 
·Conj. 
Disj. 
Disj.-COnj. 
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